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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the Meeting of the Council held at
Knowle, Sidmouth, on Wednesday, 10 April 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Peter Halse
(Chairman)
Frances Newth (Vice Chairman)
David Atkins
Ray Bloxham
Roger Boote
Peter Bowden
Peter Burrows
Derek Button
Bob Buxton
Geoff Chamberlain
David Chapman
Maddy Chapman
Trevor Cope
David Cox
Iain Chubb
Deborah Custance Baker
Alan Dent
Paul Diviani
Jill Elson
Steve Gazzard
Roger Giles
Graham Godbeer
Pat Graham
Steve Hall
Douglas Hull

John Humphreys
Ben Ingham
John Jeffery
Sheila Kerridge
David Key
Jim Knight
Andrew Moulding
John O’Leary
Helen Parr
Geoff Pook
Ken Potter
Philip Skinner
Pauline Stott
Peter Sullivan
Ian Thomas
Graham Troman
Phil Twiss
Chris Wale
Tim Wood
Eileen Wragg
Steve Wragg
Claire Wright
Tom Wright

Hon Aldermen:
Ron Mudge
Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Karen Jenkins, Corporate Organisational Development Manager
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal & Democratic Services Manager
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager
Apologies

Councillors:
Christine Drew
Vivien Duval Steer
Martin Gammell
Tony Howard
Mike Howe
Stuart Hughes
Stephanie Jones
Brenda Taylor
Mark Williamson

Honorary Aldermen:
Vivienne Ash
Bernard Hughes
Margaret Rogers
Barry Willoughby

The Chairman introduced Revd John Sibley from the Crossroad Christian
Fellowship, Seaton and invited him to say a prayer.
The meeting then started at 6.36 pm and ended at 7.50 pm.
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*62

Public question time
The Chairman welcomed members of the public to the meeting and invited their
questions.

Richard Eley referred to the Local Plan which was shortly to be submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate. He said that the Council needed to make changes to the
Sidmouth section to reflect concerns raised through the process. He said that the
amendments could be submitted along with the ‘original’ text without requiring the
Plan to be delayed for further public consultation.
Kelvin Dent said that following the Special Development Management Committee
on 1 March 2013 where the Knowle application had been refused, the Chief
Executive had advised him in a letter that the Council would now consider options.
Mr Dent asked what the options were so that he could advise the Knowle
Residents Association accordingly.
Tony Green asked the Leader of the Council to correct misleading comments
made in the 22 March 2013 edition of the Sidmouth Herald. Mr Green had called
for the Chief Executive to resign at both the March meeting of the Business Task
and Finish Forum and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee. The spokesperson
quoted in the Herald article referred to a ‘trial by hear-say’ which Mr Green said
was insulting as he had undertaken research on which to base his allegations. He
said that the Chief Executive had failed to respond fully to these allegations.
Although the Council spokesperson had said that the complainant could refer the
matter to the Local Ombudsman, this was in fact inaccurate; the Ombudsman
could not deal with complaints that affected all or most of the people living in a
Council’s area. Mr Green asked who the spokesperson was and who had briefed
him. He asked for a meeting with the Communications Officer so that the Council
could issue a press release to put the record straight.
Mr M Temple referred to the current investigation involving the former councillor,
Graham Brown. The Chairman stopped Mr Temple from speaking further, warning
that this could affect the police investigation. The Chairman adjourned the meeting
for 5 minutes to restore order.
Paul Hayward referred to Devon’s recycling campaign. Although its slogan was
‘Don’t let Devon go to Waste’, as East Devon did not recycle cardboard, local
residents were currently obliged to make a round trip to the local recycling centres
- this was increasing the carbon footprint locally. Mr Hayward said that East
Devon’s neighbouring authorities were now all recycling cardboard. He understood
that East Devon was tied into its current recycling and refuse contract until 2016,
but asked the Council to make sure that the inclusion of cardboard recycling was
put at the forefront in its negotiations for a new contract when the time came.
The Leader advised that much of what Mr Hayward was asking for was already in
the pipeline.
The Leader said that those members of the public who had not been given an
answer to their questions at the meeting would be sent a written reply. In response
to a request, he agreed that copies would also be sent to all Councillors.
In response to a question about the legal definition of ‘sub judice’, the Corporate
Legal and Democratic Services Manager said that the term normally applied when
proceedings had been instituted but stressed the key point was that her advice to
the Council had been that it should act with caution to avoid prejudicing any Police
investigation.
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Minutes

The minutes of the meeting of the Council held on 27 February 2013 were
confirmed and signed as a true record.
*64

Councillor resignation
Graham Brown’s resignation from the Council on 13 March 2013 was formally
recorded. The by-election for the Feniton and Buckerell Ward would be held on
the day of the Devon County elections – 2 May 2013.

*65

Chairman/Leader notices/announcements
a) Honiton Fire
With great sadness, the Chairman reported on a fire in one of our Honiton
Council homes last Friday. Tragically three people died in hospital as a
result of the fire. He gave assurance that the Council had taken appropriate
action and would invite the Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes and
Communities to address the Council following his notices.
b) Death of former Prime Minister, Baroness Margaret Thatcher
The Chairman spoke warmly and with respect about Baroness Margaret
Thatcher who had died on Monday.
c) Telegraph Family Friendly Museum Award
The Chairman invited Councillors to support the Thelma Hulbert Gallery by
putting it forward for the Telegraph Family Friendly Museum Award. This
would help achieve wider recognition of the excellent work carried out by
the curator of the Gallery and the staff and volunteers.
Nominations for the Award would close on 10 May 2013 and the long-list
would be announced in The Sunday Telegraph and on the Kids in
Museums website in May 2013. (award@kidsinmuseums.org.uk)
d) Civic Service
The Chairman invited all Members to the Civic Service on 21 April 2013 at
3pm at St Giles Parish Church, Kilmington – the service would be followed
by afternoon tea in the village hall.
e) Housing Service up-date
The Chairman invited the Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes and
Communities, Councillor Jill Elson, to up-date Councillors on a range of
housing issues including the rent collection rate, work being carried out in
respect of the ‘bedroom tax’, downsizing and prevention of homelessness.
Councillor Elson began by expressed deep sympathy and sadness for the
loss of life in the Honiton house fire. The Housing Team was now working
with the Police Liaison Officer and the family to secure alternative housing
in their preferred location.
Councillor Elson was able to reassure Members that all of the Council’s
housing properties had hard wired smoke alarms (some properties also
have heat detectors and carbon monoxide detectors fitted) and all had their
annual gas safety check undertaken this year.
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*65

Chairman/Leader notices/announcements (continued)
Housing Service up-date (continued)

She stressed that the Council took safety in the home very seriously and
the Housing Service was completing Fire Risk Assessments on all of the
Council’s flats with communal areas. The Service provided advice to
tenants on home safety in the Tenant Handbook and various publications
such as the Housing Matters magazine.
Councillor Elson went on to report that the Housing Revenue Account was
in a good position; this had been helped by the housing rental section
collecting 99.72% of rent due – one of the best collection rates nationally.
This would help the Council to mitigate the effects of Welfare Reform.
Councillor Elson gave credit to the rental team and East Devon tenants.
The rate of downsizing had increased and the service now had an officer
proactively working with applicants. The Local Welfare Support scheme had
been introduced at the beginning of the month (as an alternative to the
Department of Work and Pensions Crisis Loan scheme) – the service was
prepared to meet the demands of clients in crisis.
Councillor Elson referred to the Council’s homeless prevention initiatives
and effective multi-agency working. Only 35 households had been accepted
as homeless during the last financial year against a recorded 302 cases of
homelessness prevention. This was against the national trend of increase
in homelessness.
Councillor Elson thanked all staff in the Housing Teams for their work. In
reply to a question she gave details of the incentives for downsizing - these
had been reported to the Housing Review Board at its last meeting.
The Chairman thanked Councillor Elson for her valued work. He said that
the Housing Service was a tremendous asset to the Council.
*66

Equalities
The Chairman invited the Portfolio Holder – Corporate Business, Councillor Ray
Bloxham to introduce this item.
Councillor Bloxham said that the Corporate Organisational Development Manager,
Karen Jenkins would advise how the Council was dealing with Equalities
legislation and the impact of non-compliance. It was the Council’s duty to consider
the 10 protected characteristics - age; disability; gender reassignment;
marriage and civil partnership; pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or belief;
sex; sexual orientation – in its decision making.
He said that the Council had a duty to consider whether any changes to service
delivery or policies impacted on these protected characteristics. He referred to the
importance of undertaking Equality Impact Assessments where the potential
impact was high or medium. The work was being supported by the Council’s
Member Champion for Customer Services and an Officer Equalities Group. The
Officer Group was helping to ensure the Equalities legislation was embedded
within the organisation. Externally contact was made with the protected groups for
the purpose of ongoing consultation.
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*66

Equalities (continued)
The Corporate Organisational Development Manager, Karen Jenkins, outlined the
key issues Members needed to take into account in relation to the Equality Act
2010 in light of recent Judicial Review cases. A paper had been included with the
agenda and this, together with the presentation given at the meeting, indicated the
progress made by the Council in advancing and promoting equalities.
Members were advised that the Council had a general duty to:

o
o
o

Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act.
Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic (as defined in the Act).
Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.
And a specific duty to:

o
o
o
o

Publish information to show compliance with the equality duty across all services
on an annual basis.
Prepare and publish SMART (specific, measureable, achievable, realistic and time
bound) equality objectives.
Review and revise equality objectives every 4 years.
Take legal responsibility for equality when commissioning or procuring services.
The Council was obliged to ensure that equality information and the outcome of
consultation was consistently factored into decision making and to consider
practical steps to mitigate any adverse impact. Progress was being made to raise
awareness and embed equalities into the everyday work of the Council.
Members were reminded that if a public authority did not comply with the Equality
Act 2010 it could be challenged through the High Court for judicial review. It was
important and good practice for the Council to keep records of its decision making
and give clear reasons for any departures from the equality code or guidance.
In reply to a question the Corporate Organisation Development Manager
confirmed that the Union was involved in all work affecting staff and policy
changes.
The Chairman thanked Councillor Bloxham and Karen Jenkins for the helpful
information.

*67

Questions (Procedure Rules 9.2 and 9.5)
Eight questions had been submitted and these, with printed answers, had been
circulated before the start of the meeting.
In reply to a supplementary question referring to information provided to the
Development Control Committee on the day of meeting, the Leader said that the
information had previously been provided by email to a member of the Council and
it was thought to be helpful to provide the Committee with the same information.
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Questions (Procedure Rules 9.2 and 9.5) (continued)

In reply to a supplementary question, the Leader advised that the majority of
planning authorities did not have Local Plans in place. The Council was
progressing the Local Plan as a matter of priority. The Council should be in a
position to calculate and report the land supply balance in June.
The Chairman made reference to the 2 recent Feniton area planning applications
which had been refused with valid planning reasons at the last meeting of the
Development Management Committee. He agreed with concerns expressed that
the Government’s proposal to relax planning laws would mean certain
development would be permitted without input from local councils and neighbours.
In reply to a supplementary question in respect of confidentiality clauses, the
Leader confirmed that he was in regular discussion with the Chief Executive but
could not always divulge what these were about.
In reply to a supplementary question about the chairmanship of the Local
Development Framework Panel (LDFP), the Leader explained that the role had
historically been linked with the position of Deputy Leader. When former
Councillor Brown was appointed Deputy Leader, he became chairman of the
LDFP – this arrangement was changed as soon as possible.
In reply to a supplementary question, the Chairman apologised for the delayed
response to Councillor Hull’s request for information from the Monitoring Officer.
The Chairman had confidence in the Monitoring Officer and assumed that there
must be a valid reason for the delay. He would see that a response was made.
*68

Minutes of Cabinet and Committees
RESOLVED

(1)

that the under-mentioned minutes be received and the
recommendations approved
Cabinet
Development Management
Audit and Governance
Licensing & Enforcement
Licensing & Enforcement
Sub

(2)

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

167-188, 189-207
54-56, 57-60
41-50
15-18
37-42

that the under-mentioned minutes be received.
The Cabinet (minutes 173, 194 and 195) had noted or
accepted the following Overview/Scrutiny Committees’
recommendations with or without amendment.
Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
Housing Review Board
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Minutes

57-63

Minutes

59-73

Arising from consideration of the above minutes:-

*69
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a)

Housing Review Board
In presenting the minutes of the Board, Councillor Pauline Stott advised
that details of house sales made through the Right to Buy scheme were
included at Minute 59.

b)

Audit Plan & Interim Audit report (Audit & Governance Min 44)
In presenting the minutes of the Audit and Governance Committee meeting
of 14 March 2013, the Committee Chairman, Councillor Ken Potter spoke of
the importance of user-friendly information and clearly presented accounts.

Arts and Culture Forum - Constitution
RESOLVED

that the Constitution of the recently formed Arts and Culture
Forum which had been included with the agenda papers be
approved.

Chairman ........................................... …..

Date ....................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the Council held at
Knowle, Sidmouth, on Wednesday, 22 May 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Michael Allen
David Atkins
Ray Bloxham
Susie Bond
Peter Bowden
Peter Burrows
Bob Buxton
Geoff Chamberlain
Iain Chubb
Trevor Cope
David Cox
Deborah Custance Baker
Alan Dent
Paul Diviani
Christine Drew
Vivien Duval Steer
Jill Elson
Martin Gammell
Roger Giles
Graham Godbeer
Pat Graham
Steve Hall
Peter Halse
Tony Howard
Mike Howe
Stuart Hughes
Honorary Aldermen:
Lt Col Tony Drake
Mike Green
Bernard Hughes
Ann and Graham Liverton
Ron Mudge

Douglas Hull
John Humphreys
Ben Ingham
John Jeffery
Stephanie Jones
Sheila Kerridge
David Key
Jim Knight
Andrew Moulding
Frances Newth
Helen Parr
Ken Potter
Philip Skinner
Pauline Stott
Peter Sullivan
Brenda Taylor
Ian Thomas
Graham Troman
Phil Twiss
Chris Wale
Mark Williamson
Tim Wood
Eileen Wragg
Steve Wragg
Claire Wright

Bob Peachey
Sara Randall Johnson
Tony Reed
David Scott
Tony Wilkinson

Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal and Democratic Services Manager
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager
Apologies

Councillors:
Roger Boote
Derek Button
David Chapman
Maddy Chapman
Steve Gazzard
John O’Leary
Geoff Pook
Tom Wright
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Honorary Aldermen
Vivienne Ash
Barry Willoughby

Annual Meeting of the Council, 22 May 2013

The Chairman invited the Reverend Mark Barrett, Curate of All Saints Church,
Sidmouth, and member of the Sid Valley Ministry Team to say a prayer before the
formal start of the meeting.
The meeting then started at 6.30 pm and ended at 8.45 pm.
*1

Election of Chairman
Councillor Peter Halse (Chairman) opened the meeting by thanking Councillors
and Council Officers for the help and support given to him and his Vice-Chairman
during their time in office. He said that it had been a great honour to serve East
Devon District Council and overall the experience had been hugely enjoyable. He
believed that when the Council all worked together it made a positive difference
and he hoped that this would continue.
The Chairman then invited nominations for the office of Chairman of the Council
for the ensuing year.
Councillor Alan Dent proposed and Councillor Ken Potter seconded Councillor
Graham Godbeer being elected Chairman of the Council for the year.
In proposing, Councillor Dent said that Councillor Godbeer had served the
community well for many years and during his time on the Council had held
positions of responsibility including being Chairman of the Licensing and
Enforcement Committee and Portfolio Holder – Economy. Councillor Dent outlined
Councillor Godbeer’s other work within the community and his interests. He
referred to him as a man of great integrity who would be well suited to the role of
Chairman of the Council.
In seconding, Councillor Potter said that he was pleased to support the nomination
of Councillor Godbeer who he said was a man of culture and a gentleman. He had
already made a significant contribution to the Council.
There were no other nominations.
RESOLVED

that Councillor Graham Godbeer be elected Chairman of the
Council for the ensuing year.

Following the election Councillor Godbeer read and signed the Declaration of
Acceptance of Office.
The Chairman then spoke in response to his election. He thanked all present for
this unexpected honour which he said was beyond his aspirations. He referred to
the former Chairman’s integrity and his service to the Council and local
community. He hoped that he would be able to rely on the continued support of his
fellow Councillors.
The new Chairman presented the former Chairman with a badge of office and a
commemorative plaque.
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*2

Appointment of Vice Chairman
Councillor Peter Bowden proposed and Councillor Pauline Stott seconded
Councillor Christine Drew being appointed Vice-Chairman of the Council.
In proposing, Councillor Bowden said that Councillor Drew had been an effective
Youth Champion and was pleased that she would continue in that role. He
referred to her efforts on behalf of the Council and her championing of local
democracy.
In seconding, Councillor Stott said that it was a pleasure to support Councillor
Drew. She recognised Councillor Drew’s strengths and referred to the positions of
responsibility she had held in the Council. Councillor Stott believed that as ViceChairman, Councillor Drew would continue to be a good ambassador for East
Devon.
Councillor Geoff Chamberlain proposed and Councillor Brenda Taylor seconded
Councillor Douglas Hull being appointed Vice-Chairman of the Council.
In proposing, Councillor Chamberlain said that Councillor Hull had great tenacity;
he gave an anecdote to illustrate this. He referred to Councillor Hull’s years of
service and his contribution to the Council and the local community.
In seconding, Councillor Taylor said that the position of Vice Chairman would
acknowledge and honour Councillor Hull’s long service on the Council.
The nominations were put to the vote.
RESOLVED

that Councillor Christine Drew be appointed Vice-Chairman of
the Council for the ensuing year.

Following the election, Councillor Drew read and signed the Declaration of
Acceptance of Office.
The Vice-Chairman then spoke in response to her appointment. She said that she
was honoured to accept the position but that former Vice Chairman, Councillor
Frances Newth would be hard act to follow. She referred to Councillor Newth’s
service and loyalty.
Councillor Drew said that she would do her utmost to help the Chairman carry out
his duties on behalf of the Council and within the wider community. She believed
that her role as Youth Champion would fit well with her new duties. She said that
East Devon was an outstanding and forward-thinking Council that she was proud
to represent.
Councillor Frances Newth responded by congratulating the new Chairman and
Vice Chairman saying that they should wear their chains of office with pride and
continue to fly the flag for East Devon.
The new Vice Chairman presented the former Vice Chairman with a badge of
office and a commemorative plaque.
Councillor Douglas Hull also congratulated Councillor Drew on her appointment.
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*3

Public Questions
The Chairman welcomed Councillors, Honorary Aldermen and members of the
public. Before inviting questions, he asked all present to treat each other with
respect. He said that if a response to a question was to be in writing, that this
would also be appended to the minutes.
Barry Sangster asked why it was necessary for local councils to have Party Whips.
The Leader responded by advising that appointing a Whip to a political group
assisted with communications. He said that he had not had cause to use the whip
during his time as Leader.
Councillor Eileen Wragg, Leader of the Liberal Democrats Group said that her
group did not have a whip and that members were encouraged to vote with their
conscience.
Councillor Phil Twiss, Conservative Whip confirmed that no whip had been evoked
whilst he had been on the Council and read relevant extracts from the
Conservative Group rules which emphasised the importance of broad-thinking
members.
Honorary Alderman Sara Randall Johnson spoke as former Leader of the Council.
She said that during her years as Leader she had only applied the whip once –
this had been in relation to the budget as she was determined to keep the Council
Tax down for the benefit of the local community.
Paul Hayward referred to the poor turn-out at elections and asked what measures
the Council was putting in place to engage more successfully with the electorate.
He also asked what consideration was being given to using other means of voting,
such as on-line, to address this growing democratic deficit.
In response the Leader advised that the most recent elections had been for county
seats. Councillor Ingham said that the turn out at the Feniton and Buckerell byelection on the same day had been good.
(Note – Further information on this issue can be found on the Electoral
Commission website).

*4

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Council held on 10 April 2013 were confirmed
and signed as a true record.

*5

Feniton and Buckerell Ward – new Councillor
The Chairman introduced and welcomed Susie Bond of Feniton and Buckerell
Ward. Councillor Bond had been elected to the Council on 2 May 2013.
In response Councillor Bond said that she had been delighted to have been
elected and she was grateful to her fellow councillors for the warmth of their
welcome. She said that future challenges would include the 5-year land supply,
protection of green spaces and issues around housing development.
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*6

Leader of the Council
Councillor Paul Diviani had been elected Leader of the Council at the 2011 Annual
Meeting for a 4 year term – that is until the Annual Meeting following the May 2015
elections.

*7

Appointment of Deputy Leader
The Leader confirmed his appointment of Councillor Andrew Moulding as Deputy
Leader of the Council, thanking him for his consistent and welcome support. The
Leader added that Councillor Moulding acted with dignity and reliability in both of
his roles - Deputy Leader and Portfolio Holder – Strategic Development and
Partnerships. He said that Councillor Moulding drew on his extensive experience
in local government and the ‘real world’; he was a valued and respected
colleague.

*8

Cabinet Members and Portfolio Holders
The Leader referred to the strengths of the individual Portfolio Holders. He
proposed no changes to the titles of the Portfolio Holders or remit other than for
Rural Broadband to be included within the Economy Portfolio.
The membership of the Cabinet would continue to comprise 10 Conservative
Members, including 7 Portfolio Holders and 2 Deputy Portfolio Holders. As
Councillor Graham Godbeer was now Chairman of the Council, Councillor Ian
Thomas would take over responsibility for the Economy Portfolio. Councillor Phil
Twiss would be responsible for the Corporate Services Portfolio. The Leader
appointed Councillor Tom Wright to his Cabinet as Deputy Portfolio Holder –
Environment.
The Leader advised that, (in compliance with Articles 6.02 and 6.04 of the
Constitution), he appointed the following Members (additional to the Leader and
Deputy Leader) to the Cabinet (Appendix A) namely:
Ray Bloxham
Iain Chubb
David Cox
Jill Elson
Ian Thomas
Phil Twiss

(Corporate Business),
(Environment),
(Finance),
(Sustainable Homes & Communities),
(Economy),
(Corporate Services)

with the Deputy Leader being appointed Strategic Development and Partnerships
Portfolio Holder
and Stephanie Jones as Deputy Portfolio Holder, Sustainable Homes and
Communities and Tom Wright as Deputy Portfolio Holder, Environment.
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*9

Committees
RESOLVED

(1)

that Committees be established for the municipal year as
set out in Articles 7, 8, 9 and 10 of the Constitution ,

(2)

that the size and terms of reference for those
Committees be as set out in Articles 7, 8, 9 and 10 of the
Constitution.

(3)

that the membership of the Standards Committee be
confirmed, namely:
Council representatives: Chairman of the Council,
Councillors Susie Bond, Peter Bowden, Geoff
Chamberlain and Frances Newth.
Substitute members: Councillors Douglas Hull and Alan
Dent.
Non-voting Independent representatives: Ray Davison
and Tim Swarbrick.
Non-voting Parish/Town Council representatives:
Councillors David Mason and Courtney Richards.
Non-voting Independent persons – Alison Willan and
John Walpole (Reserve) – not members of the Standards
Committee but are consulted by the Monitoring Officer on
Code of Conduct Complaints

(4)

To confirm the non District Council membership of the
Housing Review Board:
Tenant and/or leaseholder representatives (to serve
a further year on the Board)
Victor Kemp, Pat Rous and Sue Saunders. There are
currently two tenant and/or leaseholder vacancies these have now been advertised and the selection
process is under-way
Independent Community representatives (to serve a
further year on the Board)
Julie Adkin and Rob Finch
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*10

Report of the Chief Executive
a) Allocation of seats to different political groups on Committees,
Sub Committees, Advisory Panels/Forum
b) Amendments to the Council’s Constitution
The proposed amendments to the Constitution were set out within the agenda
papers (Pages 22-26) and in the additional paper circulated at the meeting which
gave a clearer explanation of amendments to the scope of Overview and Scrutiny.
The following issues were raised during the debate on this item:
 Clarity over the changes introduced by the Overview and Scrutiny
(Reference to Councillors)(Excluded Matters) England) Order 2012. The
changes did not prevent the Committee looking at processes and
procedures.
 Concern in respect of Part 3-functions: Officer delegations to include
departure applications. The Chairman of the Development Management
Committee confirmed that this was in respect of minor departures and would
be in consultation with herself as Chairman of the Development Management
Committee; any delegation would take into account feedback from Ward
Members. There would remain the option to refer the matter to Committee.
 The Development Management Committee meetings were currently too long
and this was raising cross-party concern - increasing delegation to officers
was not seen as the answer. The Portfolio Holder – Corporate Business
referred to the work being carried out by his Think Tank in reviewing the way
Committee reports were written and presented.
 Councillors and members of the public valued the opportunity to ask
questions and make statements at Council meetings. There was no
suggestion that this would be stopped but rather reviewed with the potential
for increasing the contributions.
 The proposed changes to the Constitution included changes made by
legislation and regulations, for example in respect of whistle blowing
disclosures by staff who could only be given legal protection if they were
made in the public interest.
c) Annual report of Overview and Scrutiny
Councillor Tim Wood spoke in praise of the work carried out by the former
Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, Councillor Stuart Hughes. He
said that the Committee had undertaken useful work and referred particularly to
GP Commissioning and up-dates from the Rural Communities (including Post
Offices) Champion. The Committee had set up useful Task and Finish Forum and
had invited the Portfolio Holders to meetings to speak about the work they carried
out on the Council’s behalf. Other Councillors spoke in appreciation of what
Councillor Hughes had achieved as Chairman.
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c) Annual report of Overview and Scrutiny (continued)
Councillor Pauline Stott, Chairman of the Housing Review Board spoke about the
work of the Board – its opportunities and challenges. She said that a number of
Task and Finish Forum had been set up and had undertaken useful and detailed
work. She thanked the Housing Review Board for its effective work and thanked
Councillors who attended meetings of the Board.
d) Member Champions
In response to criticism to changes made to the Council’s Member Champions,
Councillor Ray Bloxham, Portfolio Holder – Corporate Business advised that the
changes reflected a rational progression. He said that over the years Member
Champions helped to drive change which was then often incorporated within the
mainstream business of the Council. For example the work carried out by the Risk
Management Champion, including the electronic risk register, was now imbedded
within the Council’s processes. The Affordable Homes Champion had worked
effectively and the Council was now in a stronger position to deliver affordable
homes within the district. Similarly positive steps had been taken by the Recycling
Champion to promote recycling who together with the Portfolio Holder Environment and the Recycling and Refuse Partnership Board had now turned
round the Council’s recycling performance. The work of the Plain English
Champion had helped to initiate a drive to improve Council publications and
reports. New Champion roles had been introduced over the years to address new
challenges, for example a Health and Wellbeing Champion had now been
included.
e) Council Structure
The Council structure (as agreed at the 2011 Annual Council meeting) to be
retained subject to Rural Broadband being included within the remit of the
Economy Portfolio Holder. The Chief Executive in consultation with the Leader
and Deputy Leader of the Council was currently considering a management
restructure which could result in changes to the Council structure as set out –
proposals would be reported to Cabinet in due course.
RESOLVED

(1)

(a)

that the allocation to different political groups of seats to
be filled by the Council, in accordance with political
balance rules, be determined as follows in respect of
Overview/Scrutiny, Regulatory and other Committees:
Conservative Group
(42 Members)
Liberal Democrats Group (10 Members)
Independents
( 7 Members)
Total

(59 Members)

71%
17%
12%

65
16
11
92

(The political balance rules do not apply to the Cabinet).
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*10

Report of the Chief Executive (continued)
(b)

that the allocation of seats on individual overview,
scrutiny, regulatory and other committees be as set out
on Page 20 of the agenda and Appendix A to these
minutes,

(2)

that the political balance for Advisory Panels/Forum/Steering
Boards and Joint Bodies set out at Page 21 of the agenda, be
agreed,

(3)

that the following amendments to the Constitution as set out
within the agenda papers (Pages 22-26) - excluding Part 3:
Officer delegations in respect of planning departure
applications - be agreed.
(a) The table of constitutional amendments which reflected
legislative changes and decisions the Council makes
about its own processes,
(b) Up-date to reflect changes made by changes introduced
by the Overview and Scrutiny (Reference to
Councillors)(Excluded Matters) England) Order 2012.
(c) The Standards Committee to consider public speaking
issues further, and make recommendations to Council
in due course,
(d)

(e)
(f)

Changes to Council proceedings to enable audio
recording, initially on a trial basis, of the public part of
Council meetings held in the Council Chamber to take
place. The changes will include an audio recording
protocol and arrangements for publishing recordings
online,
The term of appointment for the Leader of the Council to
be decided at the 2014 annual Council meeting,
The Monitoring Officer be given delegated authority to
further amend the Constitution to keep it updated to
reflect consequential amendments required by
legislative or organisational change. These changes to
be reported to Council for information.

(4)

that the Development Management Committee be
asked to consider and assess the proposed changes to
Officer delegations in respect of departure applications,
with the Committee’s recommendations being reported
back to Council for determination.

(5)

that the annual reports of the Corporate Overview and
Scrutiny Committee and the Housing Review Board be
received and noted,
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*10

*11

Report of the Chief Executive (continued)
(6)

that the joint report of the Member Champions on key
areas of work be received and noted,

(7)

that the Council structure (as agreed at the 2011
Annual Council meeting) be agreed subject to Rural
Broadband being including within the remit of the
Economy Portfolio Holder) - Appendix B to these
minutes.

Chairmen and Vice Chairmen of Committees
RESOLVED

that the following be appointed as the Chairmen and ViceChairmen of the Committees indicated below for the ensuing
year:-

Committees

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Overview and Scrutiny

Tim Wood

Graham Troman

Housing Review Board

Pauline Stott

To be appointed by the HRB

Development Management
and Planning Inspections

Helen Parr

David Key

Audit and Governance

Ken Potter

Peter Bowden

Standards
Interviewing (Chief Officers)

Chairman of the
Council – Graham
Godbeer
Leader

Deputy Leader

Employment Appeals

Deputy Leader

David Cox

Licensing and Enforcement

Steve Hall

Jim Knight
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*12

Appointment of Member Champions
RESOLVED

that the following Councillors be appointed as Member
Champions to assist the Portfolio Holders in driving service
improvements in key areas:
Asset Management
Business
Culture
Customer Services
Exmouth Town
Flood Alleviation
Health and Wellbeing
Member Development &
Engagement
Planning Design and Heritage
Procurement
Rural Broadband
Rural Communities

Bob Buxton
Mike Allen
John O’Leary
Vivien Duval Steer
John Humphreys
Peter Bowden
Peter Sullivan
Maddy Chapman

Seaton Town
Tourism
Youth

Stephanie Jones
Sheila Kerridge
Christine Drew

(including Post Offices)

*13

Alan Dent
Mark Williamson
Mike Howe
Ken Potter

Appointment of Members to Committees
Members of the Council considered the nominations, put forward by the political
groups, for membership of various committees.
RESOLVED

*14

that the membership of Committees for 2013/14 be as set out
on Appendix A to these minutes.

Appointment of Members to Leader’s/Portfolio Holders ‘think
tanks’
Discussion on Member Think Tanks included:
 They were a useful point of discussion with Portfolio Holders
 They needed to be arranged in consultation with the members of the Think
Tanks so that attendance could be improved – daytime meetings did not
suit Members who worked full time.
 It would be helpful if Think Tanks could be included in the timetable of
meetings. (Members are currently advised by email, through the
Knowledge and on the Members’ calendar.)
 Notes of the meetings were made available to members of the Think Tank.
RESOLVED

that the membership of the Leader’s/Portfolio Holders ‘think
tanks’ for 2013/14 be as set out in Appendix C to these
minutes.
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*15

Appointment of Steering Boards, Forum, Panels, and Joint Bodies
RESOLVED

*16

that appointments be made to Steering Boards, Forum, Panels,
Joint Bodies for 2013/14 as set out in Appendix D to these
minutes.

Outside Bodies

RESOLVED

that appointments and nominations to various bodies be made for
2013/14 as set out in Appendix E to these minutes with
Members noting the reporting links.
(Arrangements are in place in respect of Outside Bodies where
nominations are not formally made at Council.)

*17

Council and Committee Meetings 2013/14
RESOLVED

that the programme of ordinary meetings of the Council,
Cabinet and Committee meetings for 2013/14 be approved as
set out in Appendix F to these minutes.

Before the Chairman closed the meeting, Councillor Mike Allen proposed a special
vote of thanks to Officers who managed and contributed to meetings of the
Council. He and fellow Councillors appreciated the amount of work involved and
their dedication.

Chairman ………………………………………… Date ……………………….
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Appendix A - Membership of Committees 2013/14
Members of Cabinet
and Committees
2013/14
Allen Michael
Atkins David
Bloxham Ray
Bond Susie
Boote Roger
Bowden Peter
Burrows Peter
Button Derek
Buxton Bob
Chamberlain Geoff
Chapman David
Chapman Madeleine
Chubb Iain
Cope Trevor
Cox David
Custance Baker
Deborah
Dent Alan
Diviani Paul
Drew Christine
Duval Steer Vivien
Elson Jill
Gammell Martin
Gazzard Steven
Giles Roger
Godbeer Graham
Graham Pat
Hall Steve
Halse Peter
Howard Anthony
Howe Michael
Hughes Stuart
Hull Douglas
Humphreys John
Ingham Ben
Jeffery John
Jones Stephanie

Cabinet
10

Overview/
Scrutiny
21

Housing
Review Board
5

Chairman

Development
Management
16

Planning
Inspections
8

Standards
5

Audit &
Governance
8

Interviewing
(Chief Officers
7

Employment
Appeals
7

Licensing &
Enforcement
15

Vice Chairman

Chairman

Chairman

???
Vice Chairman
substitute

Vice Chairman

substitute
Chairman

Chairman

Chairman
Chairman

Chairman

Vice Chairman

Chairman
substitute
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Members of Cabinet
and Committees
2013/14
Kerridge Sheila

Cabinet
10

Overview/
Scrutiny
21

Housing
Review Board
5

Key David
Knight Jim
Moulding Andrew
Newth Frances
O’Leary John
Parr Helen
Pook Geoffrey
Potter Ken
Skinner Philip
Stott Pauline
Sullivan Peter
Taylor Brenda
Thomas Ian
Troman Graham
Twiss Phillip
Wale Christopher
Williamson Mark
Wood Tim
Wragg Eileen
Wragg Steve
Wright Claire
Wright Tom

Development
Management
16

Planning
Inspections
8

Vice Chairman

Vice Chairman

Standards
5

Audit &
Governance
8

Interviewing
(Chief Officers
7

Employment
Appeals
7

Vice Chairman

Chairman

Licensing &
Enforcement
15

Vice Chairman
Vice Chairman

Chairman

Chairman
Chairman

Chairman

Chairman
Vice Chairman

Chairman

???

Portfolio Holders: Strategic Development and Partnerships (and Deputy Leader) – Andrew Moulding, Corporate Business – Ray Bloxham, Corporate
Services – Phil Twiss, Economy – Ian Thomas, Environment – Iain Chubb (Deputy Environment – Tom Wright) Finance – David Cox, Sustainable
Homes and Communities – Jill Elson (Deputy Sustainable Homes and Communities – Stephanie Jones).
Planning Inspections – Substitute Members: Mike Allen (for Helen Parr), Vivien Duval Steer (for David Key), Tony Howard (for Alan Dent and Peter
Sullivan), Ken Potter (for Mark Williamson and David Atkins), Martin Gammell (for Geoff Chamberlain Lib Dem), Ben Ingham (for Geoff Pook
Independent)
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APPENDIX B – Council Structure
Chief Executive

Dep. Ch. Exec.
Transformation &
Systems Thinking

Dep. Ch. Exec.
Development,
Regeneration &
Partnerships

Head of Service
Housing

Head of Service
Economy

Environment Managers:
Environmental Health&
Parking, Countryside &
Culture and Streetscene

Head of Service Finance

CX Corporate Services
Corporate Managers of
HR
Legal and Licensing
Democratic Services
Elections
IT
Communications

Monitoring Officer
Corp Business
Corp Strategy
Performance
Service
transformation
Customer Focus

Contracts
Assets
Project Delivery
Big Society
Localism
Partnerships

Homelessness
Council homes
Housing enabling
Private Sector /
Affordable Homes

Economy
Planning
Building Control
Estates / Property
Waste to power

Regulatory (Env.
health/Protection)
Car Parks
Streetscene/waste
Countryside/engineering
Emergency Planning
Health & Safety
Culture and Arts

s.151Officer
Revs & Bens
Land charges
Audit & Corporate
Governance
Customer Service
Centre
Leisure East Devon

Corporate Services

Corporate
Business

Strategic
Development &
Partnerships

Sustainable Homes
and Communities

Economy

Environment

Finance

Communication and
Consultation Strategies
Democratic Renewal
Democratic Services &
Cllr. Development
Electronic Govt.
HR
ICT Strategy
Legal Services

Branding &
Marketing
Complaints and
Ombudsman
Corporate Strategy
Data quality
Equal access to
services
Equalities
Service Delivery &
Performance

Asset Transfer
Big Society
Growth Point
LDF
Localism
Partnerships
Project Delivery
Regeneration
Strategic Planning
& Major Projects

Active Villages
Affordable Homes
Council Housing
Community
development
Community transport
Gypsies and
Travellers
Homelessness
Housing enabling
Independent Living
Social inclusion

Agriculture
Building Control
Business enabling
Climate Change
Conservation Areas
and Listed Buildings
Economy
Estates and
Property(inc rents and
estates’ revenue
streams /pricing
including re car parks)
Rural Broadband
Tourism
Waste to power

Health and Wellbeing
Youth

Business
Tourism
Planning Design &
Heritage
Rural Broadband
Rural Communities

Portfolio Holders (with Think Tanks)

Champions
Member development &
engagement

Customer Service
(Inc. equality of
access)

Exmouth Town
Seaton Town
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Allotments
Beaches & foreshores
Burial Grounds
Car Parks(see also
Economy)
Culture and Countryside
Emergency Planning
Grounds maintenance
Health and Safety
[Employer capacity]
Health equality
Land Drainage Control
Parks & pleasure grounds
Public toilets
Refuse & Recycling
Streetscene Services
Street cleaning
Water safety
Culture
Flood Alleviation

Asset management
Benefits
Council tax
Customer Service
Centre
Investments
Insurance
Land Charges
Procurement
Revenue
Value for money

Asset management
Procurement

Appendix C – Leader’s/Portfolio Holders’ Think Tanks

1.

Strategic Development and
Partnerships
Andrew Moulding

2.

Corporate Business
Ray Bloxham

3.

Corporate Services
Phil Twiss

4.

Economy
Ian Thomas

5.

Environment
Iain Chubb
(Deputy: Tom Wright)

6.

Finance
David Cox

7.

Sustainable Homes and
Communities
Jill Elson
(Deputy: Stephanie Jones)

Appointments - 2013/14 (Champions indicated)
Mike Allen
David Atkins
Susie Bond
Derek Button
Steve Gazzard
John Humphreys
- Exmouth Champion
Stephanie Jones
- Seaton Champion
Frances Newth
Geoff Pook
Geoff Chamberlain
Trevor Cope
Deborah Custance Baker
Vivien Duval Steer
- Customer Services
Steve Hall
Tony Howard
Douglas Hull
Maddy Chapman
Pat Graham
Graham Troman
Chris Wale
Tim Wood

- Member Dev & Engagement

Mike Allen
Alan Dent
Martin Gammell
Peter Halse
Michael Howe
Sheila Kerridge
Helen Parr
Ken Potter

- Business Champion
- Planning Design & Heritage

Peter Bowden
David Chapman
Roger Giles
Stuart Hughes
John O’Leary
Eileen Wragg
Claire Wright

- Flood Alleviation Champion

Roger Boote
Peter Burrows
Bob Buxton
Ben Ingham
Ken Potter
Philip Skinner
Mark Williamson
Christine Drew
Douglas Hull
David Key
Jim Knight
Geoff Pook
Pauline Stott
Peter Sullivan

- Rural Broadband Champion
- Tourism Champion
- Rural Communities Champion

- Culture Champion

- Asset Management Champion

- Procurement Champion
- Youth Champion

- Health & Wellbeing Champion

The Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Council to be ex-officio and can attend any meetings of
the Think Tanks.
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Appendix D – Membership of Panels, Forum and Joint Bodies 2013/14
Panels and Forum
1.
Asset Management Forum

Appointments 2013/14
Portfolio Holders:
Strategic Development &Partnerships,
Economy
Finance
Asset Management Champion
ex officio:
Leader
Chairman of the Council

2.

Budget Working Party

Leader of the Council
Portfolio Holders:
Strategic Development and Partnerships (Deputy
Leader)
Corporate Business
Economy
Finance
Sustainable Homes and Communities
Deputy Environment
Peter Burrows
Geoff Chamberlain
Tony Howard
Geoff Pook
Tim Wood

3.

Community Fund Panel

Portfolio Holder - Finance
Cllrs:
Derek Button
Trevor Cope
David Key
Jim Knight
Frances Newth

4.

Disciplinary Panel – to
consider disciplinary matters
relating to statutory officers

Cllrs:
David Atkins
David Cox
Martin Gammell
Pauline Stott

5.

Manor Pavilion Theatre
Management Steering
Committee

Cllr Frances Newth

Member Development
Working Party

Portfolio Holder – Corporate Services
Cllrs:
Maddy Chapman
Trevor Cope
Christine Drew
Pat Graham
Stephanie Jones

6.

Culture Champion to be invited to attend as a valued
contributor but is not a Member of the Committee
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Panels and Forum continued

Appointments 2013/14

7.

New Homes Bonus Panel

Portfolio Holders:
Corporate Business
Strategic Development and Partnerships
Trevor Cope
Douglas Hull
Stephanie Jones
Graham Troman

8.

Office Relocation Working
Party

Leader of the Council
Portfolio Holders:
 Corporate Business
 Corporate Services
 Economy
 Finance
 Strategic Development & Partnerships
 Sustainable Homes and Communities
Asset Management Champion
Cllrs:
Steve Gazzard
Douglas Hull
Frances Newth
Pauline Stott

Joint Bodies
1
Arts and Culture Forum

Appointments 2013/14
Deputy Portfolio Holder – Environment
Culture Champion
Customer Services Champion
(plus 2 Community & 7 town representatives)
ex officio Portfolio Holder – Corporate Services

2

East and Mid Devon
Community Safety
Partnership

Cllr Steve Gazzard

3

East and Mid Devon Crime
and Disorder Scrutiny Panel

Chairman and Vice Chairman of Overview and
Scrutiny Committee
Vivien Duval Steer
Substitute:
To be nominated by O&S Committee

4

County Committees including: Cllrs:
East Devon Highways and
Susie Bond
Traffic Orders Committee
Andrew Moulding
Pauline Stott
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Joint Bodies (continued)

Appointments 2013/14

5.

East Devon ‘Stakeholder
Panel’
re East Devon Strategic
Housing Land Availability
(SHLAA)

Portfolio Holder – Strategic Development and
Partnerships

6.

Exmouth Regeneration
Programme Board

Portfolio Holders:
Strategic Development & Partnerships
Sustainable Homes and Communities
Plus 2 local Ward Members (Exmouth Member
Champion and Tim Wood)

7.

Seaton Regeneration
Programme Board

Portfolio Holders:
Economy and Environment
Plus 2 Seaton Ward Members (Seaton Champion and
Jim Knight)
(Portfolio Holder – Economy is Axmouth Ward
Member)

8

LED Leisure Management Ltd

Portfolio Holder Strategic Development and
Partnerships
Peter Sullivan

9.

Local Joint Panel

Leader
Portfolio Holders:
Finance
Corporate Services
Geoff Chamberlain
Vivien Duval Steer

10.

Lower Exe Mooring Authority
Management Committee

Mike Howe
Brenda Taylor
(substitute: John Humphreys)

11

New Growth Point Delivery
Team Steering Board

Leader of the Council
(Substitute: Deputy Leader)

12

Recycling and Refuse
Partnership Board

Portfolio Holder – Environment
Deputy Portfolio Holder - Environment
David Cox
Steve Gazzard
Geoff Pook

13

Sidmouth Main and East
Beaches Working Party

Deputy Leader of the Council
Portfolio Holder, Environment
Deputy Portfolio Holder - Environment
Sidmouth Ward Members
Geoff Pook

14

Waste Project Board for
Devon

Portfolio Holder - Environment
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APPENDIX E REPRESENTATION ON OUTSIDE BODIES 2013/14
Name of Outside Body

Councillor Appointments
2013/14

Portfolio Holders/
Champion – reporting
link

(a) APPOINTMENTS: GENERAL
1

Blackdown Hills (AONB) Joint
Advisory Committee

Paul Diviani

Environment

2

Citizens’ Advice Service East
Devon (CASED)

Trevor Cope
Alan Dent

Sustainable Housing/
Communities

3

Community Council of Devon
and Advisory Committee

Stephanie Jones

Sustainable Housing/
Communities

4

Devon and Exeter Area Rail
Working Party

David Atkins
Peter Sullivan

Economy

5

David Cox

Environment

7

Devon Authorities Waste and
Recycling Committee
Devon Playing Fields
Association
Devon Youth Service

8

East Devon AONB Partnership

Graham Godbeer
Geoff Pook

Environment

9

East Devon Transport,
Research and Information
Project (TRIP) Working
Party/Management Group
East Devon Volunteer Support
Agency (EDVSA) – Trustee
Board

Stephanie Jones

Sustainable Housing/
Communities

Tom Wright

Sustainable Housing/
Communities

Exe Estuary Management
Group

Michael Howe

Environment

12

Exeter International Airport
Consultative Group

Phil Twiss

Economy/ Environment

13

Exeter Science Park Board of
Directors:
Exeter Science Park –
Shareholder representative

Portfolio Holder – Economy
Portfolio Holder – Finance

Economy

6

10

11

Now part of Community
Council of Devon.
Member Champion - Youth

Sustainable Housing/
Communities

(substitute: Eileen Wragg)
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Name of Outside Body

Councillor Nominations
2013/14

Portfolio Holders/
Champion – reporting
link

(a) APPOINTMENTS: GENERAL
14

Exmouth Town Management
Partnership Board

Jill Elson

Economy

15

Local Government Association
General
Assembly

Leader
(substitute:
Deputy Leader)

Council

16

Local Government Association
Rural
Commission and elected
representative on LGA group

Leader (with vote)
Rural Communities
Champion (who can vote in
the absence of Leader)

Council

17

Police and Crime Panel –
Devon and Cornwall

Leader
Substitute: Tom Wright

Council

18

Seaton Town Hall Board of
Management

Seaton Champion

Economy

19

SWAP (South West Audit
Partnership) has been
dissolved (Council meeting 27
February 2013). The new
Governance arrangements are
South West Audit Partnership
Ltd.

SWAP Ltd Shareholder –
Audit and Governance
Chairman
SWAP Ltd Director
–
Section 151 Officer

Finance

20

South West Councils (formerly
SW Branch of the Local
Government Association)
Including Employers’ Panel

Leader
Deputies: Portfolio Holders –
Corporate Services and
Corporate Business

Council

21

SPARSE – Rural Special
Interest Group

Rural Communities
Champion and
Leader

Council
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OUTSIDE BODIES - NOTE:
Further to the 2012 review undertaken initially by the Corporate Business Portfolio Holder’s Think
Tank and recommendations of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee which were supported by
Cabinet at its meeting on 4 April 2012, formal appointment of Councillor representatives to Outside
Bodies will only now be made where the Outside Body meets one or more of the following criteria:
a) The Council makes a financial contribution to the outside body;
b) There is a clear need for the business of the outside body to be reported back to
Council;
c) The Council has a partnership relationship with the outside body
Council representatives formally appointed to Outside Bodies will engage with the relevant Portfolio
Holder to ensure information is both fed back, and fed into, each Outside Body, Panel and Forum
that meets the criteria for formal appointment.
In the case of outside bodies falling outside the criteria (listed below), the Democratic Services Team
will provide the contact details of the ward member(s)/Member Champion so that arrangements can
be made direct;















Active Honiton
Budleigh Salterton Traffic Group
Campaign to Protect Rural England (Devon Branch)
Devon Conservation Group
Devon County Agricultural Association’s Council
Devon Historic Buildings Trust
East Devon Local Children’s Trust
Exmouth Local Nature Reserve Management Committee
Honiton Community & Arts Centre Project Working Group
Honiton Development Trust
Norman Lockyer Observatory Management Committee
Salisbury – Exeter Line side Consortium of Authorities
Sidmouth Traffic Management Plan
World Heritage Site Management Plan Steering Group

PATROLAJC – Parking and Traffic Regulations Outside London Adjudication Joint Committee (re
Traffic Management Act 2004). No Member appointment but the Council will continue to
subscribe to this quasi-judicial body which appoints adjudicators to hear formal appeals against
parking tickets in all councils (including EDDC) that use civil parking enforcement process.
LED Leisure Management Limited
The allocation of places to the various LED Leisure Management facility forum is no longer made
formally through Council. Instead LED is provided with a list of Ward Members and meeting
arrangements are made direct.
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Appendix F(a)
Dates for Council, Cabinet & Committee Meetings 2013/14
(Unless otherwise indicated meetings will normally be held at Knowle, Sidmouth. Not all meetings are open
to the public and not all business at other meetings can be considered in the public part of the meeting members of the public can be asked to leave meetings on specified grounds.
Please check the weekly newsletter ‘The Knowledge’ for details of forthcoming meetings.
MAY 2013
Wednesday
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JUNE
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday

6
11
11
11
12
18
18
20
21
25
27
27

JULY
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday

2
9
11
16
16
17
23
24
25
26
30

††
††

AUGUST
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Friday

6
13
15
20
20
27
27
30

††
††

SEPTEMBER
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday

3
4
5
10
12
17
17
24
26
26
27

††

OCTOBER
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Tuesday

1
2
8
9
10
15
15
22
24
25
29
29

††

Wednesday

30

††
†
††

††

††
††

††

††
††
†

††
††
††

††
††
††
††

ANNUAL COUNCIL

6.30 pm

Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Licensing and Enforcement Committee
Development Management
Cabinet
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Standards Committee
Housing Review Board
Planning Inspections
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Asset Management Forum
Audit and Governance Committee (DO NOT MOVE)

6.30pm
9.30 am
9.30 am
2.00 pm
5.30 pm
9.30 am
10.00 am
6.00 pm
#
9.30 am
9.30am
2.30 pm

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Cabinet
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
COUNCIL
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Planning Inspections
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)

9.30 am
9.30 am
6.30 pm
9.30 am
2.00 pm
5.30 pm
9.30 am
6.30 pm
6.30pm
#
9.30 am

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Asset Management Forum
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Licensing and Enforcement Committee
Planning Inspections

9.30 am
9.30 am
9.30 am
9.30 am
2.00 pm
9.30 am
9.30 am
#

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Cabinet
Housing Review Board
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Asset Management Forum
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Audit and Governance Committee
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Planning Inspections

9.30 am
5.30 pm
6.00 pm
9.30 am
9.30 am
9.30 am
2.00 pm
9.30 am
2.30 pm
6.30pm
#

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Cabinet
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
COUNCIL
Asset Management Forum
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Planning Inspections
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Standards Committee

9.30 am
5.30 pm
9.30 am
6.30 pm
9.30 am
9.30 am
2.00 pm
9.30 am
6.30pm
#
9.30 am
Time to be
confirmed
5.30 pm

Cabinet
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NOVEMBER
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday

5
7
7
7
12
12
19
19
21
26
27
29

††

DECEMBER
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Friday

3
4
5
10
10
17
20

††

JANUARY 2014
Thursday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday

2
2
7
7
8
9
9
14
15

††

Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday

16
17
21
21
28
30

FEBRUARY
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday

4
4
5
11
13
14
18
19
25
25
27

††

MARCH
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday

4
4
5
6
11
13
13
14
18
25
27

††

††
††
†
††

††
††

††

††

††
††

††
††
†
††

††

††
††

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Asset Management Forum
Audit and Governance Committee
Housing Review Board
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Licensing and Enforcement Committee
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Cabinet
Planning Inspections

9.30 am
9.30 am
2.30 pm
6.00 pm
9.30 am
2.00 pm
9.30 am
9.30 am
6.30pm
9.30 am
5.30 pm
#

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
COUNCIL
Asset Management Forum
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Planning Inspections

9.30 am
6.30 pm
9.30 am
9.30 am
2.00 pm
9.30 am
#

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Cabinet
Asset Management Forum
Housing Review Board
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Overview and Scrutiny Committee Service Planning
and Budget (all day meeting)
Audit and Governance Committee
Planning Inspections
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Standards Committee
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Overview and Scrutiny Committee

9.30 am
6.30pm
9.30 am
2.00 pm
5.30 pm
9.30 am
6.00 pm
9.30 am
9.00 am

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Cabinet
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Asset Management Forum
Planning Inspections
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
COUNCIL – setting Council Tax and agreeing budgets
Licensing and Enforcement Committee
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Overview and Scrutiny Committee

9.30 am
2.00 pm

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Cabinet
Housing Review Board
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Asset Management Forum
Audit and Governance Committee
Planning Inspections
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Overview and Scrutiny Committee

9.30 am
2.00 pm
5.30 pm
6.00 pm
9.30 am
9.30 am
2.30 pm
#
9.30 am
9.30 am
6.30pm
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2.30 pm
#
9.30 am
10.00 am
9.30 am
6.30 pm

9.30 am
9.30 am
#
9.30 am
6.30 pm
9.30 am
9.30 am
6.30pm

APRIL
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday

1
1
2
8
8
9
10
11
15
22
24
29

MAY
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday

6
7
8
8
16

††
††

††
††

Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Development Management
Cabinet
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Standards Committee
COUNCIL
Asset Management Forum
Planning Inspections
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Licensing and Enforcement Sub (if required)

9.30 am
2.00 pm
5.30 pm
9.30 am
10.00 am
6.30 pm
9.30 am
#
9.30 am
9.30 am
6.30pm
9.30 am

Development Management
Cabinet
Asset Management Forum
Housing Review Board
Planning Inspections

2.00 pm
5.30 pm
9.30 am
6.00 pm
#

#

Time to be arranged

†

The Licensing and Enforcement Committee includes within its functions the Licensing Act 2003,
Gambling Act 2005, and all matters relating to hackney carriages and private hire.

††

Sub-Committees of the Licensing and Enforcement Committee whose functions are primarily to
deal with hearings under the Licensing Act 2003 and Gambling Act 2005.

Note:




Devon County Council Budget meeting time tabled for
February 2014 (date to be confirmed)
Meetings of the Standards Sub Committees will be arranged as required.
Budget/ Rates Consultation with the Business Community – to be arranged as required in January.
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Appendix F (b) List of meetings 2013/2014
Unless otherwise indicated meetings will normally be held at Knowle, Sidmouth. Not all meetings are open to the public and the public can be asked to leave
other meetings on specified grounds.
2013
Meeting

Day

Time

Annual Council
Council
Cabinet

Wed
Wed
Wed

6.30pm
6.30pm
5.30pm

Overview & Scrutiny Committee

Thu

6.30pm

Overview & Scrutiny Service Plan & Budget Meeting
Development Management Committee
Planning Inspections Committee
Audit & Corporate Governance Committee
Housing Review Board
Licensing & Enforcement Committee †
Licensing & Enforcement Sub Committee †† *

Wed
Tue
Fri
Thu
Thu
Tue
Tue

9.00am
2.00pm
tba
2.30pm
6.00pm
9.30am
9.30am

Standards Committee
Asset Management Forum
Rates Consultation (with business community)

Tue 10.00am
Thu 9.30am
Mon 6.30pm

May
22

2014

June

12

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
24
17

6

11
25

11
21
27
20
11
11
18
25

16
26

18
27

2
9
16
23
30

4
26

20
30

9
2
30
24

17
27
26
5

15
25

27
6
13
20
27

3
10
17
24

15

12

1
8
15
22
29
29
10

Jan

4
27

8

21

2
30
15
7
17
16
9

12
29
7
7
19
5
12
19
26

10
20

7

5

3
10
17

2
7
14
21
28
21
9
2

Feb Mar Apr May
19
5

5

9
2

27

27

24

4
14

4
14
13
6

1
11

25
4
11
18
25

4
11
18
25

13

13

1
8
15
22
29
8
10

#

Time to be arranged

†

The Licensing and Enforcement Committee includes within its functions the Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005, and all matters relating to hackney carriages and private hire.

††

Sub-Committees of the Licensing and Enforcement Committee whose functions are primarily to deal with hearings under the Licensing Act 2003 and Gambling Act 2005.
Devon County Council Budget meeting time tabled for
February 2014 (date to be confirmed)
Meetings of the Standards Sub Committees will be arranged as required.
Budget/ Rates Consultation with the Business Community – to be arranged as required in January.
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Cabinet
held in the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth
on Wednesday, 8 May 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani (Chairman/Leader)
Andrew Moulding (Vice Chairman)
Ray Bloxham
Iain Chubb
David Cox
Jill Elson
Graham Godbeer
Ian Thomas
Phil Twiss

Also
Present:

Councillors:
Mike Allen
Geoff Chamberlain
Maddy Chapman
Deborah Custance Baker
Christine Drew
Tony Howard
John Humphreys

Also
present:

Officers:
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
John Golding, Head of Housing
Karen Jenkins, Corporate Organisational Development Manager
Chris Powell, Corporate ICT Manager
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager

Apologies

Councillors
Cabinet Members
Stephanie Jones
Officer:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive

Sheila Kerridge
Frances Newth
John O’Leary
Geoff Pook
Pauline Stott
Peter Sullivan
Tom Wright

Councillors
Non- Cabinet Members
David Chapman
Alan Dent
Vivien Duval Steer
Steve Gazzard
Steve Hall
Peter Halse
Mark Williamson
Eileen Wragg

The meeting started at 5.30 pm and ended at 6.35 pm.
In compliance with The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) Meetings and
Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012, during consideration of items
on the agenda, alternative options were considered by Members when making
decisions.
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*208

Public Questions
There were no public questions.
The Portfolio Holder – Finance took the opportunity to draw Members’ attention to a
possible opportunity under the Sustainable Communities Act (Local Works) to raise
a levy from large retail outlets – revenue which could potentially be invested in the
high street. This proposal was currently under discussion in Northern Ireland.
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive advised that a report (which would take into
account monies already raised from developers through Section 106 Agreements
and the Community Infrastructure Levy) would be referred to a future meeting of the
Cabinet.

*209

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 3 April 2013 were confirmed and
signed as a true record subject to Members noting that the majority of the £40,000
referred to in Minute 196 (New Homes Bonus Panel) relates to Devon County
Council’s contribution - therefore County’s approval is needed to roll the balance
over to the 2013/14 Community Fund..

*210

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED:

*211

that the classification given to the documents to be submitted to
the Cabinet be confirmed. There was one item which Officers
recommended should be dealt with in Part B.

Forward Plan
Members noted the contents of the Forward Plan for Decisions for the period 1 May
to 31 August 2013.

*212

Matters referred to the Cabinet
There were no matters referred to the Cabinet by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee or the Council.

213

Overview and Scrutiny Committee meeting – 28 March 2013
Members received and noted the minutes of the meeting of the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee held on 28 March 2013.
The Leader referred to the recommendations at Minute 68 and proposed changes to
Recommendation 2 and 3 and gave reasons.
The Committee’s recommendation 2 at Minute 68 asked Cabinet to agree to the
adoption of a disaggregation approach to housing provision. The Leader advised
that although in the past, Planning Inspectors had attached some weight to the
Council’s disaggregated approach to housing provision, since the publication of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and evidence of recent appeal decisions,
this approach was no longer working.
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213

Overview and Scrutiny Committee – 28 March 2013 (continued)
The emerging Local Plan Strategy already split East Devon into separate parts – a)the
West and b)East Devon Towns and Rural areas.
The Leader said that it was doubtful that having 2 explicitly separate policies for the 2
parts would carry extra weight. The Government and its Inspectors were now giving
weight to straight numerical requirements. He emphasised the need to progress the
Local Plan; introducing new policies at this stage might generate the need for fresh
consultation which would cause delays. This would leave the district vulnerable to
even more new house building. He therefore proposed that Recommendations 2
should not be approved. The Portfolio Holder – Strategic Development and
Partnerships supported the proposal.
The Committee’s recommendation 3 at Minute 68 asked the Development
Management Committee to consider a policy to require strategic housing planning
approvals to be commenced within 2 years. The Leader advised that the usual time
period attached to a planning permission was 3 years although this could be varied if
there was a sound reason. It was doubtful that a blanket policy to reduce the time
period to 2 years would be appropriate or defendable at appeal. The danger in
applying a shorter commencement time was that the developers may make a
material start on the development, such as starting to dig the foundations to comply
with the condition – but then do no more. An alternative approach currently already
used that helped to accelerate development in particular cases was to negotiate a
phasing strategy with applicants and incorporate this within a Section 106
agreement.
The Leader acknowledged that the intention of the recommendation was to address
the Council’s lack of a 5 year land supply and encourage an approved development
to be progressed rather than banked. He therefore proposed to amend the
recommendation to ask the Development Management Committee to consider use
of measures to help progress strategic housing planning approvals where the
approval would specifically help to address the 5 year land supply issue.
Discussion following this proposal referred to:
 The dangers of developments being started to meet the time constraints but
then ‘parked’. This would put more pressure on the rolling 5-year land supply.
 A flexible approach dependent on the application was needed. The
Development Management Committee was ideally placed to identify strategic
development and add appropriate conditions.
 Section 106 Agreements were legally binding and could be used to achieve
phased development.
 A blanket policy of 2 years could result in developers applying for extensions
to the permission which would undermine the intention of the condition and
increase the workload of the planning team.
The Portfolio Holder – Strategic Development and Partnerships supported the
proposal.
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213

*214

Overview and Scrutiny Committee – 28 March 2013 (continued)
RESOLVED 1

that the following decision be noted

Minute 67

that the remit of the Business Task and Finish Forum include
employment land planning issues (but not individual planning
allocations) without delaying the development of the Local Plan
or impinging on the Police Investigation currently being carried
out.

RESOLVED 2

that the following recommendation be approved

Minute 68 (1)

that support be given to the Local Government Association’s
current lobbying of Government to extend the period allowed for
Councils’ Local Plans to be adopted.

RECOMMENDED

that the following recommendations be amended as set out

Minute 68 (2)

that the Council does not adopt a disaggregated approach to
housing provision for the reasons set out above.

Minute 68 (3)

that the Development Management Committee consider
incorporating
measures,
such
as
an
appropriate
commencement condition and/or phasing strategy, in any
planning permission for strategic housing planning approvals
that are being granted specifically to address 5 year land
supply issues.

Arts and Culture Forum – 14 March 2013
Members considered the minutes of the inaugural meeting of the Arts and Culture
Forum held on 14 March 2013. The Forum’s Constitution had been referred to the
meeting of the Council on 10 April 2013 where it had been approved.
The Forum Chairman, Councillor John O’Leary thanked all those on the Forum
which had now met on a number of occasions. He referred to the drive to increase
the footfall and revenue of the Gallery and initiatives already being progressed.
An arts website already existed and this would be used to promote exhibitions and
local events. The link to the website would be sent to all Councillors, Parish and
Town Councils and publicised as widely as possible as a valuable and sustainable
resource.
In response to a question, the Leader advised that the Forum was currently giving
priority to the Thelma Hulbert Gallery. A report on the Manor Pavilion in Sidmouth
would be referred to a future meeting of the Cabinet.
RESOLVED

that the link to the local events website be sent to all Councillors
and local councils http://www.eastdevonhub.co.uk/
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*215

Residents’ Survey
The Corporate Organisational Development Manager presented her report, advising
that the survey was an important opportunity to identify areas for improvement based
on feedback from residents. It was a key action within the Communications Plan
previously approved by the Cabinet.
The survey would also help to inform residents of the services provided by the
Council. When approved, it would be sent out to 3,000 randomly selected households
throughout the district. A survey would be issued annually to allow the Council’s
performance to be monitored and improved; results would be published.
The Corporate Organisational Development Manager advised that a number of
changes would be made to the draft survey attached to the report to provide a clearer
link to the Council Plan. The approach proposed was similar to that used by the
former Place Survey. The random selection of residents would be made from lists
held by the Customer Service Centre at Knowle.
During debate a number of points were raised including:
 Make sure that any amendments were in Plain English
 Ideally break down long questions so that those responding can give different
answers to the various elements
 Include a question to identify locality, such as post code
 Include a question to identify age
 Consider asking for email address to allow follow-up
 The survey would be made available on line with a paper version issued as the
Council did not yet have a sufficient database of residents’ email addresses.
An on-line version would not achieve a geographical spread. Paper versions as
an option would ensure that there was no discrimination against people without
access to a computer. Electronic versions as an option would ensure that
young people were included in the survey - perhaps links could be sent to
schools and colleges? Paper and electronic versions of the survey would help
reach a diverse range of residents.
 The responses to the on-line version could be security protected to ensure that
multiple responses were not made from one respondent.
 The outcomes of the survey will be published even if some of the feedback
may not show the Council in a good light. The intention was to be clear and
transparent and use the feedback to improve Council services. Performance
year on year would be tracked.
 Weighting could be used in respect of identified questions and respondents.
The feedback would be a useful starting point and methodology would be improved
year on year.
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*215

Residents’ Survey (continued)
RESOLVED

(1)

that the draft Residents’ Survey and approach be
amended by the Corporate Organisational Development
Manager in consultation with the Portfolio Holder –
Corporate Business taking into account feedback from the
Cabinet and then issued;

(2)

that the analysed feedback be referred to a future meeting
of the Cabinet.

REASON
*216

To achieve improvements to Council service delivery.

Freedom of Information Act requests 2012/13
The Corporate Organisational Development Manager presented her report which
provided information on requests received under the Freedom of Information Act in
2012/13. There had been an increase in the number of requests received and the
requests were also increasing in complexity.
Under the Act, the Authority was obliged to provide reasonable advice and assistance
to people making requests but was entitled to make a charge where this could be
justified although Members noted that the threshold for charging for requests was
high.
The Cabinet recognised the effective and valued work being carried out by the
Information and Complaints Officer and her efforts to increase efficiency and minimise
time undertaken in responding to FOI requests.
RESOLVED

REASON

(1)

that the number and type of requests received under the
Freedom of Information Act be noted together with their
impact on the operational activities of staff;

(2)

that the charging schedule provided by the Act be noted;
this would be used where time taken equated to over 18
hours of Officer time.

To acknowledge the number and type of requests received, the
impact this has on Officer time and the charging schedule that
can be applied under the Act. The Council continued to improve
the way in which requests for information were dealt with.
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*217

Exemption from Contract Standing Orders – purchase of SITA in-cab
technology and Citizen smartphone app
The Corporate ICT Manager presented his report which outlined the reasons for the
requested exemption from Contract Standing Orders and how the technology would
help achieve efficiencies
RESOLVED

that the competition requirements of Contract Standing Orders be
waivered to allow the purchase of the in-cab technology and the
citizen smartphone app for the reasons set out in the report.

REASON

The solution will be designed by an existing and trusted vendor,
and built using an extension to existing IT infrastructure. Third
party systems for this type of in-cab technology all appear overengineered and expensive. The Council has minimal
functionality requirements but a strong need for integration with
existing systems to ensure a joined-up process.
The vendor is also the only one to deliver a smartphone
customer app, based on the same technology, which will enable
the Council to create a completely joined-up process between
customers; SITA vehicles; the Customer service Centre and
Waste and Recycling Officers.

*218

Performance Management report March 2013
Members considered the report of the Chief Executive setting out performance
information for the 2012/13 financial year for March 2013.
In presenting the report, the Corporate Organisational Development Manager drew
Members’ attention to the Monthly Performance Snapshot which showed that the
Council had collected 99.72% of rent due on council owned homes in March 2013 –
this was the best ever collection rate. The Cabinet praised the efforts of the teams
involved.
The on-line reports showed an increase in staff absence and the Corporate
Organisation Development Manager advised of reasons for this and corrective action
taken. The planning monthly report indicated a backlog of applications with the
percentage of major applications received being the highest since 1974. The number
of applications was having an affect on the length of the Development Management
Committee meetings – this situation was being monitored.
RESOLVED

REASON

that the progress and proposed improvement action for
performance measures for the 2012/13 financial year for March
2013 be noted.
The monthly monitoring was to highlight performance and help
identify any trends. Additional information to support this
monitoring was provided on line – SPAR performance indicators
and systems thinking measures in key service areas –
Streetscene, Housing, Development Management and
Revenues and Benefits.
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*219

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED

*220

that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972 and
in accordance with the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012,
the public (including the press) be excluded from the meeting as
exempt and private information (as set out against each Part B
agenda item), is likely to be disclosed and on balance the public
interest is in discussing the items in private session (Part B).

Exemption from Standing Orders – Exmouth Regeneration Priority
Project, Estuaryside Transformation
Members considered the report of the Development Surveyor setting out the reasons
for the request for exemption from Standing Orders to progress the Estuaryside
Transformation and associated projects.
RESOLVED

REASON

that an Exemption from Contract Standing Orders be approved
for reasons given in the report to enable the extension of
appointments for Sports Solutions and WSP Group (up to
maximum amounts detailed in the report) to assist with the
preparation of a planning application at Rolle College Playing
Fields and the Estuaryside Transformation project.
To assist the facilitation of a project that will enhance the area
and support the Exmouth Regeneration agenda in general. The
Exmouth Regeneration Programme Board is an enthusiastic
supporter of the Estuaryside Transformation project.

Chairman .......................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Cabinet
held in the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth
on Wednesday, 12 June 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani (Chairman/Leader)
Andrew Moulding (Vice Chairman)
Ray Bloxham
Iain Chubb
David Cox
Jill Elson
Stephanie Jones
Ian Thomas
Phil Twiss
Tom Wright

Also
Present:

Councillors:
Mike Allen
David Atkins
Peter Burrows
Deborah Custance Baker
Alan Dent
Christine Drew
Martin Gammell
Graham Godbeer
Mike Howe

Also
present:

Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
John Golding, Head of Housing
Karen Jenkins, Corporate Organisational Development Manager
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal & Democratic Services Manager
Matt Dickins, Planning Policy Manager
Claire Read, Accountant
Graeme Thompson, Planning Policy Officer
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager

Apologies

Councillors
Non Cabinet Members
Derek Button
Geoff Chamberlain
Steve Gazzard
Steve Hall
Tony Howard
Sheila Kerridge
Mark Williamson

John Humphreys
Frances Newth
John O’Leary
Helen Parr
Geoff Pook
Pauline Stott
Graham Troman
Tim Wood

The meeting started at 5.30 pm and ended at 7.12 pm.
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In compliance with The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) Meetings and
Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012, during consideration of items
on the agenda, alternative options were considered by Members when making
decisions.
*1

Public Questions
Richard Eley referred to Item 18 on the agenda – National Park proposal. He said
that a proposal to bring the Jurassic Coast and Areas of Outstanding Beauty
together under one designation was a ‘marketing dream’. He said that a National
Park designation would significantly benefit tourism and the proposal had support
from local tourist related businesses and organisations. He was disappointed with
the Officer recommendations and hoped that consultation and research would be
carried out before the Council responded to the proposal.

*2

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 8 May 2013 were confirmed and
signed as a true record.

*3

*4

Declarations of interest
Councillor/
Officer
Paul Diviani

Minute
number
1 & 18

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest

Graham Godbeer

1 & 18

Personal

Vice Chairman of the East Devon
AONB Partnership

Chairman of the Blackdown Hills
AONB Joint Advisory Committee and
member of East Devon AONB
Partnership

Urgent item – Woodbury Neighbourhood Area
The Leader, with the signed agreement of the Chairman of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, agreed for this item to be urgently considered to enable the Council to
apply for the next round of grant funding.
The report of the Senior Planning Officer set out Woodbury Parish Council’s
application to designate Woodbury Parish as a Neighbourhood Area. In accordance
with the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations, the District Council had carried out a
six week consultation period; no comments or objections had been received. If
Cabinet agreed the proposed designation, the Council could apply to the
Department for Communities and Local Government for £5,000 grant funding to
meet the District Council’s administration costs associated with the designation.
£2,000 of this funding would be granted to Woodbury Parish Council to assist with
their production costs. The deadline to apply for the next round of grant funding was
1 July 2013.
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*4

Woodbury Neighbourhood Area (continued)
RESOLVED

REASON

*5

(1)

that Woodbury Parish be designated as a Neighbourhood
Area,

(2)

that the District Council apply to the Department for
Communities and Local Government for £5,000 grant
funding by 1 July 2013.

The proposal met the Council’s corporate priorities. The
designation would enable the Council to apply for grant funding
from the DCLG. The funding would be used to meet the District
Council’s administration costs associated with the designation
and £2,000 of this funding would be granted to Woodbury
Parish Council to assist with their production costs.

Urgent item – Community Centre Partnership working
The Leader, with the signed agreement of the Chairman of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, agreed for this item to be urgently considered to avoid delay to the
construction of the Community Centre.
Due to financial details to be discussed, the item would be taken in Part B of the
agenda.

*6

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED:

*7

that the classification given to the documents to be submitted to
the Cabinet be confirmed – including the verbal report referred
to at Minute 5 above (Para 3 Schedule 12A – Information
relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular
person – including the authority holding that information). There
were now three items which Officers recommended should be
dealt with in Part B.

Forward Plan
Members noted the contents of the Forward Plan for Decisions for the period 1 June
to 30 September 2013.

*8

Matters referred to the Cabinet
There were no matters referred to the Cabinet by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee or the Council.
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*9

Housing Review Board meeting – 9 May 2013
Members received and noted the minutes of the meeting of the Housing Review
Board held on 9 May 2013.
The Chairman, Councillor Pauline Stott drew Members’ attention to Minute 81 in
respect of changes to the complaints process under the Localism Act. It was
suggested that the individual role of district Councillors as a designated person
should be delegated to one or more councillors who were not already involved within
the housing service or the Housing Review Board. Councillor Stott asked the
Cabinet to consider the appointment of 3 Councillors to act as designated persons to
work alongside the Tenant Complaint Panel.
RESOLVED 1

that the following decisions be noted

Minute 74

Councillor Jim Knight was appointed Vice Chairman for the
meeting in the absence of the Chairman (the Vice Chairman,
Sue Saunders chaired the meeting.)

Minute 78

The Forward Plan was noted and up-dated.

Minute 79

The annual report of the Housing Review Board.

Minute 80

Housing Service complaints April 2012-13 – lessons learnt,
number and type of complaints, ways in which tenant feedback
was captured, how reported problems were dealt with ‘right first
time’.

Minute 81

Changes to the arrangement for dealing with complaints from
tenants and progress made by tenants with regard to setting up
a Designated Tenant Panel.

Minute 83

Progress being made in relation to the Targeted Family Support
initiative.

Minute 86

Housing Service Quarterly Performance Indicator report.

RESOLVED 2

that the following decisions be agreed

Minute 85

that the impact of Welfare Reform on tenants and the Housing
Revenue Account Business Plan continue to be monitored.

RESOLVED 3

that the following recommendations be approved

Minute 80

(1)

that the Housing Service complaints process continue to
be promoted;

(2)

that the Council sign up to the Chartered Institute of
Housing Complaints Charter.
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*9

Housing Review Board meeting – 9 May 2013 (continued)
RESOLVED 3

that the following recommendations be approved
(continued)

Minute 81

(1)

that District Councillors be made aware of the changes –
an introduction of the new ‘designated person’ and their
role in this respect and new arrangements for dealing
with complaints by tenants.

(2)

that the individual role of councillors as a designated
person be delegated to one or a few specific councillors
who do not have a current role within the Housing
Service;
(The Chairman of the Housing Review Board suggested
that 3 Councillors be appointed to fulfil this role – the
appointments to be made at the July meeting of the
Council.)

*10

(3)

that the letter received from the Tenant Representative
Group be acknowledged and a response sent;

(4)

To note that the Designated Tenant Panel would require
administrative support and would need to be insured and
indemnified by the Council.

Minute 82

that the use of Community Harm Statement be trialled where the
Coucil was investigating the impact of anti-social behaviour on
communities.

Minute 84

that the report on carbon monoxide alarms be noted and the
approach set out in the report be adopted for the provision of
carbon monoxide detectors.

Arts and Culture Forum – 25 April 2013
Members considered the minutes of the meeting of the Arts and Culture Forum held
on 25 April 2013.
The Member Champion for Culture and Chairman of the Forum, Councillor John
O’Leary reported positively on Manor Pavilion ticket sales and the Thelma Hulbert
Gallery initiatives.
RESOLVED

that subject to investigations, an article be placed in the EDDC’s
weekly newsletter, the Knowledge, to bring ‘The Hub’ to the
attention of town and parishes for use as a community tool to
publicise local events and activities free of charge on one
district-wide website.
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*11

Recycling and Refuse Partnership – 25 April 2013
Members considered the minutes of the meeting of the Recycling and Refuse
Partnership held on 25 April 2013.
The Portfolio Holder – Environment and Chairman of the Partnership Board gave an
up-date. He advised that progress was being made in respect of recycling electric
bulbs. The in-cab reporting system due to start in June 2013 had been delayed. The
Citizen app to provide information up-dates and to allow residents to report faults
was soon to be launched.
In response to a concern raised, Councillor Chubb said that he would speak to the
Waste and Recycling Manager about use of smaller general collection vehicles in
Membury to avoid possible damage being caused to hedges and buildings by large
vehicles.
RESOLVED

12

(1)

that the wage increase for SITA employees, as included
in the budget, be agreed,

(2)

that the Waste and Recycling Manager include the cost
of fly-tipping to EDDC on the next Devon Authorities
Waste Reduction and Recycling Committee agenda;

Independent Remuneration Panel – 8 May 2013
Members considered the minutes of the meeting of the Independent Remuneration
Panel held on 8 May 2013.
The Panel had highlighted their concerns about the on-going freeze of Members’
Allowances. They believed that as a result, Councillors may be ‘out of pocket’ and
younger/work-age people could be deterred from coming forward to stand as
candidates at the next local election.
RECOMMENDED

*13

(1)

that the special responsibility allowance for the Chairman
of the Housing Review Board remain at £3,098 per
annum.
(At its 18.4.12 meeting, the Panel had recommended that
the HRB Chairman’s Special Responsibility Allowance be
increased to reflect additional work and responsibility,
with the increase being reviewed in 12 months)

(2)

that no change be made to the Members’ Basic
Allowance for 2013/14.

Annual report of the executive decisions
Members noted the annual report of the executive decisions which were agreed as
urgent (Cases of Special urgency) where less than 5 day’s notice could be given.
(Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)(Meetings and Access to
Information)(England)Regulations.
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*14

Revenue and Capital Outturn 2012/13 – key decision
The Head of Finance presented his report showing the final Revenue and Capital
Outturn for the last financial year. The report compared the Outturn against Budget.
Members had been provided with the detailed Revenue and Capital Outturns 2012/13
book with the agenda.
General Fund Position – savings against budget of £0.056m and uncommitted
balance of £3.874m. Members were recommended to maintain a Balance within a
formalised range of £2.8 - £3.6m with the £0.274m above the range being transferred
to the New Home Bonus Volatility Fund as part of the strategy of preparing a
balanced budget for 2014/15.
Housing Revenue Account Position – savings against budget of £2.326m and year
end HRA Balance of £4.684m. Members were recommended to agree transfer of
£1.715m into Debt Repayment Volatility Fund to safeguard the HRA against any
fluctuations in its Business Plan.
Capital Budget – end of year balance of £2.595m.
The report included details of reserves held and their purpose. The budget book
included a detailed list of other reserves for specific designated expenditure.
The Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes and Communities congratulated the
housing team for achieving the favourable Housing Review Account position. The
impact of the Welfare Reforms had yet to be fully realised and it was important to
retain a prudent balance to meet potential future shortfalls. Should opportunities arise
to purchase or build council properties, the money could be drawn from this Reserve.

RESOLVED

(1)

that the outturn position for 2012/13 be noted and
agreed;

(2)

that the level of Reserves detailed in the report and the
transfers recommended be agreed; namely
£0.274m is transferred from the General Fund to the
‘New Home Bonus Volatility Fund’ as part of the
strategy of preparing a balanced budget for 2014/15.
£1.715m is transferred from the HRA Balance into a
‘Debt Repayment Volatility Fund’ to safeguard the
HRA against any fluctuations in its Business Plan.

REASON

To note the Outturn position for the Council’s approved
budgets for the General Fund, Housing Revenue Account
and Capital Expenditure. This final position will flow
through to the Council’s Statement of Accounts. Members
noted the variations from the budgets identified within the
report and considered the final position.
The decision reflects the Cabinet’s timely consideration of
the reserves and balances held by the Council and
whether these were at the right levels going forward.
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*15

Annual Treasury Management report 2012/13 – key decision
The Head of Finance presented the report detailing overall performance of the
Council’s investment portfolio during 2012/13. The position in respect of the General
Fund and Housing Revenue Account was set out in the report together with the rate of
return for main treasury items and economy and interest rate review (2012/13)
provided by Sector, the Council’s Treasury advisors.
The report also gave details of external and internal investments and borrowing.

*16

RESOLVED

that the investment return for 2012/13 be noted.

REASON

The Council is required by regulations issued under the Local
Government Act 2003 and the Code of Practice on Treasury
Management in Public Services published by the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance & Accounting (CIPFA) to produce an
annual review of its treasury management activities and
performance.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) draft charging schedule –
publication for consultation – key decision
Members considered the report presented by the Planning Policy Officer which set out
the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) draft charging schedule, draft Regulation 123
List and draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Authority was sought to consult on these
publications. The main issues arising from consultation on the Preliminary Draft
Charging Schedule were listed in the report and full details were included on the
Council’s website. Members noted the main changes between the Preliminary Draft
document and the Draft Charging Schedule.
Following the 4 week period of consultation a feedback report would be taken to
Council in July seeking permission to submit the Charging Schedule for examination
to the Planning Inspectorate.
15-25% of CIL monies would be awarded to the parish in which the development
was taking place depending on whether they had a neighbourhood plan or not. A
further 5% may be used by the District Council to cover administration costs, and the
remaining money which may equate to 70% or more or 80% or more (depending on
the area) would be retained by the District Council for use on infrastructure projects
listed in the Regulation 123 List.
The draft Regulation 123 List was a list of projects compiled by EDDC’s planning
officers, in consultation with infrastructure providers, on which CIL monies could be
spent. This document formed part of the consultation process and would be agreed
when the CIL charges were adopted. There was scope for Members to make
additions and amendments to the 123 List before submission, such as inclusion of
Rural Broadband (as suggested by the Portfolio Holder – Economy). The Council
would decide the level of contribution to the projects on the 123 List and the order in
which they were supported. There was a funding gap between the List and potential
CIL funding; partnership working and negotiation would help to address this gap.
Governance arrangements in respect of CIL were the subject of a current Task and
Finish Forum which would shortly make recommendations to the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee.
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*16

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) draft charging schedule –
publication for consultation – key decision
RESOLVED

REASON

(1)

that the representations to the Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule (PDCS) consultation be noted;

(2)

that authority be granted to consult on the Draft Charging
Schedule (DCS) (Appendix A to the report), Draft
Regulation 123 List (Appendix B to the report), and the
Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) (Appendix C to the
report) for a four week period starting as soon as
practically possible.

Consultation on the DCS is a mandatory step towards adopting
CIL, and four weeks is the minimum length for this consultation.
It gives opportunity to show those involved in development, the
community and the inspector how the Council has listened to
representations and amended the preliminary draft charging
schedule where appropriate.
Submission of the DCS for examination will need to follow the
proposed consultation as soon as practically possible. The
Council must submit the DCS and associated documents
around the same time as the new Local Plan to facilitate a joint
examination. This approach will save money, allow the inspector
to understand the “big picture” of how CIL fits into the
implementation of the Local Plan, and also maximise CIL
income. If consultation is delayed, the Council may fail to meet
this deadline and the CIL examination will not be possible until
after the new Local Plan has been adopted. This could mean
potentially submitting for DCS examination in Spring 2014 and
missing out on six to nine months of CIL income with serious
implications for helping to fund infrastructure provision.

17

Health Equalities policy
The Head of Housing presented his report setting out the Council’s approach to
promotion of healthy lifestyles and health equalities in our communities. This
coincided with the introduction of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy and the transfer
of public health responsibility to upper tier local authorities. It also gave opportunity to
proactively review the Council’s related plans and priorities.
RECOMMENDED

that the up-dated Health Equalities Policy be approved.

REASON

To have an up-to-date policy on the Council’s approach to health
and wellbeing to direct service delivery on achieving improved
outcomes for individuals and communities.
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*18

National Park proposal for Dorset and East Devon AONB Areas
The Policy Manager advised that a campaign group, the Dorset and East Devon
National Park Group had proposed a Dorset and East Devon National Park, the
boundaries of which would largely coincide with those of the East Devon and Dorset
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
The Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, Councillor Tim Wood advised
that at the meeting of his Committee on Thursday 6 June 2013, Committee Member
and Tourism Champion, Cllr Shelia Kerridge asked for the National Park proposal to
be debated.
Issues raised included potential benefits such as raising the profile for the area but
also potential implications including restrictions to development that could affect other
parts of the district. The Committee felt that this was a very important issue which
required further debate before Council gave its response to the proposal. Members
had recommended that the matter be referred to the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee for detailed consideration in the first instance.
The Cabinet supported the suggestion of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and
recommended that those involved and with experience of National Parks should be
invited to have an input into the debate. The Committee was asked to take account of
concerns raised by Cabinet that such a designation was likely to increase
development pressure on other parts of the district and could impact on affordable
home provision. Members also noted that the Natural England Strategy dated July
2012 advised that there was a planned review of Natural England’s approach to
designations.
RESOLVED

that the proposal for a new National Park (for Dorset and East
Devon AONB areas) from the Dorset and East Devon National
Park Group, be referred for detailed consideration of possible
benefits and implications to the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee; the Committee’s recommendations to be reported to
a future meeting of the Cabinet.
Natural England will provide a technical assessment as part of
the process that will then go on to DEFRA.

REASON

*19

To allow the proposal to be fully scrutinised prior to a response
being made to Natural England, DEFRA and the Dorset and
East Devon National Park Group.

Absence report 2012/13
Members considered the report of the Corporate Organisational Development
Manager which set out details of staff sickness absence in 2012-13.
The report also included potential for further reduction in absence levels through the
provision of flu vaccinations. The Corporate Organisation Development Manager
advised that providing free flu vaccinations was common practice in larger, private
sector organisations and had the potential to reduce time taken off for flu during winter
months. She advised that a trial run by Plymouth City Council had identified a
reduction in flu related absences.
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*19

Absence report 2012/13 (continued)
RESOLVED

that flu vaccinations be offered to staff on a voluntary basis in
2013/14 at a cost to the Council of approximately £2500-£3000,
by way of a trial to ascertain if this has a positive effect on staff
absence levels .

REASON

This approach would form part of the Council’s Happy Healthy
Here wellbeing initiatives and underline East Devon District
Council’s approach as a supportive employer but one that
values full attendance.
This trial would be monitored to see if it resulted in a reduction in
sickness absence to help EDDC attain levels of attendance seen
in the private sector.

*20

Performance Management report April 2013
Members considered the report of the Corporate Organisational Development
Manager setting out performance information for the 2012/13 financial year for April
2013.
RESOLVED

REASON

*21

The monthly monitoring was to highlight performance and help
identify any trends. Additional information to support this
monitoring was provided on line – SPAR performance indicators
and systems thinking measures in key service areas –
Streetscene, Housing, Development Management and
Revenues and Benefits.

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED

*22

that the progress and proposed improvement action for
performance measures for the 2012/13 financial year for April
2013 be noted.

that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972 and
in accordance with the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012,
the public (including the press) be excluded from the meeting as
exempt and private information (as set out against each Part B
agenda item), is likely to be disclosed and on balance the public
interest is in discussing the items in private session (Part B).

Exmouth Regeneration Programme Board
Members considered the action notes of a meeting of the Exmouth Regeneration
Programme Board held on 16 May 2013.

*23

Seaton Regeneration Programme Board
Members considered the action notes of a meeting of the Seaton Regeneration
Programme Board held on 21 May 2013.
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*24

Community Centre – Partnership working
The Chief Executive asked Members to consider an increased contribution from the
Capital Budget to Honiton Town Council to ensure the completion of the Community
Centre project. The Town Council’s consultants had advised of the need to design the
surface water construction to a higher standard than originally anticipated; this would
address concerns raised in respect of potential flooding issues.
Members were reminded of the financial commitment undertaken by the Town
Council and local fund raising which had taken place since permission had been
granted.
RESOLVED

REASON

That this Council’s Capital Budget be increased by a sum
indicated to the meeting, with Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief
Executive being given delegated authority in consultation with
the Leader and relevant Portfolio Holders to make an increased
contribution up to that sum to Honiton Town Council in order to
ensure completion of the Community Centre project.
To address surface water run-off issues.

Chairman .......................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Cabinet
held in the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth
on Wednesday, 17 July 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani (Chairman/Leader)
Andrew Moulding (Vice Chairman)
Iain Chubb
David Cox
Jill Elson
Stephanie Jones
Ian Thomas
Phil Twiss
Tom Wright

Also
Present:

Councillors:
David Atkins
Peter Bowden
Geoff Chamberlain
Maddy Chapman
Christine Drew
Martin Gammell
Graham Godbeer
Peter Halse
Steve Hall
Tony Howard
Douglas Hull

Also
present:

Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
John Golding, Head of Housing
Karen Jenkins, Corporate Organisational Development Manager
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal & Democratic Services Manager
Nigel Harrison, Economic Development Manager
James Harper, Communications Officer
Ian Harrison, Mamhead Slipway Project Manager
Alison Hayard, Principal Regeneration Project Manager
Stephen Pratten, Relocation Manager
Lisa Turner, AONB Planning Officer
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager

Sheila Kerridge
Frances Newth
Helen Parr
Geoff Pook
Philip Skinner
Pauline Stott
Peter Sullivan
Brenda Taylor
Graham Troman
Chris Wale
Tim Wood
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Apologies

Councillors
Cabinet Member
Ray Bloxham
Councillors
Non Cabinet Members
Deborah Custance Baker
Susie Bond
Derek Button
David Chapman

Alan Dent
Vivien Duval Steer
Steve Gazzard
Roger Giles
Pat Graham
Stuart Hughes
John O’Leary
Mark Williamson
Eileen Wragg
Steve Wragg

The meeting started at 5.30 pm and ended at 8.05 pm.
In compliance with The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) Meetings and
Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012, during consideration of items
on the agenda, alternative options were considered by Members when making
decisions.
*25

Public Questions
Sidmouth Town Councillor Kelvin Dent said that he appreciated that the Council was
retaining an open mind in respect of EDDC Office accommodation. He said that
should the offices be relocated from Sidmouth, there would be a significant impact
on the local economy and believed that 100 jobs would be lost together with £3.6M
worth of local contracts and £1M spend in the town. He hoped that the Council
would continue to be located in Sidmouth.
Mr M Temple spoke on behalf of the East Devon Alliance. He gave examples of
purpose built replacement office accommodation for other Local Authorities where
costs had soared and money had been wasted. He believed that staff could be
accommodated in the newer part of the Knowle and the historic part sold for
residential use. This would achieve savings. He referred to the significant carbon
footprint arising from demolition of the Knowle and new build and to the impact that
the loss of jobs would have on the Sidmouth economy. He believed that the idea of
town hubs would increase costs and that a move to Honiton would increase travel
overall. He was also concerned about the loss of recreational space at Knowle
which he said should be retained for the benefit of the community.
In response the Leader advised that issues raised would be addressed when the
Office Accommodation agenda item was considered later in the meeting.
The Portfolio Holder – Finance referred to the quarterly LED Leisure Management
Ltd monitoring meetings which he used to attend when he was a LED Trustee. He
said that they had been a useful way of keeping up-to-date with LED activity. He
suggested that the minutes of these meetings could be referred to Cabinet or to
seek some other way to improve the reporting lines between LED and the Council.
The Chief Executive advised that Councillor Wood who was now a LED Trustee and
Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee was taking an item to his
Committee on monitoring arrangements with LED and how these could be improved.
Recommendations resulting from this consideration would be reported back to
Cabinet. In the meantime it would be helpful for the Portfolio Holder – Finance to
attend the quarterly monitoring meetings.
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*26

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 12 June 2013 were confirmed
and signed as a true record.

*27

Declarations of interest
Councillor/
Officer
Paul Diviani

*28

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest
EDDC representative on Blackdown
Hills AONB Joint Advisory Committee

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED:

*29

Minute
number
38

that the classification given to the documents to be submitted to
the Cabinet be confirmed. There was one item which Officers
recommended should be dealt with in Part B.

Forward Plan
Members noted the contents of the Forward Plan for Decisions for the period 1July to
31 October 2013.

*30

Matters referred to the Cabinet
There were no matters referred to the Cabinet by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee or the Council.

*31

Overview and Scrutiny Committee – 6 June 2013
Members received and noted the minutes of the meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee held on 6 June 2013.
RESOLVED 1

that the following decisions be noted

Minute 5

the work of the Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes and
Communities, as presented at the meeting. The powerpoint slides
used as part of the presentation had now been circulated to all
Members.

Minute 6

the report and improvements to the Planning Enforcement
service.

Minute 7

the Council’s performance against delivery of the
promises/priorities in the Council Plan, key service objectives
from Service Plans and Performance Measures for the fourth
quarter of 2012/13.
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*31

*32

Overview and Scrutiny Committee – 6 June 2013 (continued)
RESOLVED 2

To note that the following decision was agreed by Cabinet at
its meeting on 12 June 2013.

Minute 4

that the Cabinet be asked to delay responding to the proposal
for a new National Park (for Dorset and East Devon AONB
areas) and allow the Overview and Scrutiny Committee to
consider all aspects of the proposal in detail, with the
Committee’s recommendations being then referred back to
Cabinet.

RESOLVED 3

To agree the following recommendation

Minute 6

that Council considers making a representation to Government on
the constraints of legislation relating to planning enforcement.

Housing Review Board meeting – 20 June 2013
Members received and noted the minutes of the meeting of the Housing Review
Board held on 20 June 2013.
The Chairman, Councillor Pauline Stott drew Members’ attention to the proposal
(Minute 10) to purchase a House in Multiple Occupation to meet local need.
The Leader congratulated the work of the Housing Review Board and Housing team
and encouraged Members to attend meetings of the Board.
RESOLVED 1

that the following decisions be noted

Minute 7

Housing Review Board forward plan.

Minute 11

The Advantage SW Procurement Club review.

Minute 12

The existence of the Housing Service display boards.

RESOLVED 2

that the following decisions be agreed

Minute 11

that the intention to remain a member of Advantage SW be
confirmed.

RESOLVED 3

that the following recommendations be approved

Minute 8

(1)

that the HRA outturn position for 2012/13 be agreed;

(2)

that the level of reserves detailed and the transfer of
£1.715m from the HRA Balance in to ‘Debt Repayment
Volatility Fund’ to safeguard the HRA against any
fluctuations in the Business Plan be agreed.
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*32

Housing Review Board meeting – 20 June 2013 (continued)
RESOLVED 3

that the following recommendations be approved (continued)

Minute 9

(1)

that the changes to the staffing structure of the Property
and Asset team be approved,

(2)

that the proposal to bring in-house the existing work
undertaken by a contractor be approved,

(3)

that the funding required for the additional staff for the
Property and Asset team as outlined in the report be
approved.

(1)

that it be agreed that this type of accommodation (shared
house – House in Multiple Occupation) would be a
beneficial addition to the current Council property portfolio,
making available another form of accommodation for
single people within the district;

(2)

that the Housing Service ensures that adequate provision
is put in place to effectively manage the shared
house/HMO and support tenancies, as necessary;

(3)

that the commuted sum available in Exmouth of £350,000
and up to £100,000 from the Right to Buy receipts be
allocated towards the purchase and refitting of a property
in Exmouth to provide up to seven units of HMO type
accommodation. If property A was no longer available,
suitable alternative accommodation would be sought up to
the budget available for purchase and refit of £450,000.

Minute 10

RESOLVED 4

Minute 14

*33

that the following recommendations be taken into account
when this item is raised later in the agenda (item 20)
that the preferred supplier identified in the report be
commissioned to implement and support a new housing
management software system.

Arts and Culture Forum – 6 June 2013
Members noted the minutes of the meeting of the Arts and Culture Forum held on 6
June 2013.
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34

EDDC Office Accommodation – key decision
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive presented his report on options to address
the Council’s future accommodation requirements. Since the Development
Management Committee (1 March 2013) had refused the application for alternative
use of the Knowle site, work had continued on the viability analysis of various options:
 Remaining at the Knowle in a reconfigured form
 Honiton options
 Relocation to Cranbrook
 Other sites in the district
The viability analysis identified that remaining at the Knowle site was not a
sustainable option as the ‘outdated’ offices were not fit for purpose and costly to run.
The report included the Council’s continued commitment to
 providing fit for purpose and functional office accommodation that placed no
extra burden on the East Devon tax-payer, and,
 to maintaining a significant presence in Exmouth.
The option to move would use capital receipts from the sale of the Knowle and, if
required, prudential borrowing up to a maximum of £4.8M (the calculated savings on
running costs over the 20 years following the move).
Key overall risks within the project were noted by Cabinet together with how these
would be managed. The calculations included a 20% contingency. The public
speaker had stated that the carbon cost of relocation would take 50 years to recoup.
The Deputy Chief Executive challenged this statement. He said that although there
would be an inevitable carbon cost, this needed to be balanced over time and the
argument was out-weighed by the energy efficiencies of new offices. A more accurate
calculation would be 11 years. One of the key drivers for the proposed relocation was
the high running costs and essential maintenance required at Knowle. However, the
project was not just about the need to save money; it would help facilitate improved,
modern, efficient service provision.
The Deputy Chief Executive also advised that the ‘new’ part of the existing Knowle
complex did not have the capacity to accommodate all EDDC staff and so the
associated suggestion to sell off the historic part entirely for residential use was not
feasible.
The reasons for refusal of the Knowle application considered by the Development
Management Committee on 1 March 2013 had been taken into account and it was
now proposed to limit potential development on the Knowle site to 3 zones – the lower
park and lower car park zones had been removed from the development proposal.
This was an important change that addressed local concerns and retained the site’s
viability as it continued to be attractive to developers. Use of Manstone Depot within
the development proposals would meet the development’s affordable housing
requirement.
The Project Viability report identified key milestones (Gateway Decisions) which
would require EDDC approval to progress to the next stage of the project. The
timeline for relocation was set out in the report. Alternative sites might come forward
during the process and these would be given proper consideration.
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34

EDDC Office Accommodation – key decision (continued)
During debate on the report the following points were made:
 Members welcomed the clear and helpful report and praised Richard Cohen,
Deputy Chief Executive and Stephen Pratten, Relocation Manager, for their
work. The report had been well presented with clear options and reasoning.
 Moving the discussion to the public domain was welcomed
 The impact of the Office move on Sidmouth would be taken into account
 The move had the potential to create jobs elsewhere in the district
 The carbon cost of the move would be taken seriously but put in perspective
 Many of the offices in Knowle were inadequate for modern business
 It would be better to invest in new purpose built facilities than waste money in
trying to maintain out of date, costly office space which was not fit for purpose
 The proposal would preserve parkland at Knowle for the benefit of the local
community. The grounds were currently not used much by the public and the
proposed transfer to the Sidmouth Town Council could result in their wider
enjoyment.
 Reducing the development zones from 5 to 3 was welcomed.
 The process would have been less difficult if the Council had carried out earlier
consultations with local residents and stakeholders
 The proposed stages in developing the project and the monitoring that would
be in place was helpful and reassuring
 The Knowle was a prestigious building and the parkland was beautiful
 Although the report suggested options to relocate to Honiton and Cranbrook,
the Council would retain an open mind and consider other options that may
come forward during the process.
 The new offices should be located centrally and use made of local ‘hubs’.
 The East Devon Business Centre was a good example of an office base for
mobile working. A similar approach could be adopted for the local ‘hubs’ which
could also offer local employment opportunities.
 The Council needed to be able to take advantage of new ways of working and
increased use of technology to improve service delivery and achieve
efficiencies.
The Leader thanked the Cabinet and other Members present for their valued
contribution to the debate. He confirmed that the impact on Sidmouth would be taken
into account and that ways ameliorate this would be considered. Jobs would not be
lost from the district as a result of the proposed move. He believed that the proposed
move from the Knowle was positive and would benefit the whole district.
The vote on the recommendations set out in the report was supported unanimously by
the Cabinet.
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34

EDDC Office Accommodation – key decision (continued)
RECOMMENDED

REASON

(1)

that Council agree that the costs of maintaining,
refurbishing or building new offices on the Knowle site are
not sustainable and EDDC must therefore look at
alternative locations for a new headquarters;

(2)

that the Deputy Chief Executive – Development,
Regeneration and Partnerships be given delegated
authority to enter into formal conditional negotiations on
the acquisition and/or development of a suitable site for
EDDC’s new offices;

(3)

that a future recommendation be made for consideration
by Cabinet and determination by Council that EDDC
relocate from the Knowle to a new location and premises
subject to a satisfactory and financially viable proposition;

(4)

that further reports be referred to Cabinet and Council, as
appropriate, for decisions at future key stages (Gateway
Decisions) of the project;

(5)

that it be confirmed that it remains the Council’s objective
to hand over ownership of the Knowle Park public space
to Sidmouth Town Council as part of its relocation plans.

(6)

that a further £95,333 (ex VAT) be approved from the
Transformation Budget to fund further services necessary
to continue the project and secure the most
advantageous development agreement;

(7)

that an ongoing District Wide Stakeholder Group be
established to share and discuss relocation progress and
issues in terms of Council contact, service delivery and
new ways of working;

(8)

that a New Office Project Executive Group be set up
comprising selected Cabinet members, senior officers
and Project Manager to oversee project progress;

(9)

that wider engagement with members be sought through
a Leader’s Think Tank on Relocation.
As set out in the Officer report and appendices.
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*35

Transport Infrastructure Investment – key decision
Members considered the report presented by the Economic Development Manager.
A consortium of transport authorities led by Somerset Country Council (backed by the
Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership) was calling for early investment
into three single carriageway sections of the A30/A358/A303 corridor between
Honiton, Taunton and Amesbury – the link to the M3. The report set out the details of
works and costs. Government funding, if agreed, would be a contribution to the
scheme with a requirement for local funding.
Members recognised the significant benefits that the proposed improved transport
links would achieve for the local economy - the A30/A303 corridor was a crucial link to
and from the South West. Currently the road network was unable to cope with the
volumes of traffic and lack of service provision along these routes.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee would be briefed in the autumn on progress
and how this strategic initiative would be linked with the Local Enterprise Partnership
work and economic and community development.
RESOLVED
that the campaign for phased investment in the A30/A303
(1)
corridor promoted by Somerset County Council, the Heart
of the South West LEP and other partners be welcomed
and endorsed - in particular proposals to make early
improvements to the A30/A303 in East Devon;
(2)

REASON

*36

that members of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee be
invited to seek early clarification of the role of the Heart of
the South West Local Transport Board in relation to the
successful delivery of the Council’s own planning and
development priorities.
To offer a clear demonstration of the Council’s
commitment to local and strategic infrastructure
investment.

Exmouth Regeneration – funding allocation – key decision
Members considered the joint report of the Development Surveyor and Mamhead
Slipway Project Manager in respect of the approved development of the Elizabeth Hall
site and the distribution of funds - Section 106 agreement and capital receipt.
The Deputy Chief Executive, Richard Cohen, was able to inform the meeting on
funding available as the sale to Premier Inn had been completed. He advised that
£1.247M had been paid for the site plus an additional £202K Section 106 monies.
The Portfolio Holder – Strategic Development and Partnerships welcomed the
proposal to invest this money in delivering the outstanding Exmouth priority
regeneration programme (arising from the Exmouth Masterplan) and particularly the
Queen’s Drive scheme and to assist in the re-building of the Mamhead Slipway.
In reply to questions, the Deputy Chief Executive advised that the Queen’s Drive
scheme included a mixture of development opportunities which would be market
tested. He also advised that within the Estuaryside project, discussions over possible
relocation of the Rugby Club were continuing within what was a complicated
process. A number of supermarket chains continued to be interested in the site.
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*36

Exmouth Regeneration – funding allocation – (continued)
The Mamhead Slipway Project Manager had consulted with water users and the
Exmouth Regeneration Board on the preferred options for the Mamhead Slipway. The
preferred option would provide improved facilities to water users but works would take
an additional year to be carried out compared with a more straightforward
replacement option. The two options remained in consideration. The proposal would
be discussed with statutory authorities and partners including Natural England. It was
important for plans to include adequate parking for vehicles and trailers.
The replacement options for the slipway were expensive with the likely need to find
additional funding sources other than EDDC. Members were keen to see that
charging for use of the slipway was actively explored as one among other financing
options.. The Portfolio Holder – Environment supported a charging schedule and
advised that this would enable a check on users’ insurance to be carried out. The
Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes and Communities thanked Officers and all
Councillors who had been involved with the Exmouth Regeneration/Masterplan
consultations.
RESOLVED

(1)

that further progress towards the delivery of the Council’s
longstanding commitment to regeneration in Exmouth be
noted;

(2)

that the impending capital receipt from Premier Inn be
welcomed, with this capital receipt being committed to the
Exmouth Regeneration budget and held in reserve for a
minimum period of three years from receipt;

(3)

that the Principal Regeneration Projects Manager be
given delegated authority to pursue a delivery strategy for
the Queen's Drive project including an allocation of a
proportion of the proceeds of the Elizabeth Hall sale
towards enhanced public realm and new road alignment;

(4)

that the Principal Regeneration Projects Manager be
given delegated authority to pursue a delivery strategy for
the Mamhead Slipway project including an allocation of a
proportion of the proceeds of the sale of the Elizabeth
Hall site towards a new slipway and associated facilities;

(5)

that Members recognise that the Premier Inn capital
receipt will fund a proportion but not the totality of priority
projects in Exmouth (there currently exists a likely
shortfall) and endorse the pursuit of additional funding
towards the Queen's Drive and Mamhead Slipway
projects. (Such funding possibilities may include Coastal
Communities Fund, EU programme, LEP engagement,
County Council, contributions and receipts from adjacent
developments with Officers also investigating possible
fees and charges for use of a completed Mamhead
Slipway);
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*36

Exmouth Regeneration – funding allocation – (continued)

REASON
*37

(6)

that the Council acts as the client body for the
appointment of contractors and consultants for the
Mamhead Slipway development design and build;

(7)

that the Principal Estates Surveyor be given delegated
authority to negotiate new 30 year leases respectively
with the Exmouth Sea Scouts and Exmouth Sea Cadets
on demised land at Camperdown Creek.
To enable the Council to continue the delivery of the
Exmouth Masterplan and priority projects.

Improvements to services – systems thinking update
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive presented her report which updated Members
on the positive impact of introducing systems thinking principles into the Streetscene
Service.
She advised that the process involved firstly understanding the customer demand
followed by a redesign of the service to meet that demand as efficiently as possible.
Within the Streetscene service there had not been significant preventable demand
and the service was well received by the public. However, there was a lot of scope in
the processes to reduce bureaucracy and make better use of technology and mobile
working.
The Deputy Chief Executive thanked the work of the Streetscene Manager and his
teams for the progress made and the Corporate ICT Manager and his teams for their
work on infrastructure improvements. The drive was to streamline the service and as
a result of the redesign, savings had been achieved.
The report also set out improvements to other Council services (Benefits, Housing
and Planning) which had already benefited from redesign. The work helped to
progress the Council’s Customer Plan and the transformation agenda.
The Sustainable Homes and Communities Portfolio Holder took this opportunity to
personally thank the Streetscene Teams who had worked with the Britain in Bloom
organisation in particularly difficult weather conditions. Praise for the service was
echoed by other Portfolio Holders.
Future reviews would be undertaken in respect of Environment Health and Car
Parking.
RESOLVED
that the latest successes of the Council’s Streetscene Team be
noted.
REASON

The report was used to keep Members informed on the progress
being made in redesigning the Council’s services using systems
thinking principles.
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*38

Public Consultation – review of the East Devon and Blackdown Hills
Area of Natural Beauty (AONB) Management Plans
Members considered the report presented by Lisa Turner of the Blackdown Hills
AONB Team. East Devon District Council was required under Part IV of the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 to produce Management Plans for the East
Devon and Blackdown Hills AONBs and review them at intervals of not more than 5
years. East Devon District Council had authorised the AONB Partnerships to carry out
this review on its behalf.
Members were advised that targeted and public consultation would take place on both
Draft Plans in the summer/autumn 2013. The Plans would then be revised and
forwarded for formal consultation with the statutory consultee, Natural England. The
Plans would then be presented for adoption by the local authorities and confirmed to
Defra by April 2014.
RESOLVED

that approval be given to the AONB Partnerships to undertake
public consultation on the review of the East Devon and
Blackdown Hills AONB Management Plans.

REASON

Under Part IV of the Countryside and Rights of Way (CROW)
Act 2000 the relevant local authorities are required to review the
AONB Management Plans (sometimes referred to as a
Management Strategy) for the East Devon and Blackdown Hills
AONBs at intervals of not more than 5 years. The review for the
2009 - 14 Plans need to be completed by April 2014.
East Devon District with other local authorities has authorised
East Devon and the Blackdown Hills AONB Partnerships to
review the AONB Management Plans on their behalf.

*39

Application to designate Broadclyst Neighbourhood Area
Members were advised that the Leader, Ward Member and Chief Executive had met
with the Parish Clerk to discuss Broadclyst’s application under the Localism Act for
designation of its whole Parish as a Neighbourhood Area. As a result of the meeting
earlier that afternoon, Members were advised that consideration of the proposal would
be deferred to allow further discussion.
RESOLVED

that the application to designate Broadclyst Neighbourhood Area
be deferred for further discussions.

REASON

To facilitate further discussions.
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*40

Request for exemption to Contract Standing Orders – Feniton Flood
Scheme Consultant
Members considered the joint report of the Senior Engineer (Environment Service)
and Streetscene Manager requesting approval of Howick Consultants as consultants
to complete Phase 2 of the Feniton Flood Scheme - the design and implementation of
the works. Reasons for the exemption to Contract Standing Orders were set out in
the report.
Parish Councillor Pete Privet asked for the Council’s continued support to progress
the scheme to overcome local flooding/drainage problems.
Councillor Peter Bowden, Flood Alleviation Champion spoke of the work involved and
the need to achieve the co-operation of Network Rail. He emphasised the importance
of working with the local Parish Council and Councillor Tom Wright – Deputy
Environment Portfolio Holder.
Councillor Tom Wright advised that the risks to the project had been identified – the
possible funding shortfall could not be determined until the contract prices had been
submitted.
RESOLVED

REASON

(1)

that exemption to Contract Standing Orders requirement
to seek quotations or invite tenders pursuant to Rule 3.1
be authorised;

(2)

that the appointment of Howick Consultants to carry out
Phase 2 of the Feniton Flood Scheme to deliver the
contract and work on site be endorsed.

Howicks have carried out the report and modelling work and the
appraisal to complete Phase 1 of the project.
Negotiations and agreement have to be reached with
Wainhomes to install a section of the new pipe before building
work starts in order to keep costs down.
The contract value falls below the threshold set out in the Public
Contracts Regulations 2006 and therefore the EU procurement
procedure does not apply and an exemption can be validly given
pursuant to the Council’s Contract Standing Orders Rule 3.1.
Reasons for exemption were to ensure timely delivery and avoid
unnecessary costs.
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*41

Performance Management report May 2013
Members considered the report of the Corporate Organisational Development
Manager setting out performance information for the 2013/14 financial year for May
2013. Members noted that 4 indicators were showing excellent performance:
 Percentage of Planning appeal decisions allowed against the authority’s
decision to refuse
 Percentage of Council Tax collected
 Percentage of Non-Domestic Rates collected
 Working days lost due to sickness
Only one indicator showed concern, namely:
 Days taken to process Housing Benefit/Council Tax Benefit new claims and
change events.
Members noted the reasons for this reduction in performance which included the
impact of Welfare Changes.
The Sustainable Homes and Communities Portfolio Holder extended thanks to the
Benefits Teams for the proactive work they had carried out. EDDC had achieved the
highest Council Tax collection rate in Devon and this was a reflection of the excellent
work of the teams.
The Environment Portfolio Holder praised the work of the Countryside volunteers who
had put in 188 hours of work on behalf of the team in May.
RESOLVED

REASON

*42

that the progress and proposed improvement action for
performance measures for the 2013/14 financial year for May
2013 be noted.
The monthly monitoring was to highlight performance and help
identify any trends. Additional information to support this
monitoring was provided on line – SPAR performance indicators
and systems thinking measures in key service areas –
Streetscene, Housing, Development Management and
Revenues and Benefits.

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED

that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972 and
in accordance with the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012,
the public (including the press) be excluded from the meeting as
exempt and private information (as set out against each Part B
agenda item), is likely to be disclosed and on balance the public
interest is in discussing the items in private session (Part B).
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*43

New housing management software procurement
The Head of Housing presented his report which set out a strong case for procuring
and implementing a new comprehensive housing management software system. It
would improve the service and increase efficiencies. The evaluation work had
included review of systems used by other organisations. The proposal had been
considered and supported by the Housing Review Board at its last meeting. The
report also included a recommendation of the preferred supplier.
RESOLVED

that Capita be commissioned to implement and support a new
housing management software system.

REASON

To help the housing service to achieve its service delivery
aspirations for the benefit of tenants and other customers.

Chairman .......................................................
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Minutes of a Meeting of the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee held
at Knowle, Sidmouth on 28 March 2013
Present:

Stuart Hughes
John Humphreys
Mike Allen
Peter Bowden
Peter Burrows
Derek Button
David Chapman
Deborah Custance Baker
Vivien Duval Steer
Roger Giles

Tony Howard
Sheila Kerridge
David Key
Brenda Taylor
Graham Troman
Tim Wood
Eileen Wragg
Claire Wright
Tom Wright

Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Matt Dickins, Policy Manager
Andrew Wood, Projects Director
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager
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Councillors:
David Atkins
Ray Bloxham
Iain Chubb
Alan Dent
Paul Diviani
Christine Drew
Jill Elson
Graham Godbeer
Peter Halse
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Committee Members:
John O’Leary

Douglas Hull
Ben Ingham
Andrew Moulding
Frances Newth
Helen Parr
Pauline Stott
Ian Thomas
Phil Twiss
Mark Williamson
Councillors:
David Cox
Stephanie Jones
Steve Hall

The meeting started at 6:30pm and ended 9.32 pm.
*64

Public Question Time
The Chairman welcomed Councillors and members of the public to the meeting and
invited questions.
Barry Curwen referred to the Office Relocation project up-date report that the
Committee had considered at its meeting on 26 July 2012. Mr Curwen said that the
Committee’s scrutiny had been superficial and he questioned the scope,
management (including the risk management process) and monitoring of the
project. He advised that the scope included the Manstone Depot employment site.
He believed that the loss of two key employment sites would have a significant
impact on the economy of the local area, particularly in the current time of
recession. He questioned the benefits of the project and budget involved. He asked
the Committee to undertake serious scrutiny urgently.
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*64

Public Question Time
Barry Sangster asked if the Committee was aware of any gagging orders for
Contractors, Officers or Councillors leaving the Council. The Chief Executive
replied that there had been no such orders in respect of Contractors or Councillors
but in very specific cases and in certain circumstances, compromise agreements
had been reached with a small number of staff.
Robert Crick questioned whether the Chief Executive’s advice given to this
Committee and the Business Taff constituted a conflict of interest. He said that the
Chief Executive, as line manager to the Economic Development Manager, had
failed to take up concerns in respect of abuse of EDDC’s resources.
The Chairman advised that he would send a written reply to Mr Curwen and Mr
Crick with a copy sent to the Committee members.

*65

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee held on 28
February 2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*66

Declarations of Interest
Councillor/
Officer
Peter Halse

*67

Minute
number
67

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest
Previous member of the East Devon
Business Forum.

Referral from Business Task and Finish Forum
Richard Thurlow referred to a recent publication by Investigative journalist, Anna
Minton: ‘Scaring the Living Daylights out of people’. This included a section on
conflicts of interest at East Devon District Council, and the East Devon Business
Forum in particular, and recent controversial planning decisions made. Mr Thurlow
said that it was essential for planning matters to be included in the scope of the
Task and Finish Forum. This would help to allay public concern in respect of
conflicts of interest.
Alan Darrant spoke of widespread disquiet over EDDC’s management of the
planning process. He said that the Council had doubled the quota of employment
land without clear justification. He questioned who would benefit from the increase
in allocation. He asked that the Business Task and Finish include planning
processes in its scope. If there was a possible conflict of interest, it was EDDC’s
duty to undertake a full examination.
Damien Mills asked if the Council had sought independent legal advice on the
scope of the Task and Finish Forum and if so what advice had been given. He
referred to the importance of exploring the relationship between the Business
Forum and the Council. The Chief Executive confirmed that independent legal
advice had not been sought.
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*67

Referral from Business Task and Finish Forum (continued)
Councillor Mike Allen asked for a typographical error to be corrected in the
Business Task and Finish Forum notes of 12 March 2013: Paragraph 2 of 5 should
read ‘object’ and not ‘objection’. Councillor Giles advised that his name needed to
be added to those present.
The Chief Executive replied to a question about whether the questionnaire (referred
to in the notes of the 12 March 2013 meeting) had been sent out to businesses and
Chambers of Commerce in East Devon. The purpose of the questionnaire was to
ask what benefit the East Devon Business Forum was to business and to find out
why business people who could attend did not. The Chief Executive advised that
this had yet to be actioned; a budget would first need to be identified in order to
carry out this additional work.
The Chairman invited Councillor Graham Troman as Chairman of the Business
Task and Finish Forum (TaFF) to address the Committee. Councillor Troman said
that this was a difficult Forum because of the resignation of Graham Brown as
Chairman of the East Devon Business Forum and the withdrawal of the Economic
Development Manager’s support from that Forum. He believed that the Task and
Finish Forum needed to interview both the former Chairman and the Economic
Development Manager but that this was not possible due to Police investigation into
the affairs of Graham Brown and associated planning issues.
Points raised included:
 Which aspects of the TaFF were affected by the investigation - what could be
considered/scrutinised without interfering with the Police process? Should
the TaFF be put on hold in the meantime? The Police investigation needed
to run its course.
 Emphasis of the TaFF should be to learn lessons from the interaction
between the Business Forum and the Council and how the Council can
support the local business community.
 Concern over the Business Forum should have been addressed years ago.
 The remit/scope of the TaFF should include planning issues/processes (not
individual applications) and business engagement.
 Increase the membership of the TaFF.
 The integrity of the Council’s planning function had been brought into
question through recent press revelations and it was important now for the
Council to act openly and clearly and address concerns raised. The
importance of an effective, transparent decision-making process was
essential.
 Reference was made to the Council policy in relation to its work on the Local
Plan of the target ratio of one job to one household. This was used as the
basis for housing numbers and employment land calculations.
 It was vital not to delay the Local Plan process
The Chief Executive reminded Members of his advice as minuted at previous
meetings of the TaFF. The TaFF had accepted that previous planning application
decisions were outside their proper scope. The issue therefore was the ability
of the TaFF to consider planning issues independently and impartially. To include
planning issues within the scope of the Taff could ‘go behind’ the Local Plan
process and cause significant delays.
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*67

Referral from Business Task and Finish Forum (continued)
He referred to the Council’s employment land policy and questioned how the TaFF
could examine land included in the Local Plan without stalling the process. He
explained that the Local Plan had been out for final public consultation and the
Council could now only make minor amendments/ alterations and clarify narrative
before submitting it to the Inspectorate. If the Council wanted to make allocation
changes, it would have to go out for further public consultation and this would result
in further delays.
A proposal to suspend the work of the TaFF was put to the vote and lost (7:9)
The proposal to widen the remit of the Business Task and Finish Forum to include
employment land planning issues (but not individual planning allocations) without
delaying the development of the Local Plan or impinge on the Police investigation
was seconded and put to the vote. The Committee voted to have a recorded vote.
Councillors in favour of the proposal (10): Peter Burrows, Derek Button, David
Chapman, Roger Giles, Stuart Hughes, Sheila Kerridge, Brenda Taylor, Graham
Troman, Eileen Wragg and Claire Wright.
Councillors against the proposal (9): Mike Allen, Peter Bowden, Deborah Custance
Baker, Vivien Duval Steer, Tony Howard, John Humphreys, David Key, Tim Wood,
Tom Wright.
RESOLVED

68

that the remit of the Business Task and Finish Forum
include employment land planning issues (but not individual
planning allocations) without delaying the development of
the Local Plan or impinging on the Police Investigation
currently being carried out.

Five Year Land Supply in East Devon
Dr Margaret Hall of the Campaign to Protect Rural England challenged the base
housing need figure used which she said was now out of date – this being
evidenced through the Census which showed a lower population than had been
predicted. She said it was important for the Council to also acquire an up-dated
strategic housing assessment, as there had similarly been a fall in housing
requirements compared with that predicted. Dr Hall said that the Council should
include a disaggregated 5-year land supply within its policies so that this approach
would have more weight.
The Planning Policy Manager advised that the Inspectors, who had considered
planning appeals recently, had attached limited weight to the Council’s
disaggregated housing requirement approach. He emphasised the importance of
progressing the Local Plan through the necessary processes to adoption.
The 5-year land supply was a rolling requirement. It was anticipated that Housing
and Development statistics would be rigorously challenged when the Local Plan
was at the enquiry stage.
The Development Management Committee (Minute 51 of 5.02.13) had endorsed
the requirement for a 6-year land supply (5 years plus a buffer of 20%).
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68

Five Year Land Supply in East Devon (continued)
The Audit and Governance Committee had considered the 5-year land supply issue
at its meeting on 27 February 2013 from a governance/reputation point of view. The
Committee had identified the lack of a 5-year land supply as a risk to the Council
and recommended that the Council put in place processes to ensure that it had a
rolling valid 5-year housing land supply.
The Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes and Communities had serious doubts
that the Council would be able to meet its affordable housing target of 250 per year.
Affordable accommodation was essential for balanced communities.
House building was particularly difficult in a time of recession but development
allocation within an agreed Local Plan would help the Council to encourage
development where it was most needed and most appropriate.
Councillor Roger Giles circulated a paper which emphasised that planning
applications should continue to be determined on their merits. He asked the
Committee to:
 recommend that Government be asked to extend the period allowed for
Councils’ Local Plans to be adopted,
 formally endorse the Council’s disaggregated approach to housing provision,
 ask the Development Management Committee to make a condition in
respect of progressing strategic housing planning approvals.
The proposal, subject to some amendment to wording, was seconded by Councillor
Claire Wright.
RECOMMENDED

1.

that Cabinet support the Local Government
Association’s current lobbying of Government to extend
the period allowed for Councils’ Local Plans to be
adopted;

2.

that the Cabinet be requested to agree to the adoption
of a disaggregation approach to housing provision;

3.

that the Development Management Committee consider
a policy to require strategic housing planning approvals
to be commenced within two years.

(Councillors Vivien Duval Steer and David Key abstained from voting due to their
membership of the Development Management Committee).
*69

Portfolio Holder up-date – Strategic Development & Partnerships
The Chairman invited Councillor Andrew Moulding, Portfolio Holder Strategic
Development and Partnerships to up-date the Committee on his recent work and
forthcoming plans.
Councillor Moulding referred particularly to the exciting development of Cranbrook
and its popularity. He said that Cranbrook new community was a success story for
the Council. It was a good example of partnership working. Whenever possible he
‘flew the flag’ for East Devon.
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*69

Portfolio Holder up-date – Strategic Development & Partnerships
The Clyst Honiton Bypass was critical to Cranbrook and the Growth Point – it was
due to open in May. Councillor Moulding recognised the importance of improved rail
and motorway links to the vitality of the district.
Other partnership working was in respect of the Local Enterprise Partnerships – the
Council would develop projects with business partners and then bid for major
funding. Currently EDDC had no seat on the LEP Board and would therefore need
to be particularly proactive in working with its partners.

*70

Forward Plan
Members noted the forward plan.
The legal position of 20mph zones with the County Coucil would be reported to a
future meeting.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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The meeting started at 6:30pm and ended 8:23 pm.
*1

Public Question Time
The Chairman welcomed Councillors to the meeting. There were no public
questions.

*2

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee held on 28
March 2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.
A member of the Committee raised the need for a mechanism for Cabinet’s
considerations of/decisions on Overview and Scrutiny recommendations to be
reported back to the Committee. The Chairman advised that the Committee had the
option to put an item back on its agenda for further discussion.
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Reference was made to an omission in the minutes of a statement made by a
member of the Committee at the last meeting. Following discussion, the Chairman
advised that minutes were a summary of the meeting. A member of the Committee
commented that implementation of audio recording at Council meetings would
provide a detailed record of debate.
*3

Declarations of Interest
There were none.

*4

Cabinet meeting – 12 June – request to debate National Park
proposal
Members had been sent the link to the Cabinet agenda of 12 June 2013. This
included the report of the Policy Manager setting out a proposal from a campaign
group, the Dorset and East Devon National Park Group. The campaign group
proposed a Dorset and East Devon National Park, the boundaries of which would
largely coincide with those of the East Devon and Dorset Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty.
Committee Member and Tourism Champion, Cllr Shelia Kerridge asked for this
proposal to be debated in full at a future meeting of the Committee. The report’s
recommendations were not supportive of the proposal for a number of reasons and
Councillor Kerridge felt that the benefits to tourism and the local economy should be
fully considered.
The Chairman agreed to raise this suggestion at the meeting of Cabinet; a full
debate would enable the possible benefits to be discussed as well as the concerns
set out in the report. A member of the Committee raised the need to consult with
Parish and Town Council’s that would be affected by the designation.
RESOLVED

*5

that the Cabinet be asked to delay responding to the
proposal for a new National Park (for Dorset and East
Devon AONB areas) and allow the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee to consider all aspects of the proposal in detail,
with the Committee’s recommendations being then referred
back to Cabinet.

Portfolio Holder up-date – Sustainable Homes and Communities
Councillor Jill Elson was invited to update the Committee on her Portfolio. The
Committee received a detailed presentation, which covered the following:
 How the Housing Service fitted in with the Council’s corporate theme – living
in an outstanding place;
 The Service’s purpose, which was to ensure a decent home for all, that was
affordable, adequate in size and in the right place;
 The Service’s four key areas of work - homeless prevention, managing
Council homes, regulating and improving housing in all sectors, and
providing more affordable housing;
 Current housing stock - the Council currently had 4,300 council homes; 750
garages; 150 leasehold properties and 14 community centres;
 Housing finance - the past year had been transformational for the Service,
with the Council taking on £84.5 million of debt in return for being granted
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new freedoms and flexibilities to run its housing landlord services in
accordance with local priorities. This level of debt required careful budget
management;
Key achievements of 2013/14, which included rent collection rates of 99.7%;
Delivery of affordable homes – this remained a priority. The target of 100
new affordable homes last year had been exceeded with 112 built;
Repairs and improving homes - the aim was to get repairs ‘right first time, fix
and stay fixed’. This was achieved in about 85% of cases and was therefore
an area requiring some attention. There had been increased spend on
programmes for modernising and improvement works;
Estate management – dealing with management of our housing estates and
antisocial behaviour through enforcement and engagement;
Supporting positive and sustainable communities through community
development;
An overview of support services offered to older and disabled residents to
enable them to remain living in their homes;
How the Service involved tenants to ensure they had a voice and were
involved in decision making about the services provided;
A third Annual Report to tenants – this was an informative document that set
out the Service’s performance in a number of key housing management
areas. The report had received positive feedback from tenants;
Tenant satisfaction surveys – tenants’ satisfaction with the overall Service
continued to rise;
Housing in the private sector – this work was around protecting health and
safety and ensuring housing conditions meet minimum standards;
The Homes and Communities Plan 2012 - 2016, which set out ten key aims
and plans for housing across the district.

The Chairman thanked the Portfolio Holder for her informative and encouraging
update and invited questions observations from the Committee and other Members
present. Answers to points raised included:
There were cases of families wanting to move to bigger houses due to
overcrowding, however there were insufficient houses available. There was a
need for more affordable bungalows to be built to enable elderly people to
downsize - this would be a key issue for the Housing Service going forward.
Other areas requiring focus going forward were public healthcare and
community development, such as how to manage finances and property and
basic cookery lessons.
The value of the repairs and improvements contracts was regularly
monitored. Increased spend on repairs and improvements was down to the
flexibility of the Housing Revenue Account. Doors and kitchens were
currently being upgraded.
The Estate Management Team was proactive in dealing with nuisance, noise
and antisocial behaviour issues.
All tenants were taken through a tenancy agreement before moving into a
property. The approximate annual cost to the Council from damage to
Council properties was £50k, however the Housing Review Board had
adopted an effective recharges policy which covered deliberate damage.
Health and wellbeing was being promoted through encouraging people to
support themselves.
There were currently 38 private sector landlords who allowed the Council use
their properties on a temporary basis – all properties were returned to their
original state.
The Housing Service was involved in the planning process and negotiations
with developers about affordable housing provision. In the current economic
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climate, viability was a key factor raised by developers and it was therefore
important that an overage clause was included in S106 agreements.
There were a series of checks undertaken on new tenants, including proof of
identification. All tenants were photographed and audits were undertaken to
ensure that the person allocated to a property was the person living there.
Regular meetings were held with Housing Associations and trustees were
asked to inform the Council before selling off any of their properties – this
allowed the Council to be well prepared.
The Housing Service was commended for its huge achievements. The hard work
of the Officers and Councillors involved was reflected in the satisfaction survey
results.
RESOLVED

*6

that the work of the Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes
and Communities, as presented at the meeting, be noted
with the powerpoint slides used as part of the presentation
being circulated to all Members.

Planning Enforcement Resource and Workload up-date
At its meeting on 27 September 2012, the Committee had requested a further update report on the planning enforcement service. The Improving Ward Member
interaction with Planning TaFF had highlighted concerns regarding delays in dealing
with enforcement cases. Staff shortages within the service had been identified as
had the lack of pro-active monitoring of developments.
The Development Manager advised the Committee that the service was now
operating with 3 full time Enforcement Officers who were doing an excellent job in
investigating new alleged breaches of planning control as well as clearing the
remaining backlog of cases. The team was working well with the respective
planning teams. Workload cases were steady at around 200 and were generally
resolved in 60 days (with exceptions) - which was acceptable. The service had
benefited from a more proactive approach and effective monitoring. Recent
feedback showed that customers were pleased with this approach. The team was
looking at working more closely with Building Control. The service would continue
to work with and engage Ward Members in the enforcement service.
The Chairman invited comments from the Committee on the report. Responses to
points raised during discussion included:
There were 20 – 30 long running cases (more than 6 months), however
these were now being proactively managed.
A benefit of each area team having a dedicated Enforcement Officer meant
that they were able to offer feedback to the Planning Officers, for example on
improvements to condition wording. Good communication existed between
the planning teams and the planning policy team.
There had been a slight increase in the number of enforcement cases
received, however this was felt likely to be down to the current economic
climate and people trying to take short cuts rather than obtain the correct
planning permissions.
Where appropriate, overage would be included in future Section 106
agreements. This would ensure that if the economic climate improved by the
time a development was complete, contributions towards affordable housing
for example could be recovered.
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The appointment of a Principal (planning) Solicitor meant that any
enforcement cases that needed to be dealt with through court could be
progressed.
There was no mechanism for recovering costs resulting from pursuing
enforcement cases.
Under legislation anyone found to have breached planning laws through
failing to obtain the correct planning permission had to be given the option to
make a retrospective application before enforcement action was taken.
Action could only be taken if the works were considered harmful (something
the Council would not have approved). The Chairman suggested that a
representation could be made to Government on the constraints of the
current legislation.
The Chairman thanked the Development Manager for his encouraging report.
RECOMMENDATION:

RESOLVED:

*7

that Council consider making a representation to
Government on the constraints of legislation relating to
planning enforcement.
that the report and improvements to the Planning
Enforcement service be noted and welcomed.

Quarterly Monitoring of Performance – Fourth Quarter 2012/13
Members considered the report of the Corporate Organisational Development
Manager providing performance information and progress against the Council Plan.
This was an opportunity to consider performance against delivery of the
promises/priorities in the Council Plan, Key Service Objectives from Service Plans
and Performance Measures for the 4th Quarter of 2012/13 so that issues could be
addressed in a timely way.
The report highlighted 5 objectives showing a status of concern, namely:
1. Work with partners to ensure bathing water quality meets national standards.
2. Complete our redesign of all our major frontline services during 2012-2013.
3. Maintain our statutory monitoring programmes and commitments for air
quality control
4. Ensure absence levels remain under 8 days (national upper quartile).
5. Percentage of minor planning applications determined within 8 weeks.
Members discussed each area of concern, the reasons and action taken/proposed.
The Deputy Portfolio Holder for Environment reassured the Committee that the
Environmental Health Team was working closely with the Environment Agency (EA)
to ensure that bathing water met national standards. It was noted that EA’s recently
published press release had highlighted that the exceptional heavy rainfall over the
last year had affected bathing water quality. A roadshow, with attendees to include
the EA, South West Water and farming representative, would be held at the end of
July to address and rectify the problem affecting bathing water quality.
In response to a Committee members’ concern regarding the lack of progress on
the review of green and open spaces, the Head of Housing advised that this was an
area that was being looked at by Managers in the Environment Service.
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A member of the Committee queried the lack of signs to the Axe Estuary Wetlands
from Sidmouth. The Portfolio Holder for Environment advised he would follow this
issue up with the Countryside Manager.
RESOLVED

*8

that the Committee notes the Council’s performance against
delivery of the promises/priorities in the Council Plan, key
service objectives from Service Plans and Performance
Measures for the fourth quarter of 2012/13.

Local Plan – next stages
The Committee noted the update from the Planning Policy Manager on the ongoing
and next stages in Local Plan production.

*9

Forward Plan
Members noted the forward plan which was updated to include pre-application
planning advice and flooding issues.
The Committee discussed additional issues to be added to the forward plan. These
were:
Health and social care reforms;
The Council’s relationship with LEPs;
Committee timetabling.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the Housing Review Board held at
Knowle, Sidmouth on 9 May 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Christine Drew
Jim Knight
Co-opted Tenant Members:
Victor Kemp
Pat Rous
Sue Saunders (Vice Chairman in the Chair)
Co-opted Independent Community Representative:
Rob Finch
Officers:
Sue Bewes, Landlord Services Manager
Emma Charlton, Housing Projects Officer
John Golding, Head of Housing
Giles Salter, Solicitor
Alethea Thompson, Democratic Services Officer

Also Present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani - Leader
Jill Elson - Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes and
Communities
Peter Sullivan
Phil Twiss – Deputy Portfolio Holder for Environment

Apologies

Co-opted Independent Community Representative:
Julie Adkin
Councillors:
Pauline Stott (Chairman)
Stephanie Jones – Deputy Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes
and Communities

The meeting started at 6.00pm and ended at 7.45pm.
*74

Appointment of Vice Chairman for the meeting
The Head of Housing informed the Board that Councillor Pauline Stott, Chairman of
the Board had given her apologies as her granddaughter was seriously ill in
hospital. In the Chairman’s absence, the Board’s Vice Chairman Sue Saunders
chaired the meeting. Nominations for Vice Chairman were requested.
The Board sent Councillor Stott and her family their thoughts and best wishes.
RESOLVED:

that Councillor Jim Knight be appointed Vice Chairman for the
meeting.
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*75

Public question time
There were no questions raised by members of the public.
The Head of Housing alerted the Board to a tragic fire which had occurred in
Honiton last month, claiming the lives of three people. An inquest and investigation
was underway. The Head of Housing reassured the Board on the Council’s position
regarding fire safety in Council properties. All properties had hard wired smoke
alarms installed and some properties also had heat detectors. These were checked
regularly by electrical contractors and tenants were asked and advised to check the
alarms/detectors regularly. The Council took fire prevention and safety very
seriously and had a shared responsibility with tenant occupiers. A zero tolerance
approach was taken towards damage/tampering with fire safety devices. It was
noted that a progress report had been received at the last meeting on fire risk
assessments in blocks of flats.
The Vice Chairman of the meeting gave a vote of thanks to the Head of Housing for
his quick reaction. The Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Communities reported that
she had written to the family offering condolences.

*76

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Housing Review Board held on 7 March 2013,
were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*77

Declarations of interest
Board
Member
Jim Knight

*78

Minute
number

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest

Jim Knight

Personal

His daughter lives in a Council owned
property.
Devon County Council Councillor

Sue
Saunders
Peter Sullivan
(Sidmouth
Ward
Member)

Personal

She is a sheltered housing tenant.

Personal

He is a sheltered housing tenant.

Housing Review Board forward plan
The Head of Housing presented the forward plan. He reported that the dates of
future HRB meetings would be confirmed at the Annual Council meeting on 22 May
and that these would be built into the forward plan. The Tenant Scrutiny Panel
would be ready to report their findings on voids in September and this would be
added to the forward plan.
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*78

Housing Review Board forward plan (cont’d)
Requests were made for an update on the progress being made with the
recommendations of the Garage Management Review Task and Finish Forum
(TaFF) and on land indentified for housing development.
RESOLVED:

*79

that the forward plan be noted and updated.

Annual report of HRB activity
The Board considered the annual report prepared by the Democratic Services
Officer, covering the work of the Board in the 2012/13 civic term. The report
demonstrated the extensive work that had been undertaken by the Board during the
year, which included significant service changing issues.
The Head of Housing thanked the three Chairmen of the Task and Finish Forum,
who had worked with a range of elected Members, tenants and officers on
operational issues. He added that it was very helpful to have a knowledgeable and
hard working group and he appreciated the time and effort put in by the HRB
members throughout the year.
RESOLVED:

*80

that the annual report of the Housing Review Board be agreed.

Housing Service complaints April 2012 – March 2013
The Housing Review Board (HRB) received the report of the Housing Project
Officer which provided members with information on formal complaints received in
relation to the housing service for the period April 2012 – March 2013. Formal and
informal complaints were carefully monitored and used for learning wherever
possible. The report also considered the Chartered Institute of Housing Complaints
Charter and other ways used to capture tenant feedback. It was noted that the
Housing Service dealt with formal complaints through the corporate complaints two
stage process.
The Housing Service received 24 formal complaints from April 2012 – March 2013.
Three of these were still ongoing. Of the remaining 21, 14 (66%) stopped at Stage
1, 6 stopped at Stage 2 and one had gone to the Local Government Ombudsman
(as per complaints arrangements pre 1 April 2013). Complaints were broken down
into service areas and compared with figures from 2011/12. The response rate for
investigating and replying to a complaint at Stage 1 was on average 10 calendar
days (21 day target).
Benchmarking results through HouseMark were also noted and demonstrated that
EDDC received fewer complaints than its peers. The Board felt that the low number
of complaints received demonstrated how well the Housing service operated at all
levels. The increase in complaints received regarding Devon Home
Choice/allocations was felt to be due to the frustrations and expectations of people
wishing to be housed.
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*80

Housing Service complaints April 2012 – March 2013 (cont’d)
The Board noted a summary of what had been learnt from formal complaints
received in 2011/12. The Housing Service reported this to tenants in the Annual
Report every October. The Service Management Team had an action plan to
address the issues and concerns identified through the STAR survey.
It was reported that the Chartered Institute of Housing (CIH) had drawn up a
complaints charter to help housing providers develop and deliver an excellent
internal approach to managing and resolving customer complaints. The Charter
had five core commitments. The Charter was voluntary and based on self
assessment. By signing up to the Charter the service would demonstrate that
complaints were welcomed, taken seriously, resolved and used to learn from. The
Board was asked to consider signing up to the Charter.
Other ways that the housing service captured feedback from tenants included:
Satisfaction surveys.
STAR survey.
‘Have your say’ survey.
Local Standards and Annual Report questionnaire.
It was noted that the Information and Analysis Officer had raised concerns about the
number of surveys being sent out, and whether in some cases the responses were
valid due to the small number being returned. Officers felt that the STAR survey
allowed for the best analysis and follow up processes and it had been decided not
to send out the ‘Have your say’ survey. The Local Standards and Annual Report
questionnaire may not be sent out this year.
RECOMMENDED:

1 that what had been learnt from complaints during 2011/12 be
noted.
2 that the number and type of complaints received during
2012/13 be noted.
3 that the other ways in which tenant feedback was captured be
noted.
4 that reported problems were dealt with ‘right first time’.
5 that the complaints process continue to be promoted.
6 that the Council sign up to the Chartered Institute of Housing
Complaints Charter.
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*81

An introduction to the new ‘designated person’ and new
arrangements for dealing with complaints by tenants
The Housing Projects Officer’s report explained that from 1 April 2013, the Localism
Act 2011 put in place new arrangements for dealing with complaints by social tenants
against their landlord. District councillors, MPs and tenant panels (‘designated
persons’) would be able to play a more active role in resolving complaints at the local
level. The report set out these changes and considered the role of the designated
person. It reviewed the Council’s current position and outlined what other local
housing providers currently did. The Tenant Representative Group (TRG) had written
to the HRB requesting that the Board recognised the new East Devon Designated
Tenant Panel.
The Housing Service dealt with formal complaints through the corporate complaints
two stage process. Up until 31 March 2013 if, after going through the corporate
complaints process a tenant was still not satisfied with the outcome they could take
their complaint to the Local Government Ombudsman (LGO). On 1 April 2013 the
complaints process changed. The LGO no longer handled housing related
complaints unless they were connected to homelessness allocations or the waiting
list. All other housing complaints would now go to the Housing Ombudsman (HO).
As part of the new scheme the HO could make a new verdict of ‘service failure’ on
cases. This would cover complaints where a verdict of ‘maladministration’ was
considered too severe.
The ‘designated person’ was also introduced on 1 April 2013. Complaints could
only go to the HO if they had been considered by a designated person, or if the
tenant had waited 8 weeks from the end of the landlord’s complaints process. The
main role of the designated person was to assist in resolving tenant complaints and
to provide a fresh, impartial and independent perspective on problems between
tenant and landlord.
The three types of ‘designated person’ were:
A Member of Parliament.
A local district councillor.
A recognised tenant panel.
Complainants/tenants could approach whichever designated person they chose,
and could approach all three types if they so wished. The Head of Housing had
prepared letters for the two MPs reminding them of their new role and offering
further information. District Councillors would also need to be alerted to their new
role and the formal complaints letters to guide complainants through the new
process would require amending.
The Localism Act 2011 brought in new regulatory standards for social landlords.
Under the Involvement and Empowerment standard, the Registered Housing
Provider must:
Offer a range of ways for tenants to complain, set clear service standards for
complaint handling, explain what complainants can do if they are unhappy with
the service.
Give tenants support to build their capacity to be involved, support the
formation of tenant panels and other participation.
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*81

An introduction to the new ‘designated person’ and new
arrangements for dealing with complaints by tenants (cont’d)
Tenants had formally requested that EDDC recognised tenant involvement in the
complaints process. They had also submitted draft terms of reference and a draft
code of conduct for the designated panel, which had been included in the agenda
papers.
A tenant panel would become ‘designated’ when a landlord recognised it for the
purposes of referring complaints. The landlord should then notify the HO. There
should be a clear audit trail of how the landlord agreed with its tenants the process for
recognising the designated panel. It was not the responsibility of the landlord to
establish tenant panels, but they were expected to assist residents who came forward
to set them up.
Further issues such as conflicts of interest and data protection were considered by
the Board. Members also considered whether the district councillor designated
person role should be delegated to one or a number of councillors. Good practice
advice suggested that these councillors should not already have a role within the
housing service or the HRB.
The Tenant Representative Group (TRG) welcomed the introduction of the
‘designated person’ and setting up of the Designated Tenants Panel. They thanked
EDDC for being so accepting of the changes to the new complaints process.
RECOMMENDED:

1 that the changes to the arrangement for dealing with
complaints from tenants be noted.
2 that it be ensured that district councillors were aware of the
changes and their new role as a designated person.
3 that the individual role of councillors as a designated person
be delegated to one or a few specific councillors who do not
have a current role within the Housing Service.
4 that the progress made by tenants with regard to setting up a
Designated Tenant Panel be noted.
5 that the letter received from the Tenant Representative Group
be acknowledged and responded to.
6 that it be noted that the Designated Tenant Panel would
require administrative support and would need to be insured
and indemnified by the Council.

*82

Community Harm Statement
The Community Harm Statement (CHS) was a tool to help social landlords highlight
the impact of, and harm caused by, anti-social behaviour (ASB) on a community. A
CHS could help in summarising evidence of ASB and demonstrating the negative
impact on a community. The Chartered Institute of Housing (CIH) had published a
useful guide on using CHS. The statement had been piloted in a number of areas
and was being accepted in court in proceedings to tackle ASB.
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*82

Community Harm Statement (cont’d)
The CHS was a discretionary technique used to help deal with ASB that went
beyond a neighbourhood dispute, and impacted on the community. It had worked
successfully in a local case and residents were extremely pleased with the result.
RECOMMENDED:

*83

that the use of Community Harm Statements be trialled where
the Council was investigating the impact of anti social behaviour
on communities.

Targeted Families’ initiative – progress report
The Head of Housing’s report outlined progress on the Targeted Families’ initiative
across Devon and locally in Exmouth. It reminded members of the principles and
direction of the programme and considered how preparations for year two were
progressing. The reported included some general information on the Exmouth
element of the programme and some of the early issues being confronted. It was
noted that the Troubled Families’ initiative had been rebranded in Devon as
Targeted Family Support.
The programme got off to a slow start in Exmouth as some of the agencies had not
fully committed to it. EDDC appointed a co-ordinator for the local programme who
started work in April 2013. Partner agencies had been reluctant to take the lead
and make this appointment. The cost of the appointment was being covered by
Devon County Council (DCC) and the officer was responsible to the local
Practitioner Panel, but was line managed by EDDC’s Tenants and Communities
Section Leader. It was stressed that she was not a housing officer.
It was noted that the targeted families’ initiative was a Government reward
programme and that DCC were very keen to make it work. The programme was
reactive and not all of the troubled families were Council tenants.
The TRG welcomed the co-ordinator’s appointment and approach, but expressed
their concern at the length of time taken to establish the programme.
RECOMMENDED:

*84

that the progress being made in relation to the Targeted Family
Support initiative be noted.

Carbon monoxide alarms
The Head of Housing’s report set out the existing policy on the provision of carbon
monoxide alarms and on gas and solid fuel appliance maintenance servicing.
Currently Robert Heath Heating Ltd undertook the maintenance/servicing of gas
appliances such as boilers in Council homes and Skinner Construction Ltd carried
out the maintenance and servicing of solid fuel appliances that were the Council’s
responsibility. Carbon Monoxide alarms were not provided in every home where a
gas appliance was maintained or serviced. However, in the case of solid fuel
appliances, a carbon monoxide alarm was always provided. They would normally
last about 5 years and were replaced when required during the annual service.
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*84

Carbon monoxide alarms (cont’d)
In summary the report concluded that the Council provided a CO alarm to every
home that had a solid fuel appliance and heating system. Current practice was to
provide a CO alarm where there was a concealed room-sealed fanned-draught
boiler chimney/flue systems contained within a void and in every room that the flue
travelled through. Tenants may wish to provide their own alarm in properties where
the Council as landlord was not providing an alarm.
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) gave guidance to landlords on their
responsibilities regarding gas appliances in domestic premises. The Council gave
advice to tenants in the Tenants’ Handbook. Every EDDC property had an annual
gas safety inspection and all gas appliances checked for safe operation, on an 11
month inspection cycle. In addition, ventilation was checked to ensure that it was
both adequate and correct for that particular appliance. The Council was currently
engaged in a boiler/central heating replacement programmes and some open flue
appliances were being targeted for replacement/upgrade. The Council had powers
of entry to carry out inspections and took a zero tolerance approach towards any
interference with the appliances/alarms.
In response to a question it was noted that there were sufficient portable heaters
available so no household would be left cold whilst an appliance was being
repaired/replace.
RECOMMENDED:

*85

that the report be noted and the approach adopted for the
provision of carbon monoxide detectors be endorsed.

Welfare reform update
The Head of Housing’s report updated the Board on the potential impact of Welfare
Reform. Research had been undertaken on how social landlords in the South West
were anticipating and preparing for changes that would impact on their tenants and
therefore on Business Plans.
The Council’s Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Business Plan had factored in the
risks around Welfare Reform and expectations around the reduction in rent
collection performance. The Business Plan had planned for the worst case
scenario.
The Housing Service understood the changes being made, had communicated
these to tenants and offered support to those affected. The Business Plan had
been adjusted and now it was time to monitor the impact. Where an impact was
seen on individuals the service would intervene early in an attempt to work with
tenants to manage their finances. Discretionary Housing Benefit would be used
where appropriate. Consideration was also being given to the likely effect of
Universal Credit and the move away from direct payment of benefit to the landlord.
It was noted that most tenants would prefer direct rental payments from Housing
Benefit to their landlords. Concern was expressed over the requirement to wait for
a number of weeks of rent arrears to accrue before taking action to request
payment of benefit direct to the landlord.
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*85

Welfare reform update (cont’d)
The Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes and Communities thanked staff that
had contacted all tenants by a variety of means, and sort financial advice for them
where necessary. She also congratulated tenants on assisting in 99.72% of rent
collection, and thanked the officer involved.
RESOLVED:

*86

that the impact of Welfare Reform on tenants and the Housing
Revenue Account Business Plan continue to be monitored.

Housing Service Quarterly Performance Indicator report
Consideration was given to the quarterly performance indicator report for quarter 4
of 2012/13.
The Board were urged to note the good results. The cost of temporary B&B
accommodation had significantly reduced, indicating that things were working well
with regard to preventing homelessness.
Concern was expressed over repairs performance. The Head of Housing reported
that extra resource had been put into the contract by one of the maintenance
contractors. The contractors had underestimated the amount of work required in
the office and had not been managing the contract particularly well, resulting in a
higher than acceptable number of job recalls and ‘chase ups’. EDDC were carrying
out weekly monitoring and penalties could be enforced for poor performance.
The Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes and Communities thanked and
congratulated tenants for assisting in 99.72% of rents to be collected.
RESOLVED:

that the report be noted.

Chairman …………………………………..

Date ……………………………………..
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the Housing Review Board held at
Knowle, Sidmouth on 20 June 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Pauline Stott (Chairman)
Susie Bond
Douglas Hull

Jim Knight
Peter Sullivan
Co-opted Tenant Members:
Victor Kemp
Sue Saunders (Vice Chairman)
Officers:
Sue Bewes, Landlord Services Manager
Jan Reading, Tenant & Communities Section Leader
John Golding, Head of Housing
Dennis Boobier, Housing Needs & Strategy Manager
Giles Salter, Solicitor
Chris Lane, Democratic Services Officer
Mandy White – Accountant
Also Present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani – Leader
Christine Drew
Jill Elson - Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes and
Communities
Phil Twiss –Portfolio Holder for Corporate Services
Stephanie Jones – Deputy Portfolio Holder for Sustainable Homes
and Communities
John Powley – Tenant Scrutiny Panel

Apologies

Co-opted Independent Community Representatives:
Julie Adkin
Rob Finch
Co-opted Tenant Member:
Pat Rous

The meeting started at 6.00pm and ended at 7.45pm.
*1

Public question time
There were no questions raised by members of the public. The Chairman welcomed
Councillor Susie Bond to her first meeting of the Board.
Councillor Douglas Hull reported on a recent fete held at Millwey Rise Football Club
and expressed concern that to his knowledge the event had not been licensed. He
wondered whether Axminster Town Football Club could have their field licensed for
such events. The Communities Portfolio Holder agreed to look into this issue.
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*1

Public question time (Cont)
Councillor Douglas Hull asked when representatives for the Virtual Development
Team would be re-elected? The Communities Portfolio Holder reported that the
Virtual Development Team was not part of the Housing Review Board and not
formally constituted. It was a steering group of Councillors and Officers set up to
talk through issues. It had met once and discussed issues regarding the proposal to
purchase a shared house (House in Multiple Occupation) to be owned and
managed by East Devon Distinct Council (see minute 9 below). The Virtual
Development Team would report to the Board.

*2

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Housing Review Board held on 9 May 2013, were
confirmed and signed as a true record.

*3

Matters Arising
An introduction to the new ‘designated person’ and new arrangements for dealing
with complaints by tenants (minute *81 refers)
The Head of Housing reported that he had written to the Housing Ombudsman to
inform him that the Council had established a Tenant Complaints Panel. He would
check whether the Panel would be covered for insurance. However, legal advice
had been given that the Panel should not be indemnified by the Council for their
activities.

*4

Appointment of Vice Chairman
RESOLVED

*5

that tenant representative Sue Saunders be appointed Vice
Chairman of the Board for the ensuing year.

Declarations of interest
Board
Member
Jim Knight

Minute
number

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest

Jim Knight

Personal

His daughter lives in a Council owned
property.
Devon County Council Councillor

Sue
Saunders
Peter Sullivan
(Sidmouth
Ward
Member)
Douglas Hull

Personal

She is a sheltered housing tenant.

Personal

He is a sheltered housing tenant.

Personal

His sister lives in a Council owned
property.
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*6

Exempt Information
RESOLVED

*7

that the classification given to the documents to be
submitted to the Sub-Committee be confirmed and that the
report relating to exempt information be dealt with under Part
B of the agenda.

Housing Review Board forward plan
The Head of Housing presented the forward plan. Members noted that the item on
Danby House/Exbank had been referred to the Devon County Council Asset
Management Team for consideration. The September meeting would consider an
update on Garages and parking, and there would also be an update during the year
on Grounds Maintenance.
RESOLVED:

*8

that the forward plan be noted and updated.

Housing Revenue Account Outturn Report 2012/13
The Board noted that during 2012/13 the monthly budget monitoring reports had
informed members of the anticipated year end position. The report contained the
final position for the year end and compared this outturn position against the
budgets set for 2012/13.
The Tenant Representative Group had questioned whether adequate provision was
already in place to cushion the HRA against the unforeseen. Why was it now
thought necessary to draw off £1.71m to create a Debt Repayment scheme? The:
Head of Housing reported that the Business Plan did make adequate provision but
that a cautious approach had been taken in the first year due to the large debt that
had been taken on. Future reports would be brought to meetings of the Board
requesting that some of this ‘volatility fund’ money be spent on development
projects. The money was essentially a ‘set aside’ fund. The Head of Housing also
expressed concern that the impact of welfare reforms on rent collection rates may
prove worse than anticipated in the Business Plan.
Councillor Jim Knight questioned the £315K under spend on door replacements.
The Head of Housing reported that concerns had been expressed about the door
supplier and the quality of which had slowed down the programme.
Councillor Stephanie Jones asked what measures the Council took when tenants
left properties in a poor state? The Housing Needs & Strategy Manager reported
that there was a policy of recharging for any repair works required at the end of a
tenancy. Due to the age profile of much of the Council’s housing stock there was
often a need to replace kitchens and bathrooms during a change of tenancy.
Councillor Douglas Hull questioned whether the Council carried out a yearly
inspection of properties? The Housing Needs & Strategy Manager replied that
officers were regularly entering properties and were reporting if any were in a poor
state. There were also tenancy audits that were carried out periodically.
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*8

Housing Revenue Account Outturn Report 2012/13(Cont)
The Tenant Representative Group had questioned why £175k would be held as
unapplied capital receipt for future use. They considered that the Capital
Programme was designed to fund one off projects not only the acquisition of new
properties. The Head of Housing reported that the capital programme money would
be used for new build projects and Right to Buy receipts had to be used for new
build and acquisitions.
RECOMMENDED:

*9

1. that the HRA outturn position for 2012/13 be agreed;
2. that the level of reserves detailed and the transfer of
£1.715m from the HRA Balance in to ‘Debt Repayment
Volatility Fund’ to safeguard the HRA against any
fluctuations in the Business Plan be agreed.

Property and Asset team – Restructure and Staffing
The Housing Review Board (HRB) received the report which set out a proposal to
restructure the Property and Asset team into three sections and a request for
approval to fund additional posts. An Architectural and Building Surveying
consultancy was currently employed to help with implementing programmed works,
build/housing development and other aspects of work.
It was proposed that rather than retendering the work this financial year, the work
be brought in-house and staff employed directly. The existing Senior Technical
Officer was a qualified and experienced Architect who was already doing some of
the tasks previously undertaken by the external contractor/consultant. The cost of
using the external contractor was £79,366 in 2012/13. To provide the additional
staff and restructure the Property Asset team as set out in the report was £81,344,
and therefore the cost to the HRA was broadly neutral. The Housing Needs &
Strategy Manager reported that a number of his team were currently away from
work on ill health and holiday. It was hoped that this restructure could also create
more capacity within the repairs contact centre.
RECOMMENDED:

1 that the changes to the staffing structure of the Property and
Asset team be approved;
2 that the proposal to bring in-house the existing work
undertaken by a contractor be approved;
3 that the funding required for the additional staff for the
Property and Asset team as outlined in the report be
approved.
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*10

Proposal to purchase a shared house (House in Multiple Occupation
– HMO) to be owned and managed by East Devon District Council
The Housing Enabling Officer’s report outlined a proposal and business case to
purchase a suitable property in Exmouth that would provide accommodation for up to
seven individuals living in separate bedrooms with their own en-suites, but sharing a
communal kitchen, and dining area. The report explained the background to the
proposal, the funding available and likely costs involved. It also considered how
rooms would be allocated and how the property would be managed. It considered the
potential risks and how these could be mitigated if the project was agreed.
Members were supportive of the proposal but wished to emphasis the importance of
good management and control of the scheme, ideally through the appointment of a
caretaker or responsible tenant.
RECOMMENDED:

1 that it be agreed that this type of accommodation would be a
beneficial addition to the current Council property portfolio,
making available another form of accommodation for single
people within the district;
2 that the Housing Service ensures that adequate provision is
put in place to effectively manage the shared house/HMO and
support tenancies, as necessary;
3 that the commuted sum available in Exmouth of £350,000
and up to £100,000 from the Right to Buy receipts be
allocated towards the purchase and refitting of a property in
Exmouth to provide up to seven units of HMO type
accommodation. If property A was no longer available,
suitable alternative accommodation would be sought up to the
budget available for purchase and refit of £450,000.

*11

Advantage SW procurement club review
The Housing Review Board (HRB) received the report which showed the
performance specific to East Devon of the Advantage SW procurement club that the
Council joined in 2009. The group existed to improve value for money for its
members in the building products used and in relation to new build. The report
provided a review of the activities undertaken during 2012/13 and highlighted some
of the good practice being undertaken.
Members noted the influence that tenants had on the products purchased due to the
Council’s strong customer focus. Victor Kemp, Tenant Representative, reported that
he considered there was a need to notify tenant groups more quickly to enable them
to be more involved in the procurement process. This could be through inviting a
tenant group to be involved in the process.
RESOLVED:

1 that the report be noted.
2 that the intention to remain a member of Advantage SW be
confirmed.
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*12

Housing Service display boards
Members of the Board noted that for information and display purposes a new set of
housing display boards had been acquired. These had been designed by the print
room to professional quality, but at reasonable cost. The boards would help tell the
Housing Service story and project a professional image of the Service. The Board
requested that details of the housing display boards should be put as an insert in
the Tenant Newsletter.
that the existence of the Housing Service display boards be
noted.

RESOLVED:

*13

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED

*14

that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972,
the public (including the press) be excluded from the meeting as
exempt information, of the description set out on the agenda is
likely to be disclosed and on balance the public interest is in
discussing this item in private session (Part B).

New housing management software procurement
The Housing Review Board noted that the Housing Service was currently operating
on a number of software packages that were not integrated and some were
outdated. There was a strong case for procuring and implementing a new
comprehensive housing management software system to help achieve service
aspirations, including improved mobile working. The report provided an update on
the procurement of a new housing management software system and made a
recommendation of a preferred supplier.
The Head of Housing confirmed that he would work with tenants to introduce any
new working practices that were possible through the implementation of new
housing management software.
RECOMMENDED:

that the preferred supplier identified in the report be
commissioned to implement and support a new housing
management software system.

Chairman …………………………………..

Date ……………………………………..
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Development Management
Committee held at the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth,
on Tuesday 2 April 2013
Committee
Members
Present:

Councillors:
Mark Williamson (Chairman)
Helen Parr (Vice Chairman)
David Atkins
Geoff Chamberlain
Alan Dent
Vivien Duval Steer
Martin Gammell
David Key
Geoff Pook
Peter Sullivan
Phil Twiss

Also present:

Councillors:
Peter Bowden
Derek Button
Paul Diviani
Roger Giles
Peter Halse

Tony Howard
John Jeffery
Andrew Moulding
Ian Thomas
Claire Wright

Officers:

Paul Barkley, Legal Locum
James Brown, Principal Planning Officer
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Claire Rodway, Senior Planning (Policy) Officer
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Committee Members
Councillors:
Mike Howe
Ben Ingham
Stephanie Jones
Ken Potter
Steve Wragg

Non-Committee Members
Councillors:
Steve Gazzard
Steve Hall
Tom Wright

The meeting commenced at 2.00 pm and ended at 7:35 pm
*61

Minutes
The minutes of the meetings of the Special Development Management Committee
held on Friday 1 March 2013 and Development Management Committee held on 5
March 2013 were agreed and signed as a true record.
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*62

Planning Appeal Statistics
The Committee received and noted the report of the Development Manager setting
out appeals recently lodged and a recent appeal decision notified.

*63

Green Infrastructure Update
The Committee considered the Principal Landscape Architect’s update report,
presented by the Development Manager in his absence, setting out the current
position with regard to Green Infrastructure within East Devon. The report provided a
brief overview of progress in both the West End and the wider District and outlined
work priorities moving forward.
The Committee noted that work for the District Wide Strategy had not commenced
comprehensively due to resource constraints and other priorities. However the
appointment of a Green Infrastructure Officer for the Growth Point would free up
capacity to progress this work. The intention was for a Green Infrastructure Advisory
(Officer) Group to be set up to drive the Strategy forward and hep the delivery of
Green Infrastructure projects.
The Officer recommendations were welcomed by the Committee.
RESOLVED:

*64

1. that the Green Infrastructure Strategy be progressed
across the District;
2. that a Green Infrastructure Advisory (Officer) Group
be established to help progress the Green
Infrastructure Strategy and delivery of Green
Infrastructure projects .

Broadclyst Neighbourhood Plan
The Committee considered the Senior Planning (Policy) Officer’s report outlining
Broadclyst Parish Council’s application for designation of a Neighbourhood Area that
covered the whole parish. The process of designation required the Council to
advertise the proposal and consider the comments received. Although delegated
authority existed to advertise the proposed Neighbourhood Areas, because of the
complex nature of planning issues in Broadclyst, Officers were formally advising the
Committee of the proposal. The Committee would receive a further report on
feedback received from the advertisement of the application.
The Committee noted that as well as Broadclyst Village and an extensive area of the
countryside, the Parish also covered much of the area allocated for major
development in the East Devon Local Plan, including the new community of
Cranbrook. Production of a Neighbourhood Plan for Broadclyst that included major
strategic development schemes could be an extensive piece of work, which would
need to balance competing interests in a period of rapid change, as well as
complying with the Local Plan policy for growth. The Neighbourhood Plan would also
need to achieve the support of residents.
Ward Members Councillors Peter Bowden and Derek Button spoke of their support
for the application.
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*64

Broadclyst Neighbourhood Plan continued...
In response to a question from a Member of the Committee regarding the number of
Neighbourhood Plan applications the Council had received, the Senior Planning
Officer advised that five had been received in total. Following advertisement of their
applications, Chardstock, Dunkeswell and Lympstone now had designated
Neighbourhood Areas. Woodbury Parish Council’s Neighbourhood Area application
was currently being advertised and Broadclyst Parish Council’s application would
now also be advertised. Two other parish councils had expressed an interest in
creating a Neighbourhood Plan but the Council had not yet received applications for
those areas.
RESOLVED:

*65

that the Development Management Committee note that
the application for a proposed Broadclyst Neighbourhood
Area would be advertised.

Design Review Panel: New Build Residential Scheme at the edge of
Settlements within close proximity to heritage assets
The Development Manager reported that in late February 2013 the Design Review
Panel had been tasked with considering three comparatively recent developments
located at the edge of settlement boundaries and within close proximity to heritage
assets in the form of listed building and conservation areas.
The overarching themes from the Panel were highlighted as:
There was a need to ensure that suitable boundary landscaping was secured,
particularly where the boundary of a site adjoins the open countryside;
To control visual appearance of buildings on the edge of settlement locations,
it was considered important to remove permitted development rights for
residential developments;
Most successful developments on the edge of settlements were those that
used a mix of materials – this gave a less urban feel to the settlement
boundary;
Important that developments on the edge of settlements were closely
monitored during construction to ensure the correct materials and landscaping
were used;
Importance of input from the Conservation Officer where a development
adjoins conservation areas or listed buildings.
Members of the Committee commented that the Design Review Panels were a
valuable learning and reflecting opportunity for both Councillor and Members and
highlighted the successful and unsuccessful aspects of the schemes considered; this
information was very helpful when considering future schemes.
The Chairman welcomed the report and thanked the officers and Members involved
in the Review.
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*66

Applications for Planning Permission and matters for determination
RESOLVED: that the applications before the Committee be determined as set
out in Schedule 11 – 2012/2013 (attached).
The following declarations of interest were made during consideration of the
applications:
Councillor/
Ref. / Site
Type of interest
Nature of interest
Officer
Cllr Alan Dent 12/2778/FUL

Chairman .................................................

Personal interest
(remained in the
Chamber and took part
in the debate and vote)

Applicant was known
to the Councillor.

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Development Management
Committee held at the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth,
on Tuesday 7 May 2013
Committee
Members
Present:

Councillors:
Mark Williamson (Chairman)
Helen Parr (Vice Chairman)
David Atkins
Geoff Chamberlain
Vivien Duval Steer
Martin Gammell
Mike Howe
Ben Ingham
David Key
Geoff Pook
Ken Potter
Peter Sullivan
Phil Twiss

Also present:

Councillors:
Peter Burrows
David Cox
Deborah Custance Baker
Jill Elson
Steve Gazzard
Roger Giles

Graham Godbeer
Steve Hall
Tony Howard
Andrew Moulding
Tim Wood
Tom Wright

Officers:

James Brown, Principal Planning Officer
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Nigel Harrison, Economic Development Manager
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Committee Members
Councillors:
Alan Dent
Stephanie Jones
Steve Wragg

Non-Committee Member
Councillor Peter Bowden

The meeting commenced at 11.00 am and ended at 6.40 pm
*67

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Development Management Committee held on 2
April 2013 were agreed and signed as a true record.
The Chairman asked for agreement to place a note on the minutes of the Special
Development Management Committee meeting held on 1 March 2013 to clarify the
benchmark used in the assessment of Sidmouth’s park land.
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*67

Minutes continued...
RESOLVED:

*68

that a note be placed on the minutes of the Special
Development Management Committee held on 1 March
2013 (minute *56) clarifying that the benchmark used in the
assessment of Sidmouth’s park land was based on local
standards used by Consultants in the Open Space Study,
rather than adopted national standards as was stated at
the meeting and recorded in the minutes.

Appeals Status Report
The Committee considered the Development Manager’s report which provided an
overview of the results of planning appeals for the year from April 2012 to March
2013. The Committee Members were pleased to note that only 25% of appeals had
been allowed, compared with the national average of 35%. 75% of appeals had been
dismissed. This was felt to reflect consistency in the decision making process. The
Development Manager advised that lessons were learnt from those cases that had
been allowed on appeal.
The Development Manager outlined the format of the appeals and final implications
related to cases where application for costs had been made. Members were advised
that there was scope to negotiate costs down.
In response to a question the Development Manager advised that there was no fee
for making an appeal, however applicants had to cover their own costs.
During discussion a member of the Committee asked for an interim report on the
latest position of the 5 year housing land supply.
The Chairman welcomed the detailed Appeals Status report and thanked the
Development Manager and his Teams and the Committee for their work over the
past year to achieve the low number of appeals allowed.

RESOLVED:

*69

1. that the Appeals Status Report be noted;
2. that an interim report on the 5 year housing land
supply be brought to a future meeting.

Planning Appeal Statistics
The Committee received and noted the report of the Development Manager setting
out appeals recently lodged and a recent appeal decision notified.
A member of the Committee spoke of the importance of making decisions backed up
by evidence and supported by policy.
The Sustainable Homes and Communities Portfolio Holder raised concern about the
effects of having a concentrated area of homes in multiple occupation and urged the
Committee to review current policy.
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*70

Proposed designation of Woodbury Neighbourhood Area
On the advice of the Principal Solicitor this item had been withdrawn from the agenda
due to the Committee not having clear delegated powers to make decisions on
Neighbourhood Areas. A report would be considered first by Cabinet on the scheme
of delegation in relation to the Localism Act.

*71

Applications for Planning Permission and matters for determination
RESOLVED: that the applications before the Committee be determined as set
out in Schedule 12 – 2012/2013 (attached).
The following declarations of interest were made during consideration of the
applications:
Councillor/
Ref. / Site
Type of interest
Nature of interest
Officer
Geoff
Chamberlain

12/2655/FUL

Personal interest
(remained in the
Chamber and took part
in the debate and vote)

Applicant was an old
acquaintance of the
Councillor

Vivien Duval
Steer

12/2627/MFUL

Personal interest
(remained in the
Chamber and took part
in the debate and vote)

Councillor was a
governor at Exmouth
Community College
(education
contribution)

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Development Management
Committee held at the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth,
on Tuesday 11 June 2013
Committee
Members
Present:

Councillors:
Helen Parr (Chairman)
David Key (Vice Chairman)
Mike Allen
David Atkins
Peter Burrows
Geoff Chamberlain
Alan Dent
Martin Gammell
Tony Howard
Ben Ingham
Geoff Pook
Ken Potter
Peter Sullivan
Mark Williamson

Also present:

Councillors:
Derek Button
Iain Chubb
Paul Diviani
Steve Gazzard
Roger Giles
Graham Godbeer
Douglas Hull
John Humphreys

Jim Knight
Andrew Moulding
Pauline Stott
Phil Twiss
Eileen Wragg
Steve Wragg
Claire Wright
Tom Wright
Tim Wood

Officers:

Andy Carmichael, Major Projects Team Leader
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Chris Rose, Principal Planning Officer
Graeme Thompson, Planning (Policy) Officer
Janet Wallace, Environmental Health Officer
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Committee Members
Councillors:
Vivien Duval Steer
Mike Howe

Non-Committee Member
Councillors:
Peter Bowden
Jill Elson
Pat Graham
John Jeffery

The meeting commenced at 10.00 am and ended at 9.00 pm
*1

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Development Management Committee held on 7
May 2013 were agreed and signed as a true record.
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*2

Planning Appeal Statistics
The Committee received and noted the report of the Development Manager setting
out appeals recently lodged and a recent appeal decision notified.

*3

Validation of planning and related applications – re-publication of
Local List requirements
The Committee considered the report presented by the Development Manager which
sought agreement that the local list requirements for the validation of planning and
related applications be re-adopted and re-published, subject to minor changes to
wording of the list.
Members had agreed to implement a local validation list in 2008 for planning and
related applications following changes in legislation that allowed Planning Authorities
to specify their own information requirements over and above the national
requirements. The list, which had been operating successfully, was last reviewed and
amended in 2011. Changes to legislation meant that it was necessary to review and
re-publish validation checklist requirements every two years.
Officers had undertaken a review of the requirements and it was considered that
there were no significant amendments needed. It was therefore not felt necessary to
carry out any further consultation on the Local List.
In response to comments made by Members, the Development Manager clarified the
following:
that validation of an application was not about assessing the merits of the
application. It was used to ensure that Officers had the information required for
them to make an assessment of the merits;
There were different information requirements for a renewal application;
Applicants were required to submit information on sustainability for major
applications.
RESOLVED: that the local list requirements for the validation of planning and
related applications be re-adopted for Development Management
purposes and re-published, subject to the minor amendments to
wording of the List as set out in the report.

*4

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) draft charging schedule –
publication for consultation
The Committee considered the information report presented by the Planning Policy
Officer which set out the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) draft charging
schedule, draft Regulation 123 List and draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Cabinet
would be asked to authorise consultation on these publications the following day.
Following the 4 week period of consultation a feedback report would be taken to
Council in July seeking permission to submit the Charging Schedule for examination
to the Planning Inspectorate.
The main issues arising from consultation on the Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule were outlined to the Committee and Members noted the main changes
between the Preliminary Draft document and the Draft Charging Schedule.
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*4

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) draft charging schedule –
publication for consultation (cont’d)
In response to a Committee member’s concern about an increasing number of
developers raising viability as an issue and the impact this could have on delivery of
affordable housing, the Planning (Policy) Officer advised that overage could be
written into section 106 agreements. This would ensure that if the economic climate
improved by the time a development was complete, contributions towards affordable
housing for example could be recovered.

RESOLVED:

*5

1. that the Development Management Committee note the
representations to the Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule (PDCS) and endorse Officer’s responses;
2. that the Development Management Committee note that a
recommendation had been made to Cabinet to grant
authority to consult on the Draft Charging Schedule (DCS),
Draft Regulation 123 List, and the Draft Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) for a four week period starting as soon
as practically possible.

Applications for Planning Permission and matters for determination
RESOLVED: that the applications before the Committee be determined as set
out in Schedule 1 – 2013/2014.
The following declarations of interest were made during consideration of the
applications:
Councillor/
Ref. / Item
Type of interest
Nature of interest
Officer
Geoff Pook

8 – CIL
Charging
Schedule

Personal interest
(remained in the
Chamber and took part
in the debate and vote)

Involved in the
construction industry.

Claire Wright
(nonCommittee
member)

13/0350/OUT

Personal interest

Councillor and
applicant were both
members of Ottery St
Mary Town Council.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Special Development Management
Committee held at the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth,
on Thursday 18 July 2013
Committee
Members
Present:

Councillors:
Helen Parr (Chairman)
David Key (Vice Chairman)
Mike Allen
David Atkins
Peter Burrows
Geoff Chamberlain
Alan Dent
Vivien Duval Steer
Martin Gammell
Tony Howard
Mike Howe
Ben Ingham
Geoff Pook
Ken Potter
Peter Sullivan
Mark Williamson

Also present:

Councillors:
Susie Bond
Graham Godbeer
Stephanie Jones
Andrew Moulding
Frances Newth
Pauline Stott
Honorary Alderman Vivienne Ash

Officers:

Neil Blackmore, Landscape Architect
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
Matt Dickins, Planning Policy Manager
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Amanda Polley, Planning Policy Programme Officer
Claire Rodway, Senior Planning (Policy) Officer
Ross Sutherland, Planning (Policy) Manager
Graeme Thompson, Planning (Policy) Officer
Maria Toynton, Technical & Administrative Assistant (Policy)
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer
Nick Wright, Economy Practice Manager

Apologies:

Non-Committee Member
Councillors:
Peter Bowden
David Cox
Steve Gazzard
Stuart Hughes

The meeting commenced at 10.00 am and ended at 6.20pm
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*12

Declarations of Interest
The following declarations of interest were made:

*13

Councillor

Item

Type of
interest

Nature of interest

Cllr Geoff
Pook

Item 6 –East Devon Local
Plan – Submission to
Secretary of State

Personal
interest

Councillor was
involved in the
construction industry.

Cllr Vivien
Duval Steer

Item 6 –East Devon Local
Plan – Submission to
Secretary of State

Personal
interest

Cllr was a Exmouth
Town Councillor.

Cllr Mike
Allen

Item 6 –East Devon Local
Plan – Submission to
Secretary of State

Personal
interest

Cllr was a Honiton
Town Councilor.

Cllr Peter
Sullivan

Item 6 –East Devon Local
Plan – Submission to
Secretary of State

Personal
interest

Cllr was a Sidmouth
Town Councillor.

Cllr Alan Dent Item 6 –East Devon Local
Plan – Submission to
Secretary of State

Personal
interest

Cllr was a Budleigh
Salterton Town
Councillor.

Cllr Mark
Williamson

Personal
interest

Cllr was a Exmouth
Town Councillor.

Item 6 –East Devon Local
Plan – Submission to
Secretary of State

Local Development
Involvement

Scheme

and

Statement

of

Community

The Committee considered the report of the Planning Policy Manager which outlined
the Council’s need to produce a Local Development Scheme (LDS) and a Statement
of Community Involvement (SCI). The LDS set out the timetable for producing future
policy documents. The SCI was a statement of the Council’s policy for involving
people in plan making and development management decisions and set out the
minimum consultation that would be undertaken at each stage of the Development
Plan Documents production.
A joint LDS and SCI document had been endorsed on 8 May 2012 but now needed
to be updated to include additional documents and reflect the most recent planning
regulations. The documents had now been separated to make them easier to update.

RESOLVED:

1. that the Statement of Community Involvement be
adopted as a local development document;
2. that the Local Development Scheme be brought into
effect from 20 July 2013.
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14

East Devon Local Plan - Submission to Secretary of State
The Chairman introduced the item and briefly set out the background of how the
Council had reached the submission stage of the Local Plan process.
She explained that the new Local Plan had been shaped through extensive public
consultation and evolved and developed over a number of years. The Plan set out a
blueprint for how the Council wished to see East Devon developed over the years
ahead. It sought to ensure that there was appropriate development in East Devon in
the right places, so that there were homes and jobs for residents, especially
affordable homes and those for families, the young and the elderly. However in
securing development the Plan must conserve and enhance East Devon’s
outstanding natural and built environment. The Plan sought to strike the right
balance between development needs and conservation.
The Plan accommodated substantial development in the West End and the Council
had worked closely with Devon County Council, Exeter City and Teignbridge District
and partners in the public, private and voluntary sectors. The success and popularity
of Cranbrook, 613 homes started on site in the first year, was testimony to the hard
work that had gone on to date. In the rest of East Devon development levels were
far more modest and primarily geared around serving and meeting local needs, as
East Devon’s towns and rural communities had indicated they sought. There were
exceptions in Axminster for example, to reflect the Town Council’s wishes, the Plan
proposed higher levels of growth.
In late 2012 the Local Plan had gone out for formal public consultation and the
comments received from this consultation would be forwarded with the Plan and
background reports to the Secretary of State for examination.
The Chairman advised the Committee that they would be considering a series of
proposed minor changes to the Plan. These proposed changes were not considered
significant enough to justify additional new consultation. They sought to amend minor
errors and anomalies, provide an update on issues and clarify intent of policy; rather
than introduce substantive changes to strategy, or key parts of the Plan or land
allocations. The changes also sought to ensure the Plan was fully in alignment with
the Government’s National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). In addition to text
changes there were proposed changes to the Proposals Maps in respect of
Sidmouth, which reduced the Knowle site allocation, and also in respect of exclusion
areas from the Coastal Preservation Area in the vicinity to Clyst St George.
Recommendations from the Committee would go forward to the Full Council meeting
on 24 July. Council would make the formal decision to submit the Plan for
examination.
The Committee heard that to ensure the public were able to have their views heard
on the proposed minor amendments they had been invited to make representations
at the meeting - up to three hours of public speaking had been allocated. People
who had commented on the last stage of the plan had also been contacted by letter
and email and invited to speak. A copy of the representations submitted by those
members of the public who had registered to speak had been circulated to
Committee members before the meeting.
The Committee heard from the eight members of the public who had indicated they
wished to make a representation on the minor amendments to the Local Plan. The
Chairman thanked speakers for their contributions which covered a number of
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Sidmouth related matters and the Coastal Preservation Area in the vicinity of Clyst St
George.
(Following the public speaking session the Chairman adjourned the meeting and the
Committee returned to the Chamber at 1.30pm, as advised on the agenda, to
continue their considerations on Item 6, East Devon Local Plan – Submission to
Secretary of State)
When the Committee reconvened the Chairman reminded Members that they had
previously endorsed the draft Local Plan and were being asked to specifically
concentrate their attention on the proposed minor amendments as detailed in the
committee papers.
The Committee heard that any ‘major’ amendments could require further
consultation, delaying submission of the Plan to the Secretary of State. It was noted
that it was not clear cut as to what constituted the boundary of minor amendments.
However it was felt that any changes to Plan strategy, introduction of new policies,
allocation or de-allocation of sites could be considered by the Inspector to be more
than a minor amendment.
The Chairman advised that during the break the Planning Policy Manager had
prepared a response to the Sidmouth related matters which had been raised by the
members of the public who had made representations that morning. The Planning
Policy Manager read out his response, which covered:
 The Vision – The last sentence of the vision was proposed for deletion
as it directly contradicted Strategy 26 which provided for employment
land at Sidford.
 Alexandra Industrial Estate - Paragraph 14.4 had not been changed
and explicitly referred to improved access to the Industrial Estate.
However it should be noted that Devon County Council had indicated in
their representation to the Council that access provision may cost in the
order of £1m (and there might also be land acquisition costs).
 Strategy 26 – Reference to ancillary retail – The proposed minor
amendments sought to strengthen policy in respect of restricting retail
uses at the site (not to encourage or promote retail uses). The
proposed amendment sought to advise that retail would only be
appropriate where it was an ancillary component of a business use.
 Strategy 26 – Deletion of Regency qualities – The intention behind this
deletion was not to seek to allow low quality development; other
policies in the Plan would be used to resist low quality schemes. The
proposed minor amendment sought to recognise that the Sidford site
was not in or near to a part of the town that was built in the Regency
period and it was not close to other building that exhibited Regency
character or styling. As drafted it would imply that the Sidford
employment site should accommodate Regency style design and
architecture, which was not considered appropriate.
 Strategy 26 – Park and Ride – The proposed minor amendment
deleting reference to a ‘park and ride’ was made in response to a
representation from Devon County Council advising that the reference
should be removed as the County Council had no plans to deliver this
facility in Sidmouth. However the inclusion of a ‘park and change’ site
within the policy was supported.
 Knowle Allocation – It would not be appropriate for a Local Plan to refer
to measurements of site/development boundaries from given features.
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The Planning Policy Manager guided the Committee through the new East Devon
Local Plan containing the proposed minor amendments on a chapter by chapter
basis. Committee members were invited to comment on the proposed minor
amendments after each chapter had been introduced and key minor amendments
had been highlighted.

RECOMMENDED:

that the Development Management Committee endorses
and recommends that Council agrees:
(i)
the proposed minor amendments to the East
Devon Local Plan (being the track changes in
the document attached as Appendix A to the
committee report), subject to the following
additional amendments:
Paragraph 1.2 (Duty to Co-operate) –
an added paragraph to include
reference to other authorities and
consultees.
Table in paragraph 2.7 (An overview of
East Devon) – to include a column
detailing job numbers and to include
some associated explanatory text.
Paragraph 7.13 (Clyst Valley Regional
Park) – to include reference to
‘contiguous wildlife corridor’.
Strategy 25 (Development at Seaton) –
to insert reference to ‘wetlands’ in
paragraph 5.
Vision for Sidmouth (Chapter 14) –
delete the wording ‘historical built
grandeur’ and replace it with ‘historic
character’.
Vision for Sidmouth (Chapter 14) – in
the last sentence add ‘improved
existing employment sites and’ between
the words ‘for’ and ‘a’.
Strategy 26 (Development at Sidmouth)
– in the second line delete the words ‘of
an ancillary nature’ and replace it with
‘ancillary to the primary use of each
unit’
Strategy 31 (Future Job and
Employment Land Provision) – in the
fourth sentence after ‘All largescale
major housing developments’ insert ‘(or
parts / phases of any largescale major
development)’
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Strategy 31 (Future Job and
Employment Land Provision) – insert a
new paragraph to read ‘On
developments between 50 – 199 units
provision of ‘live/work’ units shall be
incorporated at 10% of the total units to
be constructed and the ‘work’ element
appropriately secured by condition or
S106 agreement’.
Strategy 36 (Lifetime Homes and
Care/Extra Care Homes) – in the first
line insert ‘and largescale major’ after
‘smallscale major’.
Strategy 44 (Undeveloped Coast and
Coastal Preservation Areas) – amend
the boundary of the Coastal
Preservation Area as shown on the
proposal map so as to remove that land
south of Topsham Flats Road as
identified in the report to Committee
and also to remove all of the area to the
north of Topsham Flats Road.
Policy D7 (Agricultural Buildings and
Development) – insert the word
‘reasonable’ before the word ‘need’ in
point 4.
Policy E3 (Safeguarding Employment
Land and Premises) – at the end of
point 4 after the word ‘shops’ insert
‘such facilities should be commensurate
with the needs of the settlement’.
Policy E9 (Town Centre Shopping
Areas) – the title be amended to include
the words ‘Vitality and’ between ‘Centre’
and ‘Shopping’.
Policy TC9 (Parking Provision in New
Developments) - in the last line insert
‘and largescale major developments’
after ‘smallscale major developments’.
Appendix B (Glossary of Terms) – in the
definition of Renewable and Low Carbon
Energy add ‘and other developing
technologies’ at the end of the last
sentence
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(ii)

that on the Sidmouth inset map, the housing
allocation boundary of the Knowle site be
amended to exclude the southern parkland
area and the bottom car park (the revised
boundary being that shown in the
Committee report);
that the Proposals Map for the Coastal
Preservation Area boundary in the vicinity of
Clyst St George be revised in accordance
with the plan in the Committee report,
subject to the further change of revising the
boundary to remove the area to the north of
Topsham Flats Road;
that the East Devon Local Plan, all
representations received at the Publication
stage of consultation and all relevant
supporting paperwork together with
proposed changes set out in Appendix 1 to
the Committee report, plus the additional
amendments as set out in (i) above, and
proposed boundary changes to the
Sidmouth inset map and Proposals Map as
set out in (iii) above, are submitted to the
Secretary of State for examination;
that delegated authority be given to the
Deputy Chief Executive (Development,
Regeneration and Partnerships) to make
very minor factual, spelling and grammar
changes to the Plan and insert any relevant
evidence base before submission;
to request that the person appointed to carry
out the examination, if they do not consider
the plan to be sound or meet the minimum
legal requirements, recommend
modifications to the document that would
make it one that would satisfy the relevant
legal requirements and would be sound.

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Planning Inspections
Committee held at the Knowle, Sidmouth
on Friday 12 April 2013
Present:

Ward Members:
Officers:

Apologies:

Councillors:
Helen Parr (Vice Chairman in the Chair)
David Key
David Atkins
Geoff Chamberlain
Alan Dent
Peter Sullivan
Councillor John Jeffery
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Ed Freeman, Development Manager
Stephanie Lewis, Assistant Democratic Services Officer
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer
Councillors: Mark Williamson
Geoff Pook

The meeting started at 11.55 am and ended at 12.50 pm.
*12

Appointment of Vice Chairman
Councillor David Key was appointed Vice Chairman for the meeting.

*13

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Planning Inspections Committee held on 14
December 2012 were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*14

Declaration of Interests
There were none.

*15

Applications referred to the Planning Inspections Committee
The Committee considered the applications referred to it by the Development
Management Committee.
a) Axminster Rural: Application No: 12/2410/MFUL – Solar Farm (22ha)
comprising the erection of solar arrays, inverters, transformers, equipment
housing, security fencing, internal tracks and ancillary equipment at land
adjacent to Woodcote National Substation, Hawkchuch.
RESOLVED:

1.

APPROVED subject to the following conditions:

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of 3
years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In accordance with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and
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Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).
2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved plans listed at the end of this decision notice.
Reason - For the avoidance of doubt.

3.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Class A of Part 2 of Schedule 2 of the Town
and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any
Order revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modification), no
fencing or means of enclosure other than approved as part of this decision and
detailed in the list of approved plans shall be erected around the site, unless
details of such means of enclosure have been previously submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority (LPA).
Reason: To ensure ancillary development is not harmful to the rural character of
the area and in accordance with policies CO1 (Landscape Character and Local
Distinctiveness) and CO4 (Areas of Great Landscape Value) of the Devon
Structure Plan 2001 – 2016 and policies S5 (Countryside Protection) and EN2
(Areas of Great Landscape Value) of the East Devon Local Plan.

4.

Prior to the erection of perimeter fencing, further details shall be submitted to
and approved by the LPA that demonstrates permeability to small mammals
such as badgers. The approved details shall be implemented and maintained in
completed form for the duration of the consent unless as otherwise agreed in
writing by the LPA.
Reason: In the interests of ecology and in accordance with Planning Policy
Statement 9 (Biodiversity and Geological Conservation), policy C010
(Protection of Nature Conservation Sites and Species) of the Devon Structure
Plan 2001- 2016 and policy EN6 (Wildlife Habitats and Features) of the East
Devon Local Plan.

5.

No development shall start until a Method of Construction Statement, to include
details of parking for vehicles of site personnel, operatives and visitors, loading
and unloading of plant and materials, storage of plant and materials,
programme of works including measures for traffic management has been
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. Only the approved
details shall be implemented during the construction period.
Reason: To ensure that adequate facilities are available for the traffic attracted
to the site in accordance with policies of the Devon Structure Plan 2001 – 2016
and policy TA7 (Adequacy of Road Network and Site Access) of the East
Devon Local Plan.)
6. Before any of the operations which involve the movement of materials in bulk
to or from the site are commenced, facilities shall be provided as must be
agreed with the Local Planning Authority, in order that the operator can make
all reasonable efforts to keep the public highway clean and prevent the
creation of a dangerous surface on the public highway. The agreed measures
shall thereafter be retained and used whenever they said operations are
carried out.
Reason: In the interest of public safety and to prevent damage to the highway
in accordance with policies of the Devon Structure Plan 2001 – 2016 and
policy TA7 (Adequacy of Road Network and Site Access) of the East Devon
Local Plan.
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7.

Prior to the commencement of development a site preparation methodology,
construction methodology and decommissioning methodology shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the LPA. The methodology shall include
details of ground anchoring, any ground re-profiling works to be undertaken,
and any temporary storage compound areas. Development and
decommissioning shall be undertaken in accordance with these approved
details.
Reason: In the interests of surrounding environmental and amenity interests
and to ensure the site develops in accordance with the approved layout and to
accord with policies CO1 (Landscape Character and Local Distinctiveness) and
CO4 (Areas of Great Landscape Value) of the Devon Structure Plan 2001 –
2016 and policies S5 (Countryside Protection) and EN2 (Areas of Great
Landscape Value) of the East Devon Local Plan.

8.

The approved landscaping scheme and Wildlife and Landscape Management
Plan shall be carried out in the first planting season after commencement of the
development unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The approved schemes shall thereafter be implemented in full in
accordance with the approved programme and shall be maintained as
approved for the duration of the approved development. In the event of failure
of any vegetation to become established and to prosper for a period of five
years following the completion of the approved planting scheme, such
vegetation shall be replaced on a like for like basis.
Reason: To protect and improve the appearance of the site in the interests of
visual amenity of the area and to provide biodiversity enhancement
opportunities in accordance with National Planning Policy Framework; policies
CO4 (Areas of Great Landscape Value) and CO9 (Biodiversity and Earth
Science Diversity) of the Devon Structure Plan 2001 – 2016 and policies S5
(Countryside Protection), EN2 (Areas of Great Landscape Value) and EN6
(Wildlife Habitats and Features) of the East Devon Local Plan.

9.

No external artificial lighting or other security measures (other than indicated on
drawing nos. 2420_101_Rev K and 1000-0000-00 issue 01 and hereby
approved) shall be installed during the operation of the site as a solar PV facility
without the prior written agreement of the LPA.
Reason: To minimise the potential for pollution and disturbance to local amenity
and wildlife in accordance with Planning Policy Statement 9 (Biodiversity and
Geological Conservation), policies CO4 (Areas of Great Landscape Value) and
CO9 (Biodiversity and Earth Science Diversity) of the Devon Structure Plan
2001 – 2016 and policies S5 (Countryside Protection), EN2 (Areas of Great
Landscape Value), EN6 (Wildlife Habitats and Features) and EN15 (Control of
Pollution) of the East Devon Local Plan.

10. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the LPA development (including any site
preparation and decommissioning works) shall be carried out in accordance
with the following restrictions:
a. There shall be no burning of any kind on site during construction, demolition
or site preparation works.
b. No construction or demolition works shall be carried out, or deliveries
received, outside of the following hours: 8am to 6pm Monday to Friday and
8am to 1pm on Saturdays, and not at all on Sundays or Public Holidays.
c. Dust suppression measures shall be employed as required during
construction.
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Reason: To protect the amenity of local residents from smoke, noise and dust in
accordance with policy D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness) and EN15
(Control of Pollution) of the East Devon Local Plan.
11. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order, 1995 (or any Order amending, replacing or reenacting that Order), no fixed plant or machinery, buildings, structures and
erections, or private ways shall be erected, extended, installed rearranged,
replaced, repaired or altered at the site without prior planning permission from
the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To protect the landscape character of the area and in accordance with
policies CO1 (Landscape Character and Local Distinctiveness) and CO4 (Areas
of Great Landscape Value) of the Devon Structure Plan 2001 – 2016 and
policies S5 (Countryside Protection) and EN2 (Areas of Great Landscape
Value) of the East Devon Local Plan.
12. Prior to the erection of any of the solar pv modules on site the swales required
to attenuate surface water run-off as proposed in the submitted H2Ok Flood
Risk Assessment ref: J-4419.3-FM and drawing 3001 (save for those in the
easternmost field) shall be constructed in accordance with further details that
have previously been agreed in writing by the LPA. Furthermore and prior to the
operation of the site it shall be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the LPA that
the scheme is completed in accordance with the approved details. The scheme
shall thereafter be maintained in accordance with these details unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the LPA.
Reason: To prevent the increased risk of flooding and minimize the risk of
pollution of surface water by ensuring the provision of a satisfactory means of
surface water control and disposal during and after development in accordance
with National Planning Policy Framework guidance.
13.

No development shall commence until full details of how the development will
be connected into the national grid including the requirement for any on site or
off site infrastructure has been submitted to and agreed in writing by the LPA.
Reason: To ensure that the infrastructure necessary to connect the solar farm
to the grid does not harm the rural character of the area in accordance with
policies CO1 (Landscape Character and Local Distinctiveness) and CO4 (Areas
of Great Landscape Value) of the Devon Structure Plan 2001 – 2016 and
policies S5 (Countryside Protection) and EN2 (Areas of Great Landscape
Value) of the East Devon Local Plan.

14. No development shall commence until further details of the methodology for
and a management plan to ensure that the public footpath that crosses the site
(The Monarch’s Way) shall remain open and available for use for all stages of
the development (including construction and de-commissioning) with
unimpeded access throughout the route of the footpath, where it crosses the
site, unless any alternative temporary diversions have previously been agreed
in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the designated public footpath remains available for
use by the public in accordance with policy TO6 - (Long Distance Recreational
Footpath) of the Devon Structure Plan and policy TA4 - (Footpaths, Bridleways
and Cycleways) of the East Devon Local Plan.
15. Within 25 years and six months following completion of construction of
development, or within six months of the cessation of electricity generation by
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the solar PV facility, or within six months following a permanent cessation of
construction works prior to the solar PV facility coming into operational use,
whichever is the sooner, the solar PV panels, frames, foundations, inverter
modules and all associated structures and fencing approved shall be
dismantled and removed from the site. The developer shall notify the LPA in
writing no later than five working days following cessation of power production.
The site shall subsequently be restored in accordance with a scheme, the
details of which shall be submitted and approved in writing by the LPA no later
than three months following the cessation of power production.
Note: for the purposes of this condition a permanent cessation shall be taken as
a period of at least 24 months where no development has been carried out to
any substantial extent anywhere on the site.
Reason: To ensure the achievement of satisfactory site restoration in
accordance with policies CO1 (Landscape Character and Local Distinctiveness)
and CO4 (Areas of Great Landscape Value) of the Devon Structure Plan 2001 –
2016 and policies S5 (Countryside Protection) and EN2 (Areas of Great
Landscape Value) of the East Devon Local Plan.
NOTE FOR APPLICANT
1.

IN GRANTING PLANNING PERMISSION FOR THIS DEVELOPMENT, THE
FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF THE REASONS FOR THE DECISION:
The proposal complies with the following Devon Structure Plan 2001-2016
Policies and the adopted East Devon Local Plan 1995-2011 Policies:
Devon Structure Plan Policies
CO1 (Landscape Character and Local Distinctiveness)
CO12 (Renewable Energy Developments)
CO14 (Conserving Agricultural Land)
CO4 (Areas of Great Landscape Value)
CO8 (Archaeology)
CO9 (Biodiversity and Earth Science Diversity)
CO10 (Protection of Nature Conservation Sites and Species)
ST1 (Sustainable Development)
ST16 (Local Centres and Rural Areas)
TO6 (Long Distance Recreational Footpaths and Cycle Routes)
East Devon Local Plan Policies
D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness)
C5 (Power Lines)
C6 (Renewable Energy)
D5 (Trees on Development Sites)
E4 (Bad Neighbour Uses)
E5 (Rural Diversification)
EN2 (Areas of Great Landscape Value)
EN6 (Wildlife Habitats and Features)
EN8 (Proposals Affecting Sites Which May be of Archaeological Importance)
S5 (Countryside Protection)
TA4 (Footpaths, Bridleways and Cycleways)
TA7 (Adequacy of Road Network and Site Access)
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Approved Plans
2420_201_REVA
XXXX-2060-00
2420_200_REVC
2420_202
2420_101_REVL
2420_300_REVF
2420_301_REVB
LCS-EGC-002
1000-0000-000
01
1000-0000-000
01B
1000-0000-000
01C
1000-0000-000
01A

Landscaping
Sections
Landscaping
Landscaping
Location Plan
Combined Plans
Combined Plans
Combined Plans
Combined Plans

21.02.13
21.02.13
18.03.13
18.03.13
18.03.13
18.03.13
18.03.13
06.11.12
06.11.12

Combined Plans

06.11.12

Combined Plans

06.11.12

Combined Plans

08.11.12

Proposed Block Plan
Location Plan

06.11.12
06.11.12

Chairman ……………………….

Date ………………………………….
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Planning Inspections Committee
held at the Knowle, Sidmouth on Friday 17 May 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Mark Williamson (Chair)
Helen Parr (Vice Chairman)
David Atkins
Geoff Chamberlain
Alan Dent
David Key
Geoff Pook
Peter Sullivan

Ward Members:

Councillors:
David Cox
Roger Giles

Officers:

James Brown, Principal Planning Officer
Henry Gordon Lennox, Principal Solicitor
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

The meeting started at 11.30 am and ended at 12.17 pm.
At the start of the meeting the Chairman announced that application 12/2655/FUL
(Exmouth Littleham) had been withdrawn earlier that week by the applicant and
would therefore not be considered at the meeting.
*16

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Planning Inspections Committee held on 12
April 2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*17

Declaration of Interests
There were none.

*18

Applications referred to the Planning Inspections Committee
The Committee considered the applications referred to it by the Development
Management Committee.
a) Ottery St Mary Town: Application No: 12/2770/MFUL – Demolition of existing
buildings and erection of building comprising 29 no retirement apartments with
associated works, including formation of new access onto Mill Street following
demolition of modern factory building at land adjoin the Tumbling Weir Hotel,
Ottery St Mary.

RESOLVED: APPROVED subject to a Section 106 agreement, to include
appropriate phasing to secure the conversion of the Town Mills
complex with an overage clause in the event of an excess profit
being achieved and a financial contribution to foul drainage
improvements and additional conditions being imposed
concerning trees (including their future management and
replanting), details of the false windows, details of the surface
water drainage and the provision of nesting sites for swifts
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1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission and shall be carried out as approved.
(Reason - To comply with section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).

2.

A Construction and Environment Management Plan must be submitted and
approved by the Local Planning Authority prior to any works commencing on site,
and shall be implemented and remain in place throughout the development. The
CEMP shall include at least the following matters : Air Quality, Dust, Water Quality,
Lighting, Noise and Vibration, Pollution Prevention and Control, and Monitoring
Arrangements. Construction working hours shall be 8am to 6pm Monday to Friday
and 8am to 1pm on Saturdays, with no working on Sundays or Bank Holidays.
There shall be no burning on site. There shall be no high frequency audible
reversing alarms used on the site.
Reason: To protect the amenities of existing and future residents in the vicinity of
the site from noise, air, water and light pollution in accordance with Policy D1
(Design and Local Distinctiveness) and Policy EN15 (Control of Pollution) of the
East Devon Local Plan).

3.

No development shall take place until a landscaping scheme has been submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority; such a scheme to
include the planting of trees (including details of their respective planting pit details
and underground guying), hedges, shrubs, herbaceous plants and areas to be
grassed. The scheme shall also give details of any proposed walls, fences and
other boundary treatment. The landscaping scheme shall be carried out in the first
planting season after commencement of the development unless otherwise agreed
in writing by the Local Planning Authority and shall be maintained for a period of 5
years. Any trees or other plants which die during this period shall be replaced
during the next planting season with specimens of the same size and species
unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
(Reason - In the interests of amenity and to preserve and enhance the character
and appearance of the area in accordance with Policy 4 (Landscape Requirements
of the East Devon Local Plan)

4.

The proposed estate road, cycleways, footways, footpaths, verges, junctions,
street lighting, sewers, drains, retaining walls, service routes, surface water outfall,
road maintenance/vehicle overhang margins, embankments, visibility splays,
accesses, car parking and street furniture shall be constructed and laid out in
accordance with details to be approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing
before their construction begins, For this purpose, plans and sections indicating, as
appropriate, the design, layout, levels, gradients, materials and method of
construction shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority.
(Reason: To ensure that adequate information is available for the proper
consideration of the detailed proposals in accordance with Policies D1 (Design and
Local Distinctiveness) and TA7 (Adequacy of Road Networks and Site Access) of
the adopted East Devon Local Plan.)

5.

No part of the development hereby approved shall be commenced until:
A) The access road has been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to
base course level for the first 20 metres back from its junction with the public
highway
B) The ironwork has been set to base course level and the visibility splays
required by this permission laid out
C) The footway on the public highway frontage required by this permission has
been constructed up to base course level
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D) A site compound and car park have been constructed to the written
satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority
(Reason: To ensure that adequate on site facilities are available for all traffic
attracted to the site during the construction period, in the interest of the safety of all
users of the adjoining public highway and to protect the amenities of the adjoining
residents in accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness) and
TA7 (Adequacy of Road Networks and Site Access) of the adopted East Devon
Local Plan.)
6.

The occupation of any dwelling in an agreed phase of the development shall not
take place until the following works have been carried out to the written satisfaction
of the Local Planning Authority:
A) The cul-de-sac carriageway including the vehicle turning head within that
phase shall have been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to and
including base course level, the ironwork set to base course level and the
sewers, manholes and service crossings completed;
B) The cul-de-sac footways and footpaths which provide that dwelling with direct
pedestrian routes to an existing highway maintainable at public expense have
been constructed up to and including base course level;
C) The cul-de-sac visibility splays have been laid out to their final level;
D) The street lighting for the spine road and cul-de-sac and footpaths has been
erected and is operational;
E) The car parking and any other vehicular access facility required for the
dwelling by this permission has/have been completed;
F) The verge and service margin and vehicle crossing on the road frontage of the
dwelling have been completed with the highway boundary properly defined;
G) The street nameplates for the spine road and cul-de-sac have been provided
and erected.
(Reason: To ensure that adequate access and associated facilities are available
for the traffic attracted to the site in accordance with Policies D1 (Design and Local
Distinctiveness) and TA7 (Adequacy of Road Networks and Site Access) of the
adopted East Devon Local Plan.)

7.

Before any of the operations which involve the movement of materials in bulk to or
from the site are commenced, facilities shall be provided as must be agreed with
the Local Planning Authority, in order that the operator can make all reasonable
efforts to keep the public highway clean and prevent the creation of a dangerous
surface on the public highway. The agreed measures shall thereafter be retained
and used whenever the said operations are carried out.
(Reason: In the interest of highway safety in accordance with Policies D1 (Design
and Local Distinctiveness) and TA7 (Adequacy of Road Networks and Site
Access) of the adopted East Devon Local Plan)

8.

Unless otherwise agreed by the Local Planning Authority, development other than
that required to be carried out as part of an approved scheme of remediation must
not commence until conditions (add as appropriate i.e. 1, 2, 3 and/or 4) have been
complied with. If unexpected contamination is found after development has begun,
development must be halted on that part of the site affected by the unexpected
contamination to the extent specified by the Local Planning Authority in writing until
condition 4 has been complied with in relation to that contamination.
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1. Site Characterisation
An investigation and risk assessment, in addition to any assessment provided with
the planning application, must be completed in accordance with a scheme to
assess the nature and extent of any contamination on the site, whether or not it
originates on the site. The contents of the scheme are subject to the approval in
writing of the Local Planning Authority. The investigation and risk assessment must
be undertaken by competent persons and a written report of the findings must be
produced. The written report is subject to the approval in writing of the Local
Planning Authority. The report of the findings must include:
(i) a survey of the extent, scale and nature of contamination;
(ii) an assessment of the potential risks to:
- human health,
- property (existing or proposed) including buildings, crops, livestock, pets,
woodland and service lines and pipes,
- adjoining land,
- groundwaters and surface waters,
- ecological systems,
- archeological sites and ancient monuments;
(iii) an appraisal of remedial options, and proposal of the preferred option(s).
This must be conducted in accordance with DEFRA and the Environment Agency’s
‘Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination, CLR 11’.
2. Submission of Remediation Scheme
A detailed remediation scheme to bring the site to a condition suitable for the
intended use by removing unacceptable risks to human health, buildings and other
property and the natural and historical environment must be prepared, and is
subject to the approval in writing of the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must
include all works to be undertaken, proposed remediation objectives and
remediation criteria, timetable of works and site management procedures. The
scheme must ensure that the site will not qualify as contaminated land under Part
2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 in relation to the intended use of the
land after remediation.
3. Implementation of Approved Remediation Scheme
The approved remediation scheme must be carried out in accordance with its
terms prior to the commencement of development other than that required to carry
out remediation, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The Local Planning Authority must be given two weeks written
notification of commencement of the remediation scheme works.
Following completion of measures identified in the approved remediation scheme,
a verification report (referred to in PPS23 as a validation report) that demonstrates
the effectiveness of the remediation carried out must be produced, and is subject
to the approval in writing of the Local Planning Authority.
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4. Reporting of Unexpected Contamination
In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be reported in
writing immediately to the Local Planning Authority. An investigation and risk
assessment must be undertaken in accordance with the requirements of condition
1, and where remediation is necessary a remediation scheme must be prepared in
accordance with the requirements of condition 2, which is subject to the approval
in writing of the Local Planning Authority.
Following completion of measures identified in the approved remediation scheme a
verification report must be prepared, which is subject to the approval in writing of
the Local Planning Authority in accordance with condition 3.
5. Long Term Monitoring and Maintenance
A monitoring and maintenance scheme to include monitoring the long-term
effectiveness of the proposed remediation over a period to be agreed, and the
provision of reports on the same must be prepared, both of which are subject to
the approval in writing of the Local Planning Authority.
Following completion of the measures identified in that scheme and when the
remediation objectives have been achieved, reports that demonstrate the
effectiveness of the monitoring and maintenance carried out must be produced,
and submitted to the Local Planning Authority.
This must be conducted in accordance with DEFRA and the Environment Agency’s
‘Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination, CLR 11’.
(Reason - To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the
land and neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled
waters, property and ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can
be carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other
offsite receptors in accordance with the requirements of Policy EN16
(Contaminated Land) of the East Devon Local Plan.)
9.

No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the
implementation of a programme of historic building recording and archaeological
work in accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been
submitted by the applicant and approved by the Planning Authority.'
The development shall be carried out at all times in strict accordance with the
approved scheme, or such other details as may be subsequently agreed in writing
by the Local Planning Authority.
(Reason: To ensure that an appropriate record is made of the historic buildings
and archaeological evidence that may be affected by the development in
accordance with the requirements of policy EN8 (Proposals Affecting Sites
Which May Potentially be of Archaeological Importance)).

10. Prior to the commencement of development, a schedule of windows including their
type and means of opening shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. Development shall only be undertaken in accordance
with the agreed details
(Reason: To secure high quality details that respect the character of the area, and
the setting on the adjacent Conservation Area and Listed Buildings in accordance
with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), and
EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the adopted East
Devon Local Plan.)
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11. Prior to the commencement of development a written schedule shall be submitted
and a full sample panel depicting all facing and external materials shall be
constructed on site both for agreement in writing of the Local Planning Authority.
The panel shall be of at least 1 sq meter in size and shall be reconstructed for
each iteration of different materials as required. The development shall only be
undertaken in accordance with the agreed written schedule and sample panel.
(Reason: To secure high quality details that respect the character of the area, and
the setting on the adjacent Conservation Area and Listed Buildings in accordance
with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), and
EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the adopted
East Devon Local Plan)
12. The development hereby permitted shall only be undertaken in accordance with a
traditional Flemish Bond brick work patter as agreed by email with the applicant
dated 5 April 2013
(Reason: To secure high quality details that respect the character of the area, and
the setting on the adjacent Conservation Area and Listed Buildings in accordance
with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), and
EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the adopted
East Devon Local Plan)
13. No development shall take place until large scale detailed drawings at a scale of
1:2 and 1:5 as appropriate of cills, eaves, soffits, window reveals, porch canopy
and the means of constructing and edging the flat roof element, have been
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
development shall only take place in accordance with the agreed details
(Reason: To secure high quality details that respect the character of the area, and
the setting on the adjacent Conservation Area and Listed Buildings in accordance
with Policies D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness), and
EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas) of the adopted East
Devon Local Plan)
14. Details of the reconstruction of the west gable of the truncated Dispatch building
shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority before
work commences on the construction of the retirement building hereby permitted
and shall be implemented in full within 6 months of the first date of demolition
(Reason: To maintain the integrity and historic value of the building and minimise
weather damage while the building is exposed in accordance with Policy D1
(Design and Local Distinctiveness) and Policy EN9 (Extension, alteration or
change of use of buildings of special architectural and historic merit) of the
adopted East Devon Local Plan)
15. The development shall only be undertaken in accordance with a written scheme for
the provision of nest boxes (comprising number, design and positioning) which
shall have been previously submitted to an agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority and the recommendations and mitigation contained within the ecological
report accompanying the application.
(Reason: To safeguard and enhance the ecological status of the site in
accordance with Policy EN6 (Wildlife Habitats and Features) of the adopted East
Devon Local Plan)
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16

The residential accommodation hereby permitted shall be occupied by persons
aged 55 or over. It is accepted that in the case of accommodation occupied by
couples that one of the partners may be under the age of 55 years and it is also
accepted that in the case of death of the senior partner, the surviving partner, who
may be under the age of 55 years, can continue to reside in the accommodation.
Except in the aforementioned circumstances all the dwellings shall be occupied by
persons aged 55 years or over.
(Reason - The premises are not provided with adequate car parking to provide for
the needs of a younger people in accordance with Policy TA9 (Parking Provision in
New Development) of the adopted East Devon Local Plan)

17. The development shall only be undertaken in accordance with the submitted Flood
Risk assessment dated December 2012 and undertaken by WSP
(Reason: To ensure that the development is put at undue risk of flooding in
accordance with guidance contained within the National Planning Framework)
NOTE FOR APPLICANT
1.

IN GRANTING PLANNING PERMISSION FOR THIS DEVELOPMENT, THE
FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF THE REASONS FOR THE DECISION:
The proposal complies with the following Devon Structure Plan 2001-2016 Policies
and the adopted East Devon Local Plan 1995-2011 Policies:
Devon Structure Plan Policies
ST1 (Sustainable Development)
CO6 (Quality of New Development)
CO7 (Historic Settlements and Buildings)
East Devon Local Plan Policies
S4 (Development Within Built-up Area Boundaries)
S7 (Infrastructure Related to New Development)
D1 (Design and Local Distinctiveness)
EN6 (Wildlife Habitats and Features
EN11 (Preservation and Enhancement of Conservation Areas)
TA1 (Accessibility of New Development)
TA3 (Transport Assessments /Travel Plans)
TA7 (Adequacy of Road Network and Site Access)
TA9 (Parking Provision in New Development)

Before the meeting closed, the Vice Chairman, Councillor Parr wished to thank
Councillor Williamson, who would be standing down as Chairman of Development
Management Committee and Planning Inspections Committee at the Annual Council
meeting later that month, for being an exceptional Chairman. This was echoed by the
rest of the Committee. In response the Chairman thanked the Committee members and
Officers for their support in what had been a challenging but enjoyable couple of years.

Chairman ……………………….

Date ………………………………….
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Audit and Governance Committee
held at Knowle, Sidmouth, on Thursday 27 June 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Ken Potter (Chairman)
Peter Bowden (Vice Chairman)
Roger Boote
Bob Buxton
Steve Hall
Geoff Pook

Officers:

Jo Avery, Management Information Officer
Paul Bacon, ICT Design and Compliance Manger
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
Alethea Thompson, Democratic Services Officer

Internal
Auditors:

Andrew Ellins, Audit Manager, South West Audit Partnership
(SWAP)

External
Auditors:

Barrie Morris, Public Sector Assurance Director, Grant Thornton

Apologies:

Committee Members
Steve Gazzard
Tony Howard

Councillor David Cox

The meeting started at 2.30 pm and ended at 5.15 pm.
*1

Public questions
No questions were raised by members of the public.

*2

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Audit and Governance Committee held on 14
March 2013 were confirmed and signed as a true record.
The Head of Finance reported that he had contacted Councillor Howard in response
to a concern he had raised under minute 42 (14.03.13).
The ICT Design and Compliance Manger gave the Committee an update on the
delivery of the ICT service continuity plan. Concerns had been raised at the last
meeting (minute 47, 14.03.13 refers) over delays to the delivery of the plan. The
ICT Design and Compliance Manger reported moving the equipment to Honiton was
scheduled for 21 July 2013. However, this timescale was subject to a third party
who were installing the communication lines. It was noted that the issue would be
monitored through the Governance Action Plan and SWAP.
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*2

Minutes (cont’d)
A request was made for the names and contact numbers of staff in the
Environmental Health Service (minute 48, 14.03.13 refers). The Head of Finance
replied that contact points for all services were available on the Council’s website
and that by phoning the switchboard (or Home Safeguard out of office hours)
customers would be directed to the relevant department.

*3

Review of Internal Audit Charter
Members considered the report of the Audit Manager, South West Audit
Partnership, concerning the Internal Audit Charter.
As a key element of its Governance arrangements the Council had a partnership
arrangement with South West Audit Partnership Limited (SWAP). The new
governance arrangements for SWAP Limited, together with new Public Sector
Internal Audit Standards and some changes in role titles had been incorporated in
to the Charter. The changes were highlighted for ease of reference.
RECOMMENDED:

*4

that the Internal Audit Charter revisions be approved.

Annual Audit Report and Opinion – Review of 2012/13
The report of the Audit Manager, South West Audit Partnership (SWAP) provided
the outturn position for the Internal Audit Plan at the end of 2012/13 and also
provided Internal Audit’s overall opinion on the systems of internal control at East
Devon District Council (EDDC).
There had been six reviews receiving audit opinion. Three of these audits had
partial assurance (Leisure East Devon, Arts and Culture and Income Collection)
and would be audited further in 2013/14. Most of the key control audits had
improved assurances and all of the systems had received at least reasonable
assurance.
In total 35 reviews were completed in 2012/13, including three currently in progress.
E Procurement was the only deferral due to timings, but a special investigation on
the Water Sampling Contract was added. The SWAP Audit Manager advised the
Committee that considering the balance of audit work and outcomes, he was able to
offer ‘reasonable assurance’ in respect of the areas reviewed during the year as the
majority were found to be adequately controlled. Internal controls were in place and
operating effectively and risks against the achievement objectives were well
managed.
RESOLVED:

that the content of the Internal Audit Annual Report
and Opinion be noted.
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*5

Improving Council Governance: ‘A slow burner’
The Public Sector Assurance Director, Grant Thornton presented the local
government governance review 2013 to the Audit and Governance Committee. The
presentation covered the following topics:
Why look at governance again now.
The scope of the reviews.
The wider context.
Public facing governance accounts.
Public facing governance explanatory foreword.
Public facing governance Annual Governance Statement.
Public facing governance annual reports.
Behind the scenes: people, culture and behaviour.
Behind the scenes: processes.
Behind the scenes: risk management.
Behind the scenes: partnership risk.
Behind the scenes: scrutiny.
Behind the scenes: Audit Committee.
The Committee were reminded that good governance was essential to both council
leaders and the public. It supported leaders in making the right decisions, reduced
the likelihood of things going wrong and protected them when problems occurred. It
inspired confidence in the public that decisions were being taken for the right
reasons, that the quality of service was protected and that public money was being
spent wisely.
The main conclusions of the review with regard to public facing governance was
that council annual accounts and associated documents were, by nature, not user
friendly. Grant Thornton suggested ways that these communication vehicles could
be improved and included some encouraging examples of where councils had
started to do things differently. They believed that there was a compelling case for
councils to produce annual reports. In relation to behind the scenes governance
Grant Thornton concluded that council governance arrangements were well
established and largely well regarded from within the organisation. With increased
pressure on governance systems, councils should shift emphasis from ensuring
compliance to facilitating effectiveness to get more value from their arrangements.
Elected member and senior officer leadership was key.
The local government governance review 2013 put forward a case for councils to
produce annual reports. Grant Thornton believed that accounts, explanatory
forewords and Annual Governance Statements (AGS) were hard to understand and
often not produced for the public. It was suggested that the Chairman of the Audit
and Governance Committee should be invited to input into the writing of the AGS
(normally written by the Audit Manager, the Section 151 Officer and the Monitoring
Officer). Alternatively the draft AGS could be brought before the whole of the Audit
and Governance Committee for their comments. It was noted that Audit
Committees were seen as key strengths of council governance.
The presentation ended with some helpful tips for audit committee effectiveness
and Members discussed the pros and cons of appointing co-opted independent
members onto an Audit Committee.
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*5

Improving Council Governance: ‘A slow burner’ (cont’d)
On behalf of the Committee the Chairman thanked the Public Sector Assurance
Director, Grant Thornton for his presentation.
RESOLVED:

*6

that the Chairman of the Audit and Governance
Committee be invited to the officer meeting to
discuss the Annual Governance Statement.

Revenue and Capital Outturn Report 2012-13
The Head of Finance presented his report on the Revenue and Capital outturn
2012/13, which had been received by Cabinet on 12 June 2013.
During 2012/13 monthly budget monitoring reports had informed members of the
anticipated year end position. The outturn report contained the final position for the
year and compared this outturn position against the budgets set. The report
outlined the implications of these results on the Council’s reserves.
The Head of Finance summarised the:
General Fund position – savings against budget of £56,000 had been made.
£4.084m was left in the General Fund Balance at year end, which was a
healthy position. £3.874m was uncommitted for 2013/14 and £274,000 of
this would be transferred to a ‘New Homes Bonus Volatility Fund’ as part of
the strategy of preparing a balanced budget for 2014/15.
Housing Revenue Account (HRA) position - significant savings of £2.326m
had been made against budget. The year end HRA balance was £4.684m.
£1.715m of this would be transferred into a ‘Debt Repayment Volatility Fund’
to safeguard the HRA against any fluctuations in its Business Plan.
Capital Budget - the Capital Reserve at year end was £2.595m. Based on
the current programme the Reserve would take the Council into 2016/17.
However, this would be dependent on further scheme approvals and how
they were funded.
The Committee were satisfied with the prudent measures that were being put in
place and with the excellent forward planning.
Concern was expressed over the Council’s financial contribution to the Thelma
Hulbert Gallery and the Beehive project in Honiton. This included money within the
budget, additional contributions, and future contributions which may be requested.
The Audit and Governance Committee felt that they should scrutinise this and
requested it be considered at the next meeting.
RESOLVED:

1
2

that the recommendations made to Cabinet,
contained in the report, be noted.
that the Council’s financial contributions to the
Thelma Hulbert Gallery and the Beehive project be
considered at the next meeting of the Audit and
Governance Committee.
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*7

Risk management review
Members considered the report of the Management Information Officer setting out
risk information for the 2012/13 financial year until March 2013. Members were
reminded that the Council’s Risk Management Policy required all risks identified by
the Council to be reviewed bi-annually. All risk owners had been asked to reassess
the overall risk, update their control actions and re-score the risk. The Committee
was pleased to note that the Risk Management process was becoming more
embedded within the Council and that the risks in some services were being
updated more regularly.
There were currently 18 strategic and 105 operational risks. The two risks which
currently scored as high risk were:
Failure to manage the Council’s reputation through engagement with the
press.
Perceived reputation of the service by local community causes preventable
demand through complaints.
All services were asked to review their risks as part of the service planning for
2013/14 and highlight any new and emerging risks. Following this there were three
new risks:
Failure of a private water supply.
Economic downturn was affecting price per tonne for recyclate, reducing
income.
Ability to respond to single issue pressure groups.
There were three risks with scores that had increased since the last review:
Failure of correct procedures and practices causing challenges to decisions.
Failure to carry out Food Safety and Health and Safety enforcement
effectively.
Council services are not delivered where and how customers need them.
There were eight risks which had had their scores reduced.
Members requested that the risk register to be considered at a future Committee
meeting and suggested that a risk report be presented at every Audit and
Governance Committee meeting. It was agreed that a report on high risks and
actions taken would be brought to each meeting.
Concern was again expressed over the Council’s level of financial contribution to
the Thelma Hulbert Gallery (THG) and the Beehive project in Honiton. It was
agreed that these should be included on the risk register and as already requested
a report be made to the Committee on these two areas.
Concern was also expressed over the slow asset disposal process. Members
requested a report from the Estate Management team seeking reassurance
regarding the length of time taken to receive a response from the team and the time
required for asset disposal. Members also asked for the Portfolio Holder for
Finance and the Economy Portfolio Holder to attend the next meeting of the Audit
and Governance Committee because of their role with the Asset Management
Forum.
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*7

Risk management review (cont’d)
The Management Information Officer and the Head of Finance were thanked for
their work on highlighting the risk register.
RESOLVED:

1
2
3
4

5

*8

that the current status of risks until October 2013
be noted.
that a risk register report be presented at every
Audit and Governance Committee meeting.
that the Thelma Hulbert Gallery and the Beehive
project be included on the risk register.
that the Estate Management team provide a report
on their average response and asset disposal
process times on requests made, with particular
reference to requests from Town’s and Parishes.
that the Portfolio Holder Finance and the Portfolio
Holder Economy be invited to attend the next Audit
and Governance Committee meeting.

Year end partnership review
Members considered the report of the Management Information Officer setting out
partnership information for the 2012/13 financial year until March 2013, which
allowed the Committee to monitor the status of the Council’s partnerships. This
followed the year end review of partnerships by responsible officers for 2012/13.
There were currently ten partnerships defined under the Partnership Policy, to be
reviewed annually. All the partnerships were active and met at least quarterly.
There were no current budget issues with any of the partnerships, although most
received some funding from EDDC. The report recommended that the Council’s
involvement with each of the partnerships continue and outlined the benefits of
continued engagement.
Members discussed EDDC’s shared services and shared Chief Executive with
South Somerset District Council. The Head of Finance outlined the financial
implications of the Chief Executive returning to EDDC fulltime. This had been
factored into future spending predictions as a prudent measure
On behalf of the Committee the Chairman thanked the Management Information
Officer for her work on the partnership review.
RESOLVED:

that the current status of partnerships until March
2014 be noted.
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*9

Five year land supply update
Members considered a report that updated the Committee on the Council’s five year
land supply position in the light of more recent housing commitment and completion
data. Key facts were that :
following the appeal inspector’s recommendations, housing land supply for
East Devon was below the required six years at just 4.71 years worth of
supply;
but that once the new Local Plan had been adopted post examination, there
would in fact be a sufficient supply of housing land at 6.24 years worth of
supply.
The main reason for the Council’s lack of a five year supply was that it did not have
an up to date plan. Officers believed that provided the plan was kept up to date and
sufficient appropriate schemes were granted permission then there should not be a
reason to fall short of housing land supply requirements in the future.
At its meeting in January 2013 the Audit and Governance Committee recommended
the following (minute 37 refers):
that Council recognises the concerns of the Audit and Governance
Committee that without proper process and understanding there is a risk the
authority will lose influence over EDDC’s own vision and master plan for the
district, and
that Council put in place processes to make sure that the Council has a
rolling valid five year housing land supply.
These recommendations were approved by full Council on 27 February 2013.
Members felt that this should now be Council policy and that the matter should not
be going back to the Development Management Committee for debate and
decision. Members were disappointed with the approach. They expressed concern
that the risk for the Council continued (with regard to policy) and that the Council
needed a rolling programme.
The Committee disagreed with the officer’s report which stated that future annual
monitoring of housing completions would continue to update the five year land
supply on a yearly basis. They felt that this should be done on a rolling annual
basis and that the recommendation was missing the words ‘monitoring’ and ‘rolling’.
The Committee rejected the recommendation contained in the report as they did not
believe it was what the Audit and Governance Committee had previously put to
Council. They were concerned that if the Council continued as it was, there would
be small pockets of piecemeal development without the infrastructure to support it.
RESOLVED:

that the Chairman and Vice Chairman meet with
the Policy Manager and the Corporate Legal &
Democratic Services Manager to discuss how to
take the matter forward to Council.
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*10

Forward Plan 2013/14
The Committee noted the contents of the forward plan for 2013/14.
Items to be considered at the September Committee included:
 Internal Audit Activity – Quarters 1& 2 2013/14
 Statement of Accounts and the Annual Governance Statement.
 Report to those charged with Governance.
 Thelma Hulbert Gallery and Beehive project – Portfolio Holder Finance and
Portfolio Holder Economy be invited to attend.
 Risk register report.
RESOLVED:

that the forward plan be noted.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Standards Committee held
at Knowle, Sidmouth on 29 April 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Peter Halse (Chairman)
Peter Bowden
Geoff Chamberlain
Frances Newth
Tim Wood
Co-opted non-voting members:
Cllr David Mason, Parish/Town Council member
Cllr Courtney Richards, Parish/Town Council member
Ray Davison, Independent member
Tim Swarbrick, Independent member

Also present:

Alison Willan, Independent Person

Officers:

Denise Lyon, Monitoring Officer and Deputy Chief
Executive
Rachel Pocock, Deputy Monitoring Officer and Corporate
Legal and Democratic Services Manager
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer
Alan Dent, substitute Standards Committee Member
Douglas Hull, substitute Standards Committee Member
John Walpole, Reserve Independent Person

The meeting started at 10:00 am and ended at 11:25 am
*23

Public question time
There were no questions raised by members of the public.
Cllr David Mason asked whether following the recently published Daily Telegraph
article, and the subsequent resignation of Graham Brown, there were any matters
that needed to be considered by the Committee. In response the Monitoring Officer
advised that the matter had been referred to the Police soon after the article had
been published. The issue was then, on advice from Police, directed to Action
Fraud under the Bribery Act 2010 and the Council’s own Fraud, Theft and
Corruption policy. Devon and Cornwall Police were continuing to look into the
matter and the Monitoring Officer was currently in discussions with them about
releasing a joint statement. The Monitoring Officer confirmed that the Independent
Person had been consulted on the matter.
During discussion the Committee spoke of the importance of putting out a clear
message to the public to explain what action had already been taken and what
would happen next.
In response to a question about the future of the East Devon Business Forum and
the Business Task and Finish Forum, the Deputy Monitoring Officer confirmed that
Council Officer resource had been withdrawn from the East Devon Business Forum.
The Business Task and Finish Forum focusing on engagement with the business
community was ongoing.
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*24

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Standards Committee held on 16 October 2012
were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*25

Declarations of interest
Councillor Peter Halse had declared a personal interest under minute *23 as a
former attendee of the East Devon Business Forum.

*26

Draft Social Media Use Policy
The Deputy Monitoring Officer reported that following a useful discussion at the
previous meeting on the draft Social Media Use Policy there had been further
refinement of the document. The Policy had been sent to a specialist for their
view/input, however unfortunately due to sickness it has not been possible to
circulate the revised version of the Policy before the meeting. This item would
therefore be deferred until the next Committee meeting.
RESOLVED

*27

that the Draft Social Media Use Policy be added to the
Forward Plan for June’s Standards Committee meeting.

Openness and transparency on personal interests: a guide for
councillors
The Department for Communities and Local Government had published a helpful
and practical guide for councillors on openness and transparency on personal
interests. The Deputy Monitoring Officer advised that it was general guide and was
therefore not specific to individual adopted Codes.
The Deputy Monitoring highlighted the following points:
The Council’s new Code made it clear that Portfolio Holders, who have
delegated authority to make certain decisions, were responsible for
recognising and declaring where they have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest
(DPI) or personal interest;
The Council’s new Code included a definition of the types of meeting covered
by it. A Councillor with a DPI was prohibited from any form of participation,
including speaking as a member of the public. In response to a question, the
Deputy Monitoring Officer clarified that the spouse or legal advisor of a
Councillor who had a DPI would be able to speak on a planning application
for example;
Failure to declare a DPI was a criminal offence;
The regulations were not clear as to whether a dispensation was required for
setting Council tax, therefore the Monitoring Officer had taken the view to
issue a dispensation.
A copy of the guide had been circulated to EDDC Members and Parish and Town
Councils.
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28

Protocol for the Independent Person
At the last meeting, the Committee had considered and endorsed a draft protocol
for Independent Persons written by Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd following a
series of workshops they had run on the role of the Independent Person (IP).
The draft Protocol had been amended to reflect the Council’s own Code of Conduct
procedures. It set out the relationships between the IP (and reserve IP) and the
various parts of the local authority involved in the process of handling standards
complaints and wider promotion of standards. The aim of the protocol was to ensure
that responsibility was clear at each stage of the process and set out the
expectations of the IP (and reserve IP).
Following discussions at the last meeting about the reserve IP’s lack of involvement
in the complaints process to date, the Protocol now set out that the reserve IP
would be consulted on at least one complaint per quarter. Only one IP would be
consulted in any case. Concern was raised that depending on the number of
complaints received this could mean the lead IP was not consulted.
Six monthly meetings would also be set up between the MO, IP, reserve IP and the
Chairman to discuss any standards matters that might have arisen.
The Chairman invited the IP to give her thoughts on the Protocol. The IP welcomed
the Protocol which clearly set out the role and was expected of the IP.
RECOMMENDATION

*29

that the Protocol for the Independent Person be adopted
subject to the point referring to the reserve IP’s
involvement in the complaints process being amended
to:
 The reserve IP will be consulted on at least one
complaint per quarter (as long as there is more
than one case received by the Council in that
quarter). Only one IP will be consulted in any case.

Complaints update and statistics
The Committee considered the report of the Monitoring Officer, which detailed the
level and types of complaints received by the Monitoring Officer for the Standards
Committee since the last meeting.
The Monitoring Officer advised the Committee that significant effort went into, where
appropriate, resolving complaints at an early stage and helping to facilitate a local
resolution which satisfied both parties. Due to increased workload resulting from the
number of Code and non-Code complaints received, the Democratic Services
Officer and Deputy Monitoring Officer had been assisting the Monitoring Officer in
the early assessment stage of a complaint and helping to gather evidence and find
a resolution, where required.
The Committee noted that one complaint was being referred to the Standards
Hearing Sub Committee. Following a detailed investigation the Investigating Officer
had reported findings of a potential breach of the Code of Conduct. Although the
Council’s adopted procedure allowed the Monitoring Officer to facilitate a resolution
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between the two parties, in this instance had not been possible and therefore it was
necessary to convene a formal Hearing.

A member of the Committee commented that due to the assessment of complaints
now being delegated to the Monitoring Officer rather that an Assessment
Committee, as had been the case under the old complaints’ process, the Standards
Committee had no detail about the types of complaints being received. The
Monitoring Officer explained that under the new complaints’ process, complaints
remained confidential unless referred to the Standards Hearing Sub Committee.
However an explanation of why a particular paragraph had been referenced could
be included in future complaint update reports to give the Committee a better
understanding of the standards’ issues being raised by complainants. The
Monitoring Officer reminded the Committee that she would hold six monthly
meetings with the Independent Person and reserve Independent Person and
Chairman of Standards Committee to review relevant Standards’ matters.
The Monitoring Officer asked the Committee to disregard the graphs shown in the
report as they contained errors. A corrected version of the graphs would be
appended to the minutes.

RESOLVED

1. that future Complaints’ update reports include an
explanation of why a particular Code of Paragraph had
been referenced against a complaint to give Members
a better understanding of the types of issues being
raised by complainants;
2. that correct versions of the graphs showing the types
of allegations received by the MO under the new Code
of Conduct and old Code of Conduct are appended to
these Minutes (Appendix A).

*30 Forward Plan
The Committee noted the contents of the Forward Plan and future meeting dates.
Social Media Use policy would be added to the list of items to be considered at
June’s meeting.

Chairman ............................................. Date ..........................................
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APPENDIX A

Overview of all complaints received since the new standards arrangements were
introduced in July 2012.
Number of Code of Conduct complaints received = 14 (8 x EDDC Cllr, 4 x Town Cllr, 2 x
Parish Cllr)
Number of Non Code of Conduct complaints received = 12

No. of times a complaint has been
considered against that paragraph

Code of Conduct complaints
Types of allegations received by the MO since July 2012
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
4 (a) - You
4 (c) - You
5 (a) - You
5 (c) - You
5 (h) - You 7 - Disclosing 8 - Declaring
must treat must consult must not use must not bully must not bring personal
interests and
others with the MO before your position any person your authority interests partcipation at
respect
making a
improperly
into disrepute
meetings
written
allegation
about conduct
Code Paragraphs
of another Cllr

No. of times a complaint has been
considered against that paragraph

The graph below has been included to show how the types of allegations received by the
MO since the new Code was adopted compares to the types allegations received under
the previous Code.

Types of allegations received by the MO under the previous
Code of Conduct from June 2011 to June 2012
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Standards Committee held
at Knowle, Sidmouth on 18 June 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Graham Godbeer (Chairman)
Susie Bond
Peter Bowden
Douglas Hull (as substitute for Cllr Chamberlain)
Frances Newth
Co-opted non-voting members:
Cllr David Mason, Parish/Town Council member
Cllr Courtney Richards, Parish/Town Council member
Ray Davison, Independent member

Also present:

Alison Willan, Independent Person
John Walpole, Reserve Independent Person
Councillors:
Ray Bloxham, Portfolio Holder – Corporate Business
Alan Dent, substitute Standards Committee Member
Claire Wright

Officers:

Denise Lyon, Monitoring Officer and Deputy Chief
Executive
Rachel Pocock, Deputy Monitoring Officer and Corporate
Legal and Democratic Services Manager
Hannah Whitfield, Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Councillor Geoff Chamberlain, Committee Member
Tim Swarbrick, Independent member
Non-Committee Member:
Cllr Steve Gazzard

The meeting started at 10:00 am and ended at 12:45 pm
*1

Public question time
Jacqueline Green spoke of a pattern of disrespectful behaviour by Councillors
towards each other at public meetings and gave examples. She asked for
assurance from the Committee that this sort of behaviour would not be repeated. In
response, the Chairman advised that one of the occasions referred to by the
speaker had been resolved following the meeting and that every effort would be
made to ensure that such behaviour was not repeated.
Barry Sangster asked for clarification on the Council’s position on Whipping and
what constituted ‘Whipping’. The Chairman advised that this question required a
response from the Party leaders and that an answer would be provided in writing.
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*1

Public question time (cont’d)
Councillor Hull, deputy Leader and Chairman of the Liberal Democrats, advised that
prior to full Council meetings a Group meeting was held to discuss upcoming
agenda items. Although it was up to the individual member to decide how they
would vote, they were asked to notify the Chairman if they were going to vote
against the Group’s stance.
Jessica Bailey spoke on two issues relating to the Council’s protocol on Councillors
involvement in planning. The first was that there was an obligation for Councillors to
disclose when a friend/family member had made a planning application, however
the Council held no comprehensive list of these disclosures. The second was that
any planning application where a disclosure had been made by a Councillor that the
applicant was a friend/acquaintance should be dealt with by the Development
Management Committee and not through delegations. In response to the first issue,
the Monitoring Officer advised that the speaker had raised this issue with her
directly and that the process was now being reviewed. It was the Councillors’
responsibility to abide by the Code of Conduct and guidance and there were checks
and balances in place within the planning system.
Tony Green asked the Monitoring Officer for clarification on the process for a
complaint being referred to the Police. The Deputy Monitoring Officer advised that it
was not appropriate to discuss individual cases; however under the new Standards
arrangements, introduced in July 2012, any complaints alleging that a Councillor
had failed to declare a disclosable pecuniary interest (DPI) or failed to take
appropriate action as a result of having a DPI were now dealt with by the Police.
Although EDDC no longer dealt with complaints that related to this aspect of the
Code of Conduct as they are a police matter, the Monitoring Officer did give advice
on this aspect of the Code.
Cllr Douglas Hull raised concern about the length of Development Management
Committee meetings. The Chairman advised that this would be discussed under a
later agenda item (item 8 – Public speaking at committee meetings).
RESOLVED

*2

that the political group leaders be asked to provide a written
reply to Mr Sangster’s question regarding their position in
respect of ‘whipping’ and what was constituted as
‘Whipping’. The replies would be made available with the
minutes of the meeting.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Standards Committee held on 29 April 2013 were
confirmed and signed as a true record subject to amendment to the first resolution
under minute *29 – complaints update and statistics being amended to read:
that future Complaints’ update reports include an explanation of why a
particular paragraph in the Code of Conduct had been referenced against a
complaint to give Members a better understanding of the types of issues
being raised by complainants.
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*3

Declarations of interest
There were none.

*4

Draft Social Media Use Policy
The Deputy Monitoring Officer reported that unfortunately despite best efforts, the
Social Media Use Policy had not been ready to circulate to Committee members
before the meeting; this item was therefore withdrawn from the agenda and would
be considered at a special Committee meeting in July.
RESOLVED

*5

that the Draft and Social Media Use Policy be considered at a
Special Standards Committee meeting on 23 July 2013 at
10am.

Public speaking at committee meetings
The Monitoring Officer advised that at the Annual Meeting of the Council on 22 May
2013, Members had agreed for the Standards Committee to consider public
speaking issues and make recommendations to Council. There was no suggestion
by Council that public speaking would be stopped but rather reviewed with the
potential for increasing the contributions and improving the current arrangements.
Members noted suggestions, listed on the agenda, that had been made through the
Monitoring Officer. The agenda also set out the current public speaking arrangements
and those in place in some other local authorities in the area.
Members had a lengthy debate about the current arrangements and put forward and
discussed a number of ideas about how the current public speaking arrangements
could be improved and made more effective. The Chairman welcomed further
comments from members of the public on the Members’ discussion.
Officers were asked to consider how the following proposals could work practically
and to present them as recommendations to the special Standards Committee next
month:
Public Question Time
 Members of the public to ask their question first, with the remainder of the 3
minutes to be used to amplify their question;
 Questions on individual agenda items to be restricted to 15 minutes in total;
 Questions preferably (but not essential) to be submitted in writing in advance
(2 days was suggested) - it was felt that this would result in the questioner
being given a more satisfactory/fuller answer. The speaker would also be able
to ask a supplementary question at the meeting. Any questions submitted in
advance could be projected onto the screen. There would also be the
opportunity for a member of the public to turn up and ask questions without
notice.
 Only allow questions that were either within the remit of the Council or relate to
matters that the Council could influence;
 Question that had been put at a meeting of the Council in the past 6 months
could be rejected. However it was raised that someone may want to ask a
question again if they did not feel they had received an adequate answer;
 Where there was an interest group, extend the length of time the nominated
spokesperson could speak to 5 minutes. This could also be considered for
Development Management Committee.
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*5

Public speaking at committee meetings
Development Management Committee
 Consideration to be given to splitting the meeting into two halves – policy items
and applications. Any policy items could be dealt with in the morning or on
another day;
 Public speaking to be introduced for non-application items.
Following a request from a member, the Committee discussed the options of
referring the review of public speaking at committee to Overview and Scrutiny or,
due to the wider interest, inviting Overview and Scrutiny Committee members to
attend the special Standards Committee meeting. Recommendations from that
meeting would be made to Cabinet, and from there onto Council.
RESOLVED

*6

1. that Officers prepare recommendations based on the
proposals made by the Committee in respect of public
speaking arrangements at committees and present
these at the special Standards Committee meeting on
23 July 2013.
2. that Overview and Scrutiny members be invited to
attend and comment on the recommendations for
public speaking arrangements at committees at the
special Standards Committee meeting on 23 July.

Public input in Council business
This item was deferred to the special Standards Committee meeting in July.

*7

Code of Conduct Complaints update and statistics
The Committee considered and noted the report of the Monitoring Officer, which
detailed the level and types of complaints received by the Monitoring Officer for the
Standards Committee since the last meeting.

*8

Probity in planning for Councillors and officers
The Committee considered guidance from the Local Government Association and
Planning Advisory Service. A full copy of the guidance – Probity in planning – was
included within the agenda papers. The Committee was reminded that it was a
guidance document and not law.
The Deputy Monitoring Officer drew the Committees’ attention to the following
sections of the guidance:
 Lobbying of and by Councillors – the guidance stated that a Councillor who
was speaking on behalf of a lobby group should withdraw from the meeting
once they had spoken. This went beyond the Council’s own Code of Conduct
as under the Code Councillors only had to withdraw from the meeting if they
had a DPI.
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*8

Probity in planning for Councillors and officers
 ‘Officers and serving Councillors must not act as agents for people pursuing
planning matters within their authority even if they are not involved in the
decision making on it.’ The Committee was advised that EDDC did not have
a bar on Councillors or Officers working as planning agents and would
require changes to the Code of Conduct/terms of employment for Officers
and to the Constitution. Should Members wish to have a bar introduced, as
had been indicated, it was recommended that consultation first be carried out
with Councillors and Officers to assess any impact.
 Predisposition, predetermination, or bias – Any appearance of councillors
having a ‘closed mind’ was likely to leave the committee’s decision
susceptible to challenge by judicial review. If a councillor had predetermined
their position they should withdraw from being a member of that decision
making body for that item.
RESOLVED

*9

that Officers and Councillors be consulted, to assess any
individual impact, on the introduction of a bar on Officers and
Councillors acting as planning agents and results of the
consultation being reported back to the special Standards
Committee meeting in July for the Committee to discuss
further.

Forward Plan
The Committee noted the contents of the Forward Plan and future meeting dates.
Items to be discussed at the special Standards Committee meeting on Tuesday 23
July 2013, 10am:
Social Media Use Policy
Public input in Council business
Public Speaking at Committees – to consider recommendations from 18
June 2013 meeting. Overview and Scrutiny Committee members to be
invited to attend and comment.
Officers and Councillors acting as planning agents

Chairman ............................................. Date ..........................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing & Enforcement
Committee held at Knowle, Sidmouth on Tuesday, 25
June 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Christine Drew
Steve Gazzard
Frances Newth
Ken Potter
Pauline Stott
Tom Wright

Steve Hall (Chairman)
Jim Knight (Vice Chairman)
Roger Boote
Peter Burrows
Bob Buxton
Madeleine Chapman
Officers:

Apologies:

John Tippin, Licensing Manager
Steve Saunders, Licensing Officer
Chris Lane, Democratic Services Officer
Giles Salter – Solicitor
Emily Westlake – Assistant Licensing
Officer
Councillors:
David Atkins
Pat Graham
John Jeffery

The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 10.40 am.
*1

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing & Enforcement Committee held on 26
February 2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*2

*3

Declarations of interest
Councillor/
Officer
Councillor Steve Hall

Minute
number
*3

Type of
interest
Disclosable
Pecuniary

Nature of interest

Councillor Jim Knight

*4

Personal

Member of Devon County Council

Private Hire Licence Holder.

Committee update – Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005 and
General Licensing
The Licensing Manager presented his report and highlighted activities undertaken
by the Licensing Service. Details of the work undertaken were included as
appendices to the report.
Members raised and discussed a number of issues from the report:
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*3

Committee update – Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005 and
General Licensing (cont) – issues raised
1. Licensing Act 2003
On Wednesday 6 February 2013, an officer chaired a pre-review meeting at a
public house in Axminster that was attended by the Designated Premises
supervisor, a regional manager of a brewery representing the licence holders, the
Police Force Licensing Officer and a local police officer from the Axminster Station.
The pre-review meeting was called because of ongoing low level disorder and noise
nuisance at the front of the premises and because of a recent large scale disorder
incident in Axminster that had started at the pub. As a result of the meeting an
agreed plan of action was put in place that included transferring the licence to the
DPS who lived on the premises, stopping customers using the front of the premises
for smoking, employing door staff on Saturday evenings and maintaining an incident
book. To date there have been no further issues or complaints.
Officers, by invitation, continued to attend licensees meetings across the district in
order to provide support, give advice on current issues and answer any questions
the licensees may have. These meetings were a very good forum for meeting the
local licensees and for the exchange of information and ideas. Officer attendance
was very much appreciated by all the licensees’ associations. At the present time
there are still three premises licence in the district that had been suspended for non
payment of annual fees.
2. Gambling Act 2005
Members noted that a programme of visits to licensed premises and other premises
where gaming was permitted continued. It was reported that no Gambling Act
offences had been detected, a result that confirmed that regular inspections were a
valuable tool to ensure compliance.
3. Taxis
At present the current fleet of hackney carriage vehicles stood at 156, with 204
hackney carriage driver licences issued. The re-licensing period for private hire
vehicles was in May 2013 and again to date the current licences issued stands at
10 private hire vehicles, 9 private hire operators and 18 private hire driving licences
issued.
The Licensing Team had continued the education based enforcement and
monitoring approach to the Hackney Carriage and Private Hire drivers and vehicles
in the District. Close liaison was maintained with partner agencies and the taxi trade
to ensure that the principles of consistency, transparency and proportionality were
maintained. It was planned that another multiagency taxi check would take place in
the summer months.
Members noted that the work to lower the kerb stones at the new Strand taxi rank
had not been completed by Devon County Council. In Honiton, a complaint was
raised from a Honiton taxi operator at the last the six monthly meetings held
between
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*3

Committee update – Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005 and
General Licensing (continued) – issues raised
members, taxi trade and officers that rubbish bins were being left out for collection
on the rank and along the pavement obstructing access to the rank near Swan Yard
on Wednesdays each week. Following contact with Waste Management, who, with
the assistance of SITA were able to quickly and efficiently arrange a solution.
Members wished to thank the Waste Management Team and SITA for their prompt
actions.
4. General Licensing including Animal Licensing and skin piercing
The Licensing Manager reported that there had been a noticeable increase in
enquiries relating to tattooing and skin piercing. At present the byelaws adopted for
skin piercing relate only to ear-piercing and following a meeting with the
Environmental Health Manager it had been decided to check whether the new
template byelaws refer to all types of body-piercing. If they did then it was
anticipated that the Council would seek to adopt the new byelaws. At the same
meeting the possibility of issuing personal registration for tattooing practitioners was
discussed. At present the Council only registered premises for tattooing but the
trade was changing from the traditional ‘tattoo parlour’ and many practitioners
attended shows and carried out mobile work and required some sort of personal
authorisation to take with them. It had been agreed to source information from other
authorities on their procedure before a decision was made.
All the consent permits for trading on the Esplanade during the Sidmouth Folk
Week 2013 had been issued although the Licensing Service was maintaining a
waiting list should any consents be returned.
Members noted due to the premises licence issued for The Strand, Exmouth being
overly restrictive, TENs were being used for some events in this area. In order to
have this premises licence improved Exmouth Councillors were advised to lobby
EDDC Property Services section who were the applicants for the licence to change
the licence conditions.
Councillor Bob Buxton reported that Honiton Charter Day had used part of
Northcote Lane to hold market stalls. The Licensing Manager agreed to discuss this
issue with the Clerk to Honiton Town Council. Members also noted the report of a
French Market being held on the Lace Walk Car Park for three days. The Licensing
Manager confirmed that EDDC Licensing had not issued a licence for this market
but that he considered that it would need EDDC authority as it was on Council
owned property. The Licensing Manager agreed to check if this market had
received EDDC permission to operate on the Lace Walk Car Park.
Councillor Tom Wright raised the issue of the correct procedure for notifying Street
Scene when TENs would be held on public realm areas. Councillor Roger Boote
raised the issue of a TENs being issued for the sale of alcohol in a lay by at
Newcott on the A303. It was noted that the Police had indicated that they had no
view on this matter. The Licensing Manager agreed to look into this issue and
discuss it with Councillor Boote.
Councillor Frances Newth requested that all Sidmouth Ward Members be issued
with an out of hours contact list for Sidmouth Folk Week as residents often
contacted them on this issue.
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*3

Committee update – Licensing Act 2003, Gambling Act 2005 and
General Licensing (continued) – issues raised
5. Consultations and Partnership Working
The Licensing Manager advised that the meeting between Members, Taxi
Proprietors and Officers had been held on Wednesday, 3 April 2013 in the Council
Chamber at Knowle. A copy of the minutes had been attached to the report. The
next liaison meeting had been arranged for Thursday 31 October 2013 commencing
at 2.30pm in the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth.
RESOLVED

*4

1.

that the report be noted;

2.

that the Licensing Manager send details of the three
premises licences in the area suspended for non payment of
annual fees to all members of the Committee;

3.

that the Licensing Manager discuss with the Honiton Town
Council Clerk the issue of Honiton Charter Day using part of
Northcote Lane to hold market stalls.

4.

that the Licensing Manager to check if the French Market
held recently in Lace Walk car park had received EDDC
permission to operate in the Lace Walk Car Park;

5.

that the Licensing Manager look into the issue of a TENs
being issued for the sale of alcohol in a lay by at Newcott on
the A303.

6.

that the Licensing Manager provide all Sidmouth Ward
Members with an out of hours contact list for Sidmouth Folk
Week

Beer Taxi Rank
Members considered the report of the Licensing Manager which set out a request
from Beer Parish Council for the removal of Beer’s only taxi rank in Fore Street so
that it could be utilised as an additional disabled parking bay. Members received
details of three letters from taxi operators in the area objecting to the proposal and
also noted the potential significant costs of the work.
RESOLVED

that the request from Beer Parish Council for the removal of
Beer’s only taxi rank in Fore Street so that it could be utilised
as an additional disabled parking bay be refused.

Chairman ………………………………………………….. Date ……………….……………….
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing &
Enforcement Sub-Committee held at Knowle,
Sidmouth on Tuesday, 16 April 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Steve Hall (Chairman)
Jim Knight
David Atkins

Officers:

Giles Salter – Solicitor
Neil McDonald – Licensing Officer
Jill Wheller – Environmental Health
Officer
Elizabeth Schofield – Assistant Licensing
Officer
Chris Lane – Democratic Services Officer

Also Present:

Councillors:
Maddy Chapman
Christine Drew
Steve Gazzard

Apologies:

Councillor:
Tom Wright

The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 11.35am.
*43

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Enforcement Sub-Committee held
on 12 February 2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*44

Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow the sale of alcohol and recorded
music and performance of dance on the premises at Betsys Knap,
Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk Festival 2013
The Sub Committee gave consideration to an application for a time limited
Premises Licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003, to allow the sale of
alcohol and recorded music and performance of dance on the premises at Betsys
Knap, Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk Festival 2013,
The Sub Committee carefully considered the application for the premises licence,
the activities and the proposed hours of operation with a view to deciding whether
the application promoted the licensing objectives, as required by the Licensing Act
2003. Government Guidance, the Council’s own licensing policy and the Human
Rights Act 1998 were also taken into account in making the decision.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the relevant representations that all
parties had made and the written representations and other documentation put
before the Sub Committee. They considered the particular locality of the premises
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*44

Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow the sale of alcohol and recorded
music and performance of dance on the premises at Betsys Knap,
Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk Festival 2013 (Cont)
on the edge of a town and its physical relationship with other residential properties
in the vicinity.
The Sub Committee considered it relevant that no representations had been
received from the police in relation to the Licensing Act objectives that had been the
subject of representations, which were, public nuisance. From this the Sub
Committee concluded that the police did not consider that there were currently any
significant problems associated with the current operation of the premises, or that
there was likely to be if the application was granted.
The applicant Mr John Radford attended, his case on paper was that noise levels
were set to a maximum agreed with the EDDC Environmental Health. Noise levels
were monitored, as well as the coordination of nuisance complaints, with
Environmental Health. He stated that there was good management through policy
and stewarding on site. At the hearing he added that there had been two complaints
in 2012. These had been discussed, managed and resolved. There had been noise
monitoring at one property where the festival management had been working long
term to resolve noise disturbance issues from previous years
Members noted that it was not always easy to control noise fluctuation due to
atmospheric conditions but the festival management had worked with the EHO to
find a solution. There would be noise monitoring from three locations in the vicinity
of the Betsys Knap premises – Bickwell Lane, Ice House Lane and on the edge of
the camp site at Woolbrook Mead. Festival management had out in place a ‘softer
finish’ to avoid a surge of 700-800 people leaving at the same time. Music ended
typically around 1.15am, the bar closed at 2.00am and the premises closed at
2.30am, with people being asked by SIA staff to leave from 2.15am.
There had not been any issues during previous years. SIA staff engaged with the
attendees to make it a safe environment. Mr Radford stated that it was almost
impossible to stop attendees either bringing alcohol into or taking it away from the
site. There were no bag searches, but they relied on intelligence where it was
known that alcohol was being brought into the site. The noise plan had been
discussed and improved upon over the previous 5 years.
Jill Wheller from EDDC Environmental Health attended the hearing on the
Chairman’s request. She confirmed the complaints from 2012, but felt that the
issues were dealt with fairly and professionally. She could not fault the management
plan. She explained the complaints’ procedure and stated that there was a
telephone number made available for residents to express their concerns,
particularly about late night noise, during the festival.
The interested party, Mr J McGarry stated on paper that regarding the prevention of
public nuisance, he experienced sleep disturbance after 2200 hours to past
midnight by loud dance music with a high volume bass; not a folk festival, more like
a discotheque. This happened for three nights in 2012 until a complaint was made.
Noise had disturbed a number of residents in Ice House Lane/Ridgeway Mead area
of Sidmouth. This had not happened in the previous 4 years (2007-2011) but last
year something ‘went badly wrong’.
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*44

Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow the sale of alcohol and recorded
music and performance of dance on the premises at Betsys Knap,
Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk Festival 2013 (Cont)
A permission to serve refreshment to 0400 and alcohol to 0200 was turning the site
from a family campsite into a discotheque. There was noise disturbance for elderly
residents in Higher Woolbrook, Ice House Lane and Ridgeway who wanted peace
and did not want to be near a late night drinking and dancing venue. Mr McGarry
and his wife had previously looked forward to folk week and had been happy to live
near the camp but last year’s experience caused them to revise their view. They
had objected to the two applications which could only lead to intrusive late night
noise in an otherwise quiet neighbourhood.
At the hearing, Mr McGarry restated the issues of deep rhythmical bass disturbing
his and his neighbours’ sleep on three nights in 2012. The bass could be heard in
the new houses on the edge of the A3052. He was concerned over the escalation
over the past 4-5 years. Mr McGarry questioned the applicant about the licensing
history of the event. Mr Radford explained that Betsys Knap, Bulverton and the
Bowd had been festival sites since before 1996 when he first became involved. The
current licensing conditions had been in place for the past 3 years. Betsys Knap
had always been a dance venue used for ceilidhs. Music played was folk in its
widest sense and not traditional British folk music, could include amplified music
and Indian folk music.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the operating schedule put forward by the
applicants and the likely impact of the application. In relation to the evidence heard
regarding the history of the premises, the Sub Committee considered that the
establishment was well managed and controlled with good policies in place and
adequate supervision from festival management.
The Sub Committee considered that door staff had an important role in preventing
crime and disorder, identifying offenders and in managing public behaviour on and
in leaving the premises.
The Sub Committee did not accept that there was evidence of a significant public
nuisance arising from the current operation of the premises. This was because of a
lack of evidence of a history of complaints to the statutory authorities. The concerns
of local residents about the future operation were taken into account by requesting
dialogue between any complainant and festival management.
The Sub Committee reminded all parties of the closure and review powers which
the Government brought into force once the new licences were operational from 24
November 2005. Premises which did not operate in an acceptable way in terms of
the licensing objectives may in extreme cases be closed down by police action or
have their scope of operation reduced by the licensing authority.
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*44

Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow the sale of alcohol and recorded
music and performance of dance on the premises at Betsys Knap,
Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk Festival 2013 (Cont)
RESOLVED

1.

2.

3.

*45

that the Premises Licence be granted as follows:
(a) The extent of the areas within which the various licensable
activities will be permitted be as indicated by the legends
on the applicant’s plan.
(b) Permitted hours for the various licensable activities will be
as set out in Appendix A of the Sub Committee report.
(c) The conditions will now be as shown in Appendix E.
8.
The mandatory conditions of Sections 19 and 21 of the
Licensing Act 2003 will be imposed.
that the Designated Premises Supervisor would be Matthew
John Fudge of Fern Cottage, 64 Temple Street, Sidmouth, EX10
9BJ.

Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 to allow late night refreshment on and off
the premises at Bulverton Campsite, Corner Ice House Lane and
Station Road/Bulverton Road, Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk
Festival 2013
The Sub Committee carefully considered the application for the Late Night
Refreshment Licence at Bulverton Campsite, Corner of Ice House Lane and Station
Road/Bulverton Road, Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk Festival, and the
proposed hours of operation with a view to deciding whether the application
promoted the licensing objectives as required by the Licensing Act 2003. The Sub
Committee also took into account Government Guidance and the Council’s own
licensing policy, and the Human Rights Act 1998 in making their decision.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the relevant representations that all
parties had made and the written representations and other documentation put
before the Sub Committee. They considered the particular locality of the premises
on the edge of a town and its physical relationship with other residential properties
in the vicinity.
The Sub Committee considered it relevant that no representations had been
received from the police in relation to the Licensing Act objectives that had been the
subject of representations, which were, public nuisance. From this the Sub
Committee concluded that the police did not consider that there were currently any
significant problems associated with the current operation of the premises, or that
there was likely to be if the application was granted.
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*45

Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 o allow late night refreshment on and off
the premises at Bulverton Campsite, Corner Ice House Lane and
Station Road/Bulverton Road, Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk
Festival 2013 (Cont)
The applicant Mr John Radford attended and stated that the late night refreshment
licence had been extended to 4.00am in 2012 for safety reasons so that attendees
at the music venues would have somewhere providing hot food late into the night
rather than returning to the campsite where they may attempt to cook food using
gas under the influence of alcohol. It would also help to retain food purchases at
that time of night in managed areas, contain crime and disorder under the
supervision of police and SIA staff. There was no record of any safety issues or any
HSE reportable safety incidents at the campsite.
The interested party, Mr J McGarry stated on paper that regarding the prevention of
public nuisance, he experienced sleep disturbance after 2200 hours to past
midnight by loud dance music with a high volume bass. Not a folk festival, more like
a discotheque. This happened for three nights in 2012 until a complaint was made.
Noise had disturbed a number of residents in Ice House Lane/Ridgeway Mead. This
had not happened in previous years (2007-2011) but last year ‘something went
badly wrong’.
A permission to serve refreshment to 0400 hours and alcohol to 0200 was turning
the site from a family campsite into a discotheque. There was noise disturbance to
elderly residents in Higher Woolbrook, Ice House Lane and Ridgeway Mead who
wanted peace and did not want to be near a late night drinking and dancing venue.
At hearing Mr McGarry expressed concerns over litter which he had seen discarded
in Ice House Lane in 2012. He stated that this was the first time that he had noticed
an issue with littering which he believed to be connected to the Folk Festival venue
and expressed his concerns.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the operating schedule put forward by the
applicants and the likely impact of the application. In relation to the evidence heard
regarding the history of the premises, the Sub Committee considered that the
establishment was well managed and controlled with good policies in place and
adequate supervision from festival management.
The Sub Committee considered that door staff had an important role in preventing
crime and disorder, identifying offenders and in managing public behaviour on and
in leaving the premises.
The Sub Committee did not accept that there was evidence of a significant public
nuisance arising from the current operation of the premises. This was because of a
lack of evidence of a history of complaints to the statutory authorities. The concerns
of local residents about the future operation were taken into account by requesting
dialogue between any complainant and festival management.
The Sub Committee reminded all parties of the closure and review powers which
the Government brought into force once the new licences were operational from 24
November 2005. Premises which did not operate in an acceptable way in terms of
the licensing objectives may in extreme cases be closed down by police action or
have their scope of operation reduced by the licensing authority.
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*45

Application for a time limited premises licence to be granted under
the Licensing Act 2003 o allow late night refreshment on and off
the premises at Bulverton Campsite, Corner Ice House Lane and
Station Road/Bulverton Road, Sidmouth during the Sidmouth Folk
Festival 2013 (Cont)
RESOLVED

1.

that the late night refreshment licence be granted as follows:
a) The extent of the areas within which the various licensable
activities will be permitted be as indicated by the legends
on the applicants plan.
b) Permitted hours for the various licensable activities will be
as set out in Appendix A of the Sub Committee report.
c) The conditions will now be as shown in Appendix E.

2.

The mandatory conditions of Sections 19 and 21 of the
Licensing Act 2003 will be imposed.

The Sub Committee encouraged the Festival Management to ensure that all littering
was kept to the absolute minimum and checked on a daily basis within the curtilage
of their control.
*46

Application for a premises licence to be granted under the
Licensing Act 2003 to allow plays, late night refreshment,
regulated entertainment and the supply of alcohol on the premises
at Cranberries Function Suite, Hills Farm, Whitford Road,
Kilmington
The Sub Committee gave consideration to an application for a Premises Licence to
be granted under the Licensing Act 2003 to allow plays, late night refreshment,
regulated entertainment and the supply of alcohol on the premises at Cranberries
Function Suite, Hills Farm, Whitford Road, Kilmington.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the application for the licensable activities
and the proposed hours of operation with a view to deciding whether the application
promoted the licensing objectives as required by the Licensing Act 2003. The Sub
Committee also took into account Government Guidance and the Council’s own
licensing policy, and the Human Rights Act 1998 in making their decision.
The Sub Committee carefully considered the relevant representations that all
parties had made and the written representations and other documentation put
before the Sub Committee. They considered the particular locality of the premises
on the edge of a small village and its physical relationship with other residential
properties in the vicinity.
The Sub Committee considered it relevant that representations were received from
the police in relation to the Licensing Act objectives that had been the subject of
representations, that is to say: public safety, public nuisance crime and disorder.
However it was noted that the police concerns had been mediated away and their
recommendations incorporated into the application, particularly the requirement for
CCTV and SIA door staff.
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*46

Application for a premises licence to be granted under the
Licensing Act 2003 to allow plays, late night refreshment,
regulated entertainment and the supply of alcohol on the premises
at Cranberries Function Suite, Hills Farm, Whitford Road,
Kilmington (Cont)
The applicant Mr Steve Littley attended, his case on paper was that Cranberries
was a Grade 2 building purchased in 2006, which had been extensively converted
to luxury self catering accommodation for 50-80 people. An old cow shed had been
converted to a function room accommodating 250 people seated and this was the
premise which was the subject of the application. It could be used as a space for
corporate seminars and conferences, for weddings and charity events. The
applicant had been using TENs for the past 18 months. There had been no
complaints and the nearest neighbour was 500 metres away.
Members noted that the space had been fitted with the highest specification
acoustic material to mask noise. The car park had a high verge surrounding it to
conceal head lights, late at night, as much as possible. Events had been managed
to ensure that there was never any vehicular over capacity on the narrow country
lane leading to property at any one time. Mr Littley stated that that he encouraged
the use of taxis and coaches to minimise any traffic nuisance for local residents.
Jill Wheller from EDDC Environmental Health attended the hearing and stated that
noise and lighting issues were managed and appropriate for the type of premises.
One of the resident’s main concerns was light pollution but this issue had been
mediated away because of the investment by the applicant in design and a high
standard of sue of materials.
The interested parties case was on paper, that in relation to the prevention of crime
and disorder, there was the potential for people to leave the venue under the
influence of alcohol and drive or walk past residences causing crime and noise
disturbance. Regarding public safety, the road to the venue had no street lighting. A
national speed limit of 60 mph existed along the road. The 30 mph speed limit
finished approximately ½ mile from the venue.
Regarding the prevention of nuisance, people caused noise nuisance to local
residents, increase in traffic in the early hours of the morning. The majority of the
local objectors withdrew following successful mediation with the applicant.
The Sub Committee had carefully considered the operating schedule put forward by
the applicants and the likely impact of the application. In relation to the evidence
that had been heard regarding the history of the premises, it was considered that
the establishment was well managed and controlled with good policies in place and
adequate supervision.
The Sub Committee considered that doorstaff and CCTV had an important role in
preventing crime and disorder, identifying offenders and in managing public
behaviour on and in leaving the premises when necessary.
The Sub Committee did not accept that there was evidence of a significant public
nuisance, risk to crime and disorder, arising from the current operation of the
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*46

Application for a premises licence to be granted under the
Licensing Act 2003 to allow plays, late night refreshment,
regulated entertainment and the supply of alcohol on the premises
at Cranberries Function Suite, Hills Farm, Whitford Road,
Kilmington (Cont)
premises. This was because of a lack of evidence of complaints to the statutory
authorities. At the present time there was no real evidence that the operation the
applicant proposes to run will cause the unacceptable impact local residents
suggested.
The Sub Committee reminded all parties of the closure and review powers which
the Government brought into force once the new licences were operational from 24
November 2005. Premises which do not operate in an acceptable way in terms of
the licensing objectives may in extreme cases be closed down by police action or
have their scope of operation reduced by the licensing authority.
RESOLVED

1.

that the to the Premises Licence be granted as follows:
a) The extent of the areas within which the various licensable
activities will be permitted be as indicated by the legends
on the applicant’s plan.
b) Permitted hours for the various licensable activities will be
as set out in Appendix A of the Sub Committee report.
c)The conditions will now be as shown in Appendices F, G
and H.

2.

The mandatory conditions of Sections 19, 20 and 21 of the
Licensing Act 2003 will be imposed.

3.

that the Designated Premises Supervisor would be Belford
James Littley of Hills Farm, Whitford Road, Kilmington,
Axminster EX13 7NS.

The Sub Committee also requested that the applicant liaise with the Licensing
Office if he intended to commence ticketable events at the premises
*47

Schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an
agreed position has been reached and all Parties have agreed a
hearing is unnecessary
Consideration was given to the report of the Licensing Officer which set out a
schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an agreed position had
been reached and all parties had agreed that a hearing was unnecessary.
The Licensing Officer explained the background of the applications and the
negotiations carried out.
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*47

Schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an
agreed position has been reached and all Parties have agreed a
hearing is unnecessary (Cont)
RESOLVED

Type of
Application
Application
for a
premises
licence to
be granted

Application
for a
premises
licence to
be granted

that the application be granted as below, subject to the agreed
position set out in the schedule and any relevant statutory
conditions and the applicants having complied with relevant
statutory requirements.
Name of
premises
and address
Former TIC
Building,
Manor
Gardens,
Exmouth,
Devon, EX8
1NZ

Premier Inn
Esplanade,
Exmouth,
Devon, EX8
2AZ

Agreed position reached by the parties

Following mediation the applicant and the
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary have agreed
that they consider a hearing to be
unnecessary if the following agreed position is
approved.
The application be approved as submitted
subject to the following conditions:
1.

The premises must operate a Challenge
21 proof of age policy. The only
acceptable forms of ID will be a
Passport, Photo Driving Licence or
Government approved PASS Card

2.

Sales of alcohol will only be made within
the licensable area marked in Red on
the plan of the premises submitted to the
Licensing Authority

3.

Where alcohol is sold for consumption
within Manor Gardens the area for
consumption will be the area marked in
blue on the plan submitted to and
agreed with the Licensing Authority and
the Police.

Following mediation the applicant and the
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary have agreed
that they consider a hearing to be
unnecessary if the following agreed position is
approved.
The application be approved as submitted
subject to the following condition:
1.

CCTV must be installed, operated and
maintained to the satisfaction of the
Licensing Authority and the Chief Officer
of Police in accordance with the
requirements set out in the EDDC
Licensing Policy.
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2.

CCTV images must be retained for a
minimum of 14 days and to be produced
on the request of the Police or a
Licensing Officer of East Devon District
Council. Recording media must be set
to 25 frames per second.

3.

The CCTV system must be operational
at all times whilst the premises are
trading. If the system is faulty or not
working then the Police and East Devon
Licensing Service must be informed
immediately. Details of the malfunction
must be recorded in the premises
incident book.

4.

A4 sized warning notices must be
displayed in public areas of the premises
and at all entrances advising that CCTV
is in operation. The signs located at
entrances should be located on the
exterior of the building at, and adjacent
to, all public access doors. All signs
must comply with the requirements of
the Data Protection Act 2002.

Recommend approval of application subject to the amended
operating schedule and the relevant mandatory conditions of
the Licensing Act 2003

Chairman ………………………………………………………….. Date ……………………….
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing &
Enforcement Sub-Committee held at Knowle,
Sidmouth on Tuesday, 21 May 2013
Present:
Councillors:
Officers:

Steve Hall (Chairman)
Jim Knight (Vice Chairman)
Neil McDonald – Licensing Officer
Giles Salter – Solicitor
Diana Vernon – Democratic Services Manager

The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 9.35am.
*48

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Enforcement Sub-Committee held
on 16 April 2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.
In reply to a question, the Council’s solicitor assured the Chairman that the SubCommittee’s wish to increase the sound monitoring in respect of the Betsys Knap
application had been addressed through Condition 18 of the Premises Licence in
Appendix E. ‘The Licence Holder must ensure that noise levels are monitored and
adjusted to comply with the guidance given in the Health and Safety Executive
Guidance Book – The Event Safety Guide (ref: HSG195).’

*49

Schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an
agreed position has been reached and all Parties have agreed a
hearing is unnecessary
Consideration was given to the report of the Licensing Officer which set out a
schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an agreed position had
been reached and all parties had agreed that a hearing was unnecessary.
The Licensing Officer explained the background of the application and the
negotiations carried out.
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*49

Schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an
agreed position has been reached and all Parties have agreed a
hearing is unnecessary (Cont)
Type of
Application
Application for
a premises
licence to be
granted

Name of
premises and
address
Deli on the
Strand, 16 The
Strand,
Exmouth,
Devon, EX8 1NZ

Agreed position reached by the parties

Following mediation the applicant and the
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary have agreed
that they consider a hearing to be
unnecessary if the following agreed position is
approved.
The application be approved as submitted
subject to the following conditions:

Application for
a premises
licence to be
granted

Aldi,
Turks Head
Corner, Exeter
Road, Honiton,
Devon,
EX14 1AZ

1.

The premises must operate a Challenge
21 proof of age policy. The only
acceptable forms of ID will be a
Passport, Photo Driving Licence or
Government approved PASS Card

2.

No persons will be permitted to take
open containers of alcohol off the
premises.

Following mediation the applicant and the
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary have agreed
that they consider a hearing to be
unnecessary if the following agreed position is
approved.
The application be approved as submitted
subject to the following conditions:
1.

CCTV must be installed, operated and
maintained to the satisfaction of The
Licensing Authority and the Chief Officer
of Police in accordance with the
requirement set out in the EDDC
Licensing Policy.

2.

CCTV images must be retained for a
minimum of 14 days and be produced on
the request of the Police or a Licensing
Officer of East Devon District Council.
Recording media must be set to 25
frames per second.

3.

The CCTV system must be operational
at all times when the premises are
trading. Details of any malfunction must
be recorded in the premises incident
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book.
4.

An incident book must be maintained
within which full details of all occurrences
of disorder are logged.

5.

Refusal forms will be maintained at the
premises recording refused alcohol
sales.

6.

The refusals forms and incident book
must be kept on the premises and must
be available to Officers of both The
Licensing Authority and the Police.

7.

A Challenge 25 Policy will be
implemented at the premises and the
only acceptable forms of ID will be
passport, photo driving licence and
Government Approved PASS card.

Recommended approval of both premises licence applications subject to the
amended operating schedule and the relevant mandatory
conditions of the Licensing Act 2003

Chairman ……………………………………………………….. Date ……………………….
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing &
Enforcement Sub-Committee held at Knowle,
Sidmouth on Tuesday, 28 May 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Steve Hall (Chairman)
Jim Knight
Bob Buxton

Officers:

Giles Salter – Solicitor
John Tippin – Licensing Manager
Jill Wheller – Environmental Health
Officer
Chris Lane – Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Councillor:
John Jeffery
Tom Wright

The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 11.25am.
*1

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Enforcement Sub-Committee held
on 21 May 2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*2

Environmental Health objection to the service of a Temporary
Event Notice
The Sub Committee gave consideration to a Temporary Event Notice served on the
Licensing Authority by Nick Parkinson to allow him to hold a ticketed music
event/festival in a field at Harcombe Hill located on Voggis Hill farm, Harcombe,
Sidmouth.
The District Council’s Environmental Health Service had served an objection notice
to the TEN and there having been no modification of the notice by discussions
between the Environmental Health Officer and Nick Parkinson, the notice giver, a
Committee hearing was held to consider the objection notice.
During the meeting the notice giver Nick Parkinson explained to the sub Committee
the proposed event and the precautions that were planned to reduce the effects of
noise nuisance. Jill Wheller, Environmental Health Officer explained the
Environmental Health Service’s strong objection to the event, in particular their
serious concerns relating to the excessive length of time that music was requested
over the three day period of the festival and the late hours (4am finish) and early start
the same morning (7am start). Jill Wheller told the meeting that the event had the
potential to cause a public nuisance to people living in nearby houses and villages.
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*2

Environmental Health objection to the service of a Temporary
Event Notice (Cont)
RESOLVED

that the decision of the licensing authority was that the
application be refused and therefore a counter notice be
issued.
The reasons were;
1) That the notice giver failed to present a noise risk
assessment with the application which set out the
technical data of both the sound system to be used and
the sound proofing qualities of the inflatable marquee
for noise events after 11.00pm and finishing at 4.00am;
2) There was also a lack of consideration for the local
working population and the potentially vast numbers of
visitors on a Bank Holiday weekend, seeking the peace
and tranquillity of East Devon. The event offered little
respite from amplified music, particularly heavy bass,
over a period of 48 hours, that the event was to take
place;
3) There were concerns with the Management Plan for the
event, but that it was not going to comment on this at
the present time because it was the t Sub Committee’s
remit was to concentrate on the potential noise
nuisance, which it considered to be considerable, and
which had been voiced by objection from the
Environmental Health service.

Chairman ………………………………………………………….. Date ……………………….
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing &
Enforcement Sub-Committee held at Knowle,
Sidmouth on Tuesday, 11 June 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Jim Knight (Vice Chairman in the Chair)
Roger Boote
Steve Gazzard

Also present:

Councillors:
Pauline Stott
Tom Wright

Officers:

Douglas Jackson – Licensing Officer
Chris Lane – Democratic Services Officer

Apologies:

Councillors:
Steve Hall (Chairman)

The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 10.05 am.
*3

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Enforcement Sub-Committee held
on 28 May 2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*4

Declarations of interest
Councillor/
Officer
Councillor Jim Knight

*5

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest
Devon County Councillor

Exempt Information
RESOLVED

*6

Minute
number
*56

that the classification given to the documents to be
submitted to the Sub-Committee be confirmed and that the
report relating to exempt information be dealt with under
Part B of the agenda.

Schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an
agreed position has been reached and all Parties have agreed a
hearing is unnecessary
Consideration was given to the report of the Licensing Officer which set out a
schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an agreed position had
been reached and all parties had agreed that a hearing was unnecessary.
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*6

Schedule of applications for Sub Committee approval where an
agreed position has been reached and all Parties have agreed a
hearing is unnecessary (Cont)
The Licensing Officer explained the background of the application and the
negotiations carried out.
Type of
Name of
Application premises and
address
Application Ash Restaurant,
for a
8 Victoria Road,
premises
Exmouth,
licence to
Devon,
be granted
EX8 1DL

Agreed position reached by the parties

Following mediation the applicant and the
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary have agreed
that they consider a hearing to be
unnecessary if the following agreed position is
approved.
The application be approved as submitted
subject to the following amendments:
To reduce the hours for licensable activities
on Christmas Eve from 5am to 1:00am with
the premises closing at 1:30am.

Recommend approval of application subject to the amended
operating schedule and the relevant mandatory conditions of the
Licensing Act 2003
*7

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED

*8

that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972
the public (including the press) be excluded from the meeting as
exempt information, of the description set out on the agenda, is
likely to be disclosed and on balance the public interest is in
discussing this item in private session.

Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence Application
Consideration was given to whether an applicant was a fit and proper person to be
licensed as a Hackney Carriage driver. Members considered the Council’s policy
guidelines that stated that applicants for a Hackney Carriage Drivers licence should
be free of conviction for 3-5 years for either/and/or dishonesty and violence. The
overriding duty of the Sub Committee was protection of the public.
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*8

Hackney Carriage Driver’s Licence Application (Cont)
RESOLVED

that, in consideration of the circumstances that
members were made aware of at the meeting, Mr
MJG’s application for a Hackney Carriage Drivers
licence be granted.

In reaching this decision the Licensing & Enforcement Sub Committee had regard to the
Human Rights Act 1998 and in particular, Article 6.

Chairman ……………………………………………………….. Date ……………………….
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Licensing &
Enforcement Sub-Committee held at Knowle,
Sidmouth on Friday, 5 July 2013
Present:

Councillors:
Tom Wright (In the Chair)
David Atkins
Frances Newth

Officers:

Giles Salter – Solicitor
John Tippin – Licensing Manager
Jill Wheller – Environmental Health
Officer
Chris Lane – Democratic Services Officer
Steve Saunders – Licensing Officer

Also Present:

Councillors:
Christine Drew
Steve Hall

The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 12.00noon.
*9

Election of Chairman
RESOLVED that Councillor Tom Wright be elected Chairman for the meeting.

*10

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Licensing and Enforcement Sub-Committee held
on 11 June 2013, were confirmed and signed as a true record.

*11

Environmental Health objection to the service of a Temporary
Event Notice
The Sub Committee gave consideration to a Temporary Event Notice served on the
Licensing Authority by Nick Parkinson to allow him to hold a ticketed music
event/festival in a field at Harcombe Hill located on Voggis Hill farm, Harcombe,
Sidmouth. Members noted that an objection to a similar Temporary Event Notice
but with a different terminal hour had been heard by a Licensing & Enforcement
Sub Committee on 28 May 2013 (Minute *2 refers).
The District Council’s Environmental Health Service had served an objection notice
to the TEN and there having been no modification of the notice by discussions
between the Environmental Health Officer and Nick Parkinson, the notice giver, a
Committee hearing was held to consider the objection notice.
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*11

Environmental Health objection to the service of a Temporary
Event Notice (Cont)
During the meeting the notice giver Nick Parkinson explained to the Sub Committee
the proposed event and the precautions that were planned to reduce the effects of
noise nuisance. Jill Wheller, Environmental Health Officer explained the
Environmental Health Service’s strong objection to the event, in particular their
serious concerns relating to the excessive length of time that music was requested
over the three day period of the festival and the late hours (3am finish reduced from
4am) and early start the same morning (8am start changed from 7am). Jill Wheller
told the meeting that the event had the potential to cause a public nuisance to people
living in nearby houses and villages. There had been considerable concern
expressed by local residents about the possibility of the event causing noise
nuisance.
RESOLVED

that the decision of the licensing authority was that the
application be refused and therefore a counter notice be
issued.
The reasons were;
1) Concerns relating to noise nuisance, particularly from
the “other stages” which would have a significant
detrimental impact on residents in the area. The Sub
Committee was advised that the event was liable to
become noisier throughout the day/night and reference
was made particularly to the description by the applicant
of the “sound building” throughout the day. This led to
concerns over the lateness of the terminal hour applied
for (3.00am).
2) Concerns related to increased traffic movement on the
narrow lanes leading to the event. The Sub Committee
was disappointed that there had been no liaison with the
relevant Highways Authority.
3) Potential for disorder which could come from
inadequate security arrangements to combat
gatecrashers, especially due to the widespread publicity
on social media. Further security concerns were raised
about the low level of staff patrolling the bars and event
area after 3.00am; this could lead to noise nuisance in
the camping area.

Chairman ………………………………………………………….. Date ……………………….
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